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Egypt under emergency 
rule after church blasts
One suicide bomber had worked in Kuwait: Al-Arabiya

ALEXANDRIA: Hundreds gathered yesterday to mourn
45 Egyptian Christians killed in twin bombings just a
week before Easter, after Cairo declared a state of emer-
gency following the attacks on two churches. The Islamic
State group said it was behind the bombings that target-
ed Palm Sunday services at churches in the cities of Tanta
and Alexandria, and threatened further attacks against
Egypt’s Christian minority.

Sunday’s first bombing at the Mar Girgis church in
Tanta city north of Cairo killed 28 people, the health min-
istry said. The second struck outside Saint Mark’s church
in Alexandria, killing 17 people after a suicide bomber
was prevented from entering the building. The violence
comes ahead of Catholic Pope Francis’ first trip to Egypt
later this month, which a Vatican official said will proceed
as planned on April 28 and 29 despite the attacks.

Initial reports about the Alexandria suicide bomber
said he was known as Abu Ishaq Al-Masri. He was born in
Sept 1990 in Menia Al-Qamah and held a degree in com-
merce, according to an Al-Arabiya report. The report
added that the suspect worked as an accountant in
Kuwait for four months before he travelled to Turkey on
Dec 26, 2013 and onwards to Syria, before he returned to
Sinai. The report said the Tanta bomber was born in Dec
1974 in Kafr Al-Shaikh and held a technical diploma. He
was married with three children and travelled to Syria on
Aug 15, 2013.  

Mourners filled the Saint Mina monastery west of
Alexandria yesterday as they bade farewell to the victims
of the deadliest attacks in recent memory on Egypt’s
Coptic Christian minority. 

Continued on Page13

BORG EL-ARAB, Egypt: Mourners carry the coffin of one of the victims of the blast at the Coptic Christian Saint
Mark؛s Church in Alexandria the previous day during a funeral procession at the Monastery of Marmina in this
city of east of Alexandria yesterday. — AFP (See Page 8)

KUWAIT: Suspected Islamic State militants arrested in
Kuwait and the Philippines were planning to carry out
bombings against US military forces in Kuwait, Al-Rai
newspaper reported yesterday. The suspects were also
plotting a suicide attack on a husseiniya (Shiite meeting
hall) in Sulaibikhat, said Al-Rai, which has close ties to
security services.

Philippine security forces arrested a Kuwaiti and a
Syrian for suspected links to Islamic State on March 25,
three months after they arrived in Manila. Al-Rai said
Kuwaiti security forces also arrested a Syrian chemistry
teacher suspected of involvement with the plots. He
was coordinating between those involved in the plot,
especially with his repeated visits to northern Syria. A
pressure cooker bomb was found at a farm, while
another was found in Saad Al-Abdullah, the daily said,
adding the devices were similar to those used at the
Boston Marathon bombing four years ago. 

A spokesman for the US Embassy in Kuwait referred
queries to Kuwaiti authorities. Kuwaiti security officials
did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
Kuwait, home to several US military bases, suffered its
deadliest militant attack in decades when a Saudi sui-
cide bomber blew himself up inside a packed Shiite
mosque in June 2015, killing 27 people. — Agencies 

IS cell planned 
attacks against
GIs, husseiniya
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received
at Bayan Palace yesterday a written letter
from the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud of Saudi
Arabia. The letter included an invitation for
His Highness the Amir to attend King
Abdulaziz Camel Festival which takes place in
Riyadh this month.

The letter was delivered to His Highness by

Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
to the State of Kuwait Dr Abdulaziz bin
Ibrahim Al-Fayez. Deputy Minister of Amiri
Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah
attended the meeting.

Meanwhile,  His Highness the Amir
received National Assembly Speaker Marzouq
Al-Ghanem, accompanied by Cypriot
President of the House of Representatives
Demetris Syllouris and his accompanying del-

egation on the occasion of his visit to Kuwait.
Syllouris later met with His Highness the
Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah. His Highness the Prime
Minister’s Diwan Chief Sheikha Itimad Khaled
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Kuwait’s ambas-
sador to Cyprus Waleed Ahmad Al-Kandari as
well as Head of the mission of honor accom-
panying Syllouris, the National Assembly’s
Secretary MP Dr Ouda Al-Rowaei attended

the meeting. Furthermore, His Highness the
Amir and His Highness the Prime Minister
have separately received Bassam Saeed
Fareeha and Elham Saeed Fareeha on the
occasion of their visit to Kuwait.

In other news, His Highness the Crown
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah received State Minister for Cabinet
Affairs and acting Information Minister Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah

who presented to His Highness the newly-
appointed President of the Civil  Service
Commission Ahmad Al-Jassar. Sheikh
Mohammad later presented Jassar to His
Highness the Prime Minister.

His Highness the Crown Prince also
received Chairman of the Board of Directors
and Director General of Kuwait News Agency
(KUNA) Sheikh Mubarak Al-Duaij Al-Ibrahim
Al-Sabah and Dr  Saleh Mohammad Al-Ujairi.

Amir receives letter from Saudi King

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah receives a letter from Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz,
presented by Saudi Ambassador to Kuwait Dr Abdulaziz bin
Ibrahim Al-Fayez. —KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem, as well as
Cypriot President of the House of Representatives Demetris Syllouris and his delegation.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets wtih Bassam Saeed Fareeha
and Elham Saeed Fareeha.

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Cabinet Affairs
Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah and President of the Civil Service Commission
Ahmad Al-Jassar.

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah meets with Dr Saleh Mohammad Al-Ujairi.

His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah meets with Cabinet
Affairs Minister Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah Al-Sabah and
President of the Civil Service Commission Ahmad Al-Jassar.

His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah meets with President of the House of
Representatives in Cyprus Demetris Syllouris.

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Cabinet has vehemently
denounced the two explosions that hit churches
in the Egyptian cities of Tanta and Alexandria on
Sunday, which left scores of people dead or
wounded. The cabinet said in a statement follow-
ing its customary weekly meeting that it offers sin-
cere condolences to Egyptian President Abdel-
Fattah Al-Sisi and Egyptian government and peo-
ple over the victims of the bombings.

Condemning the blasts as ‘terrorist acts,’ the
cabinet supported all measures being taken by
the Egyptian government to protect its security
and stability.  Meanwhile, the cabinet condemned
a recent chemical attack by the Syrian regime’s
forces against on the Syrian town of Khan

Sheikhoun, terming it as a heinous criminal act,
which violates all human values and international
norms.  It also reiterated calls on the international
community to put in place resolutions aiming at
protecting the Syrian people and putting an end
to ongoing violence in Syria.

The Kuwaiti cabinet further voiced sharp con-
demnation of recent attacks on in St Petersburg,
Russia and Stockholm, Sweden, which left scores
of people dead or wounded. In this context, the
cabinet reiterated Kuwait’s principled and con-
stant position based on decrying all forms and
manifestations of terrorism, while urging the
international community to double efforts to
fight this scourge.

At the onset of the meeting, held under chair-
manship of His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, the
cabinet welcomed the visit of Sudanese President
Omar Al-Bashir to Kuwait, wishing him and his
accompanying delegation a pleasant stay in the
country. Bashir and his accompanying delegation
are set to arrive in Kuwait today on a two-day offi-
cial visit to hold official talks with His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.
Also during the meeting, First Deputy Premier and
Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah briefed the ministers on the out-
comes of a recent international conference for
supporting Syria held in Belgium. —KUNA

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem met yesterday
with the visiting President of the Cypriot
House of Representatives Demetris
Syllouris and his accompanying delega-
tion. During the meeting, they discussed
the existing relationship between both
nations and ways to enhance it, in addi-
tion to a number of regional and interna-
tional issues with mutual concern. They
also exchanged views on how to coordi-
nate their parliamentary efforts at interna-
tional forums.

The meeting was attended by a number
of Kuwaiti Parliament Members along with
Kuwait’s ambassador to Cyprus Waleed
Ahmad Al-Kandari and Cypriot Ambassador
to Kuwait Charalambos Hadjisavvas.

After the meeting. Ghanem held a din-
ner banquet in honor of Cypriot President
of the House and his accompanying dele-
gation at the Natinonal Assembly with the
attendance of a number of MPs. The visit-
ing guest arrived in Kuwait earlier yester-
day on a three-day official visit to the
country. —KUNA

Parliament Speaker holds official
talks with Cypriot counterpart

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem meets with
President of the Cypriot House of Representatives Demetris Syllouris. —KUNA

Kuwaiti Cabinet deplores
Egypt’s church bombings

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah chairs the cabinet’s weekly regular ses-
sion yesterday. —KUNA
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
patronized and attended the inaugura-
tion of the new main headquarters of
the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) yester-
day. His Highness was greeted by
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Finance Anas Khaled Al-Saleh, CBK
Governor Dr Mohammad Al-Hashel and
CBK’s board members.

The ceremony was attended by His
Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
National Assembly Speaker Marzouq
Al-Ghanim, Sheikh Jaber Al-Abullah
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Sheikh Faisal Al-
Saud Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah, His
Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-
Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah,
President of the Supreme Judicial
Council,  head of the Court of
Cassation and Constitutional Court
Justice Yousef Jasem Al-Mutawa’a,
First Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh

Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah,
Secretary General of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) Dr
Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Defense Sheikh Mohammad Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Deputy
Minister of Amiri Diwan Affairs Sheikh
Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Interior

Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah in
addition to senior state officials. 

Saleh expressed in his speech his
deep thanks for His Highness the
Amir’s patronage and congratulated
CBK’s team for launching their new
building. He also expressed his grati-
tude and appreciation to all the for-
mer CBK’s’ teams, boards of directors,
and governors namely Hamza Abbas
Hussain, Abdulwahhab Ali Al-Tammar,
Sheikh Salem Abdulaziz Al-Sabah and
Dr Mohammad Yousef Al-Hashel.  Al-
Saleh addressed His Highness the
Amir by saying that His Highness’
strategic vision of transforming
Kuwait to a financial and commercial
center is based on having a strong
banking and financial sector of promi-
nent supervisory and observatory sys-
tems through enhancing monetary
and financial stability policies.  He
called on Kuwaiti banks to reconstruct
their financial resources by offering
the appropriate tools for giant proj-
ects and their financing needs, as well
as partnership plans between the
public and private sectors.

He also called for further financial
freedoms and openness on interna-
tional markets and to avoid abidance
to the traditional banking activities.

CBK cherishes an international integri-
ty indicated by various international
credit rating agencies, he affirmed.

The banking and financial sectors in
Kuwait are distinguished for having
two separate approaches, namely the

traditional banking industry and the
Islamic banking sector.

Basic pillar
Meanwhile, Hashel welcomed the

audience in his speech, and thanked
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah for
attending and patronizing the cere-
mony. Hashel said that Kuwait’s bank-
ing and financial sectors are one of
the basic pillars of improving the
national economy, adding that CBK is
keen on supervising the State’s bank-
ing system.

The financial stability is a main
demand to support CBK’s monetary
system as the bank is working hard to
consolidate trust of the national cur-
rency, he added.  He pointed out that
the beginning was at the establish-
ment of the Kuwaiti monetary council
in 1960 to look into measures to issue
the currency and coins.  He added
that then, the Central Bank of Kuwait
(CBK) was established by virtue of the
Law No. 32 of 1968 to issue the
national currency on behalf of the
State, maintain the relative stability of
the Kuwaiti Dinar, and secure its free
convertibility into foreign currencies,
and to serve as a financial adviser to
the government, Al-Hashel said.

CBK’s establishment, hence, was in
response to the need to keeping pace
with domestic and international
developments, particularly in view of
the increasingly important role of the
monetary and financial policy con-
tributing to the advancement of social
and economic development in the
country, CBK Chief noted.

He asserted that by the opening of
this new landmark headquarters of
CBK, “we renew the covenant to this
country,” praying to Allah Almighty to
protect Kuwait’s stability and security,
and to continue the path of prosperity
and progress.— KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and top state officials attend the inauguration of
the new main headquarters of the Central Bank of Kuwait.

Central Bank of Kuwait staff greet His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah as he arrives
to the building.

Amir patronizes, attends CBK’s
new building inauguration

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
(center), His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah (left) and Central Bank of Kuwait’s Governor Dr Mohammad Al-
Hashel attend the ceremony. — Amiri Diwan photos

Central Bank of Kuwait’s Governor Dr
Mohammad Al-Hashel delivers his
speech.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Finance Anas Khaled Al-Saleh
addresses the audience.

Central Bank of
Kuwait’s Governor

Dr Mohammad 
Al-Hashel presents

a memento to His
Highness the Amir

Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber 

Al-Sabah.

HIS Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah poses with officials at the main stage.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and top state officials attend the inauguration ceremony.HIS Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah signs the guestbook.
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KUWAIT: The Clean Fuel Project takes
into consideration improving standards
of Kuwaiti petroleum products, and
allowing Kuwait to invade international
markets and compete with high quality
standards. It also works on decreasing
emissions and pollutants according to
the latest environmental criteria
applied locally and internationally by
expanding and improving Al-Ahmadi
and Mina Abduallah refineries. This
project works on transforming fuel oil
of high sulfur content to high quality
petroleum products of low sulfur con-
tent with achieving optimal return of
investment.—- KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Electricity and Water as
well as the Minister of Oil Essam Al-Marzouq
yesterday said that Oman’s Duqm Refinery
has been designed so that it can receive full
needs from Kuwaiti oil, by 100 percent. The
minister made the statement after the Kuwait
Petroleum International (KPI) and the Oman
Oil Company (OOC) signed a partnership
agreement for cooperation in the develop-
ment of Duqm Refinery, as well as the
Petrochemical Complex in the Duqm Special
Economic Zone (SEZ) in Oman’s Al-Wusta
Governorate. The KPI and the OOC also
signed in Muscat yesterday the stock pur-
chase agreement (SPA) of the partnership
company, Marzouq added.

The OOC invited the KPI to invest in the
refinery project, with total capacity of 230,000
barrels a day, after the economic feasibility
studies and the initial engineering designs
were already completed, he said. The two
sides signed a MoU in November 2016 for the
50:50 joint equity venture, Marzouq said, not-
ing that the Kuwait oil will provide 65 percent
of the refinery’s needs, and that it could be
increased to 100 percent.

A joint team from the two companies is
now assessing the offers by contractors for the
construction phase, as well as management of
the refinery. They are also working with a
team from the international marketing at the
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) on the
final touches of agreements on the oil sale
and providing the crude. The KPI is the KPC’s
international subsidiary, while the OOC is the
Sultanate’s investment arm in the energy and
energy related sectors. KPI’s CEO Bakheet Al-
Rashidi said the agreement would play an
effective role for achieving the Sultanate’s oil
strategy, turning the SEZ into one of the
world’s major economic centers. Rashidi

signed the agreement with OOC Acting
Executive Managing Director Hilal Al-Kharusi
in Muscat. The ceremony was attended by a
host of officials from both sides. The Duqm
Refinery will be established on a total area of
900 hectares. Once completed, the refinery
will have the capacity to process 230,000 bar-
rels of crude oil per day for both local and
international markets. The KPI was estab-
lished in 1983 as KPC’s arm for marketing and
refining outside Kuwait. The state-owned
OOC was established in 1996 to pursue
investment opportunities in the wider energy
sector both at home and abroad.

Meanwhile, minister Marzouq referred to the
OPEC/non-OPEC deal to cut oil production con-
cluded in November 2016 saying that the rate
of conformity was 87 in January and 94 a month
later. These are historical rates, the minister said,
adding a higher one is expected for March.

In December, 11 non-OPEC oil producers
cooperated with the 13 OPEC member coun-
tries in a concerted effort to accelerate the
rebalancing of the global oil market through
an adjustment in combined production of 1.8
million barrels per day.  A resulting Declaration
of Cooperation came into effect on January 1,
2017 for six months, and is extendable for an
additional six months pending the status of
supply and demand, as well as global invento-
ries. The joint OPEC/non-OPEC ministerial
committee monitoring the implementation
of the deal met in Kuwait recently and
demanded a report be prepared by April on
extending the oil output cut for six months
more to guarantee stability of the world mar-
kets. Marzouq said that oil prices are unpre-
dictable for the coming period, for factors like
geopolitics, speculations, exchange rates and
economic data, which are hard to predict or
bring under control. — KUNA

KUWAIT: MRC - the leading eco industrial com-
pany in Kuwait, signed a three-year renewable
agreement with EQUATE Petrochemical
Company, a global producer of petrochemicals,
to provide a value-added waste management,
logistics, recycling and marketing solution for
EQUATE’s scrap.

MRC was contracted to collect all waste on-
site, using 25 large containers placed at strate-
gic locations at EQUATE’s industrial complex,
then forward the contents regularly to special-
ized facilities at MRC for treatment, where
they would be recycled into high standard
raw materials suitable for manufacturing, and

shipped to customers outside the MENA
region. Over the three year period of the
agreement, an estimated 20 thousand tons of
scrap material will be processed. 

MRC provides a range of waste management
solutions for oil and gas and petrochemical sec-
tor companies, and is known for offering practi-
cal and cost effective solutions for handling
industrial and hazardous waste, as well the recy-
cling of scrap and waste products of the com-
mercial and construction sectors. 

“Environmentally committed, MRC is always
exploring sustainability solutions that help our
clients reduce their waste footprint,” said Tarek

Al-Mousa - CEO, MRC. “We are pleased to partner
with EQUATE to provide a cost-effective, eco-
nomically feasible and environmentally friendly
solution that ensures all scraps are turned into
valuable industrial raw material.”

“MRC looks forward to working together with
the oil and gas and petrochemicals sector to
develop Kuwait’s sustainable future and ensure
that the sector maximizes its positive role,”
added Mousa. “As we work to transform the
industrial landscape through such collabora-
tions, we ensure that we remain true to Kuwait’s
vision of high standards of quality and environ-
mental sustainability.” 

Duqm Refinery may totally

depend on Kuwaiti crude

MRC and EQAUTE sign 3-year waste

management and recycling contract

More than 20,000 tons of waste to be processed

Clean Fuel Project: part

of ‘New Kuwait 2035’ plan
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By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Public Authority for Industry
(PAI) plans to cancel 12 industrial licenses
and withdraw the land allotted to them,
said informed sources, noting that total
area of the land to be withdrawn is 80,000
square meters. The sources explained that
the decision was made because the plots
had been either deserted, closed down,
unused, the projects they had been allot-
ted for were not executed or thee owners
were practicing activities other than those
mentioned in their licenses. 

Small projects
Minister of Commerce and Industry and

Acting Minister of State for Youth Affairs
Khaled Al-Roudhan said state policies tar-
get linking youth to small projects the
same way they are attached to sports. “Man
can live without sports but cannot live
without work or proper income,” he under-
lined, pointing out that the state’s success
in spreading the small projects concept
would protect youth from many dangers
such as terrorism, extremism, violence or
migration when they fail to find appropri-
ate job opportunities to lead decent lives.
Speaking at a meeting held in Cairo with
Egyptian journalists, media figures and

businessmen on the sidelines of the sixth
Arab Youth Media Forum (organized by the
Arab Media Forum), Roudhan stressed the
need to support small projects and encour-
age more entrepreneurs to start their own
businesses, because the Kuwaiti govern-
ment is no longer capable of employing
everyone in the public sector. “Small proj-
ects form at least 30 percent of the econo-
my of most developing countries world-
wide, and sometimes the percentage goes
up to 50 percent,” he underscored, noting
that economic cooperation amongst Arab
countries has become a must. 

Tenders
The Ministry of Electricity and Water’s

(MEW) technical services sector plans to
offer two public tenders to maintain and
repair ministry buildings at a total cost of
KD 2 million, said the assistant undersec-
retary for technical services Mohammed
Al-Sharhan. He explained that the first
tender (costing one million) includes
ministry buildings in the Capital, Hawally
and Jahra governorates, while the second
includes buildings in Ahmadi, Mubarak
Al-Kabeer and Farwaniya. “The sector also
plans to offer another tender to maintain
ministry warehouses in various areas,” he
underlined. 

12 industrial licenses
canceled for inactivity

Investigations still ongoing
in social aid violations’ case

By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Assistant Undersecretary for Legal
Affairs at the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Labor (MSAL) Abdul Aziz Shuaib stressed
that the public prosecution is still reviewing
and investigating the ministry’s complaints
with regards to violations detected in some
social aid cases. Shuaib added that the pub-
lic prosecution asked the ministry to pro-

vide it with more documents and informa-
tion because violations were reported in
7,169 cases. He also strongly denied that
the public prosecution rejected the investi-
gation and returned the complaints to
MSAL. Finally, Shuaib urged the media to
verify all reports so that stories that are pub-
lished are accurate, especially when such
stories involve well-documented cases that
are still subject to investigations. 

KUWAIT: Firefighters pictured inside a school in Rawda where a fire
was reported yesterday.

A fireman tackles a blaze inside a store in industrial Shuwaikh
yesterday.

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Fire broke out at Nusaiba bint Kaab
Intermediate School for Girls in Rawda, prompting
Shuhada, Hawally and technical rescue centers to
respond. The fire was in a classroom that con-
tained computers. Teachers evacuated the school
before firemen arrived to the scene. Two teachers
suffered from smoke inhalation and were treated
onsite. Separately, firemen dealt with a fire in a
sanitary goods store in industrial Shuwaikh, which
spread to another store that contained firefighting
equipment. Firemen were able to isolate and put
out the fire without injuries.

Reckless drivers arrested
Traffic police arrested two people for reck-

less driving and endangering people’s lives,
among other charges. Detectives had launched
investigations to identify and arrest the two
after video footage showing them driving a
pickup truck recklessly at a street in Kuwait
went viral. The two were located and placed
under arrest,  then referred to the proper
authorities to face charges.

Relocation
Capital residency affairs department will

stop receiving visitors from Tuesday, April 11
(today) until Thursday, April 13 to complete
the relocation to its temporary offices in the
old Hawally passports building in Salmiya, the
Interior Ministry announced. Visitors will be
received at the Salmiya offices from April 16
until the new building is ready.

Camping violations
Over 100 camps were removed during cam-

paigns carried out by Jahra municipality teams
to remove camps violating rules stipulated by
Kuwait Municipality.

Teachers hurt in school fire

KUWAIT: A citizen was caught by a building
haris (janitor) after he raped an Egyptian boy,
and a bottle of liquor was found with him. The
suspect and the child were sent to the foren-
sics department for further examinations.

Brothel busted
Several Asians turned a building in Fahd Al-

Salem Street in Kuwait City into a brothel, with
cameras that recorded clients without their
knowledge. Detectives learned about the
building, so they obtained a warrant and raid-
ed it, where they found seven women and five
men, all Asian, inside rooms that were rented
out for KD 20 an hour. Detectives found cam-
eras inside the rooms and corridors filming all
the johns’ actions.

State security
A Syrian man got into trouble with state

security when an officer noticed he was tak-

ing several pictures of a mosque from various
directions. The officer took the phone from
the man and handed him over to the authori-
ties. The man said he was taking pictures to
send to his family to show them he was pray-
ing. The man is being interrogated to verify
his claims.

Fight
Six juveniles were involved in a fight and all

were stabbed, including one who was admitted
inside the intensive care unit in a critical condi-
tion. Police received a call about the fight in Ali
Sabah Al-Salem and put an end to it, and the
brawlers were taken to hospital under guard.
Meanwhile, Jahra detectives are investigating a
fight between four citizens that resulted in one
of them running over a soldier. The soldier was
taken to hospital, while the others were taken
to the police station for further investigations. 

—Translated from the Arabic press

Child rapist arrested

A pickup truck is impounded after its driver
was arrested for reckless driving.

KUWAIT: The Civil Defense Department organized a drill at Kuwait University’s med-
ical sciences college in Shuwaikh. 
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Photo of the day

KUWAIT: A photo showing the Liberation Tower and an old mosque’s minaret in Kuwait City, depicting Kuwait’s past and present. — KUNA photo

KUWAIT: Symphony Style Mall was decorated
with the talents and creations of the special
needs kids. Under the patronage of Sheikha
Sheikha Al-Abdullah Al-Khalifa Al-Sabah, the
Honorary Chairperson of Kuwaiti Disabled Sports
Club and with the presence of Al-Tijaria chairman
Abdulfatah M R Marafie, this festival was success-
fully concluded by The Commercial Real Estate
Company (Al-Tijaria) for the fifth time. 

The kids and adults enjoyed the fun activities,
competitions and theatrical shows in the festival
and an exclusive show by the famous
Comedians ‘Sheyaab Group.’ The day also includ-
ed many funny shows designed to entertain the
participants such as magic shows, dance shows
and many more. The festival was concluded with
honoring the participants.

In a special statement, Rawan Adnan,
Marketing and Leasing Department Manager
said: “The presence and participation of more
than 30 governmental and community bodies
emphasizes the importance and success of this
festival. Aiming to direct the private sector in
allocating their resources to serve, support and
care for the special needs in Kuwait. As part of
Al-Tijaria’s commitment to our ‘We Care’ -
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives,
we in Al-Tijaria, recognize the importance of
integrating citizens with special needs in society
to emphasize the important role they play in the
development of society.”

Fawaz Al-Munaya - Marketing and Public
Relations Coordinator at Arzan Financial Group
(Golden Sponsor for this Festival) has stated that
“Arzan was honored to sponsor “Shining Hope 5
Festival” for what it represents - commitment
and responsibility towards human causes which
is one of the groups priorities.” Munaya added
that “our participation in this festival comes in
line with their belief in such initiative which
encourages the society to move forward.”
Munaya also thanked The Commercial Real
Estate Company for organizing this initiate along
with all the volunteers and participants. 

Well known Athlete Mansour Al-Safran BMX
rider has announced a charity World Run organ-
ized by Wings For Life that will  be held in
Boulevard on 7th of May, 2017. Safran invited all
the attendees to be part of this event and its
cause where the collections received will be
donated to provide wheelchairs for special
needs people. 

It is worth mentioning that the fifth version
of the festival achieved a great success on all
levels, thanks to the massive efforts undertak-
en by the amazing team and the relevant bod-
ies to support this social group, in addition to
the media support, the sponsoring companies
and the participant companies, as Golden
sponsors we would l ike to give a special
thanks to: Arzan Financial Group, Gulf Islamic
Investments, Marafie Foundation, Venture

Capital Bank, Silver Sponsors: Kuwait Resorts
Company, Industrial and Financial Investment
Company, Al-Mutajara Real Estate Company,
Al-Salmiya Group for Enterprise Development,
Kuwait  Commercial  Markets  Complex

Company,  Symphony Style Hotel, Six Senses
Spa, Kuwait Fire Station Directorate, MISAKI
Flowers, Costa Coffee, Sheyaab Group, Wings
for Life and Play for their support in making
this event a success.

Al-Tijaria concludes ‘Eshraqat

Amal 5’ in Symphony Style Mall

Event dedicated to the people of special needs 

KUWAIT: Captain Sarah Yousuf Mustafa represented the Interior Ministry’s Relations and Security Information Department in a students’ pres-
entation held at Noura Rashid Al-Saif Girls Elementary School in Ahmadi Governorate yesterday.

Sheikha Sheikha Al-Abdullah Al-Khalifa Al-Sabah, the Honorary Chairperson of Kuwaiti
Disabled Sports Club poses with officials and volunteers.

The ‘Sheyaab Group’ is honored.
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Once opposed to intervention, Trump says he can be flexible
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Mourners carry the coffins of victims of the blast at the Coptic Christian Saint Mark’s church in Alexandria the previous day during a funeral procession at the Monastery of Marmina in the city of Borg El-Arab, east of Alexandria on
April 10, 2017. Egypt prepared to impose a state of emergency after jihadist bombings killed dozens at two churches in the deadliest attacks in recent memory on the country’s Coptic Christian minority. — AFP (See page 8) 

Pakistan to execute Indian ‘spy’
India calls proceedings against Jadhav ‘farcical’

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan will execute an
Indian who allegedly confessed to spy-
ing for Indian intelligence, the powerful
military said yesterday in a move that
quickly raised tensions between the
nuclear-armed rivals. The man, named
by the army as Kulbushan Sudhir Jadhav
who also goes by the alias Hussein
Mubarak Patel, was found guilty by a
military court which was closed to the
public and was sentenced to death.

“ Today, (army chief ) Gen Qamer
Javed Bajwa has confirmed his death
sentence,” a military statement said,
without stating when the execution
would take place. New Delhi slammed

the decision. “If this sentence against an
Indian citizen, awarded without observ-
ing basic norms of law and justice, is car-
ried out, the government and people of
India will regard it as a case of premedi-
tated murder,” the foreign ministry said.

The Pakistani statement said Jadhav
told the court he was tasked by India’s
Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) intel-
ligence agency to “plan, coordinate, and
organize espionage/sabotage activities

aiming to destabilize and wage war
against Pakistan” in the southwestern
province of Balochistan and in the
bustling port city of Karachi.

A Pakistani security official told AFP
the court-martial had been kept secret
even within the ranks of the military.
India has previously denied as “baseless”
the claim that Jadhav, whom Islamabad
says was arrested in Balochistan in
March last year, was a spy. Its foreign
ministry said it had summoned the
Pakistan High Commissioner (ambas-
sador) Abdul Basit to protest at the con-
viction and sentence.

The ministry said there was no evi-

dence against Jadhav, whom Indian
media have described as a former naval
officer, calling the proceedings against
him “farcical”. I t also dismissed the
Pakistani military claim Jadhav had
been provided with a “defending officer”
as “clearly absurd”, and said it had made
13 requests for consular access to him
over the past year, all of which were
denied. Shortly after the arrest the
Pakistani military released a video show-

ing Jadhav confessing to working in
Pakistan for years, though it was unclear
if it had been filmed under duress.

High tension 
The arch-rivals routinely accuse each

other of sending spies into their coun-
tries and it is not uncommon for either
to expel diplomats accused of espi-
onage, particularly at times of high ten-
sion. However death sentences have
rarely been passed in such cases in
recent years. In 2013 an Indian sen-
tenced to death for spying in Pakistan
was killed in jail after being attacked by
fellow inmates. Sarabjit Singh had been
on death row for 16 years. 

In 1999 another Indian, Sheikh
Shamim, was hanged in a Pakistani jail
almost ten years after he was caught
“red-handed” near the border and
arrested on charges of spying. 

Previous cases have largely gone
through civilian courts. Analyst Hassan
Askari said the decision to execute
Jadhav would “further increase tension
between the two countries”.

“The military has given a severe pun-
ishment which is according to Pakistani
law,” he told AFP. “But we will have to see
if Pakistan can sustain the political and
diplomatic fallout.” Relations have plum-
meted since a deadly attack on an
Indian army base in the disputed region
of Kashmir in September, which New
Delhi blamed on Pakistan-based Islamist
group Jaish-e-Mohammed. There have
since been repeated outbreaks of cross-
border firing, with both sides reporting
deaths and injuries.

Kashmir has been divided between
India and Pakistan since the end of
British colonial rule in 1947. Both claim
the Himalayan territory in full.  The
neighbors have fought three wars since
independence from Britain seven
decades ago, two of them over Kashmir.
Balochistan, Pakistan’s largest but least
developed province, has been battling a
years-long separatist insurgency which
the army has repeatedly characterized
as “terrorism” promoted by hostile states
such as India. Karachi, a city of 20 mil-
lion and Pakistan’s economic hub, is also
frequently hit by religious, political and
ethnic violence. — AFP 

ISLAMABAD: In this photograph taken on March 29, 2016, Pakistani jour-
nalists watch a video showing Indian national Kulbhushan Yadav, arrested
on suspicion of spying, during a press conference. —AFP
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LUCCA: G7 foreign ministers were yesterday
to send a “clear and coordinated message” to
Russia over its stance on Syria as Washington
ratcheted up the pressure following a sus-
pected chemical attack in the war-torn
country. Britain’s Foreign Secretary Boris
Johnson set the tone for the meeting,
describing Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
as “toxic” and saying it was “time for (Russian
President) Vladimir Putin to face the truth
about the tyrant he is propping up”.

Top diplomats from the seven major
advanced economies were in Italy for their
annual two-day meeting which had initially
been expected to focus on talks with new
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson about
hotspots like Libya, Iran and Ukraine. But the
agenda is now likely to be dominated by last
week’s suspected chemical weapons attack
on a rebel-held Syrian town that killed at

least 87 civilians, and the US cruise missiles
fired at a Syrian air base in retaliation.

It was the first time Washington has
intervened directly against the regime of
Assad, who is fighting a civil war with the
backing of Russia and Iran, and the G7 min-
isters will deliberate the West’s next steps.
Several rounds of UN-backed peace talks
have failed to end the conflict, which has
killed more than 320,000 people since
March 2011. The G7 gathering in the Tuscan
city of Lucca brought foreign ministers from
the United States as well as Britain, Canada,
France, Germany, Italy and Japan to the 15th
century Ducal Palace. The ministers, ushered
out of the Tuscan sunshine and into the fres-
co-decorated palace for their first working
session, were set to go on a walking tour of
the city’s historic centre later before a work-
ing dinner in the majestic Palazzo Orsetti.

‘End Assad support’ 
Washington’s retaliation was slammed by

Iran and North Korea and put it on a direct
diplomatic collision course with Moscow,
where Tillerson heads today for talks with
Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov. The US
urged Russia on Sunday to rein in the Syrian
regime, warning that any further chemical
attacks would be “very damaging” to their
relationship and suggesting any peace deal
would be difficult with Assad in power. “We
need to make it clear to Putin that the time
to back Assad has gone,” Johnson said yes-
terday, warning that Putin was “damaging
Russia” by supporting Assad.

He called on Moscow to do “everything
possible to bring about a political settle-
ment in Syria and work with the rest of the
international community to ensure that the
shocking events of the last week are never

repeated”. Tillerson would “deliver that clear
and coordinated message to the Russians”,
he said. French Foreign Minister Jean-Marc
Ayrault said the pressing task for the G7 was
to “find a political solution, a political transi-
tion” in Syria, particularly if the West wanted
to triumph over the so-called Islamic State
(IS). “The fight against terrorism cannot be
effective if we do not link it to resolving the
Syrian situation,” he said.

‘Crime against innocents’ 
Italy has arranged a last-minute meeting

today between the G7 ministers and their
counterparts from Jordan, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey and the United Arab
Emirates. Italian media said the aim was “to
avert a dangerous military escalation”.
Japan’s Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida said
he told Tillerson that Tokyo supports the US

in its push to “deter the spread and use of
chemical weapons”, and discussed the
pressing North Korean nuclear threat.

Japan hopes the strong US response on
Syria will also put pressure on the isolated
country, which is showing signs of prepar-
ing for its sixth nuclear test and more test-
firings of ballistic missiles. “We agreed that
the role of China is extremely important.
Japan and the United States will jointly call
on China to play a bigger role,” Kishida told
reporters after meeting Tillerson in Lucca.

Tillerson spent the morning at a WWII
ceremony at the site of a Nazi massacre in
Sant’Anna di Stazzema near Lucca. “We
rededicate ourselves to holding to account
any and all who commit crimes against the
innocents anywhere in the world,” he said
after he and other ministers lay a red wreath
at the foot of the site’s memorial. — AFP 

G7 to send ‘clear message’ to Russia on Syria stance 

BROG EL-ARAB: Women mourn for the victims of the blast at the Coptic Christian Saint Mark’s church in Alexandria the previous day during a
funeral procession at the Monastery of Marmina. — AFP 

CAIRO: The twin bombings of churches in Egypt
suggest that Islamic State group jihadists are lash-
ing out as they find themselves coming under
increasing pressure in Iraq and Syria, analysts say.
The group’s Egyptian affiliate which claimed
Sunday’s attacks in the Nile Delta cities of Tanta
and Alexandria has been centered in the Sinai
Peninsula, where it has killed hundreds of police-
men and soldiers. But IS has been unable to seize
population centres there, unlike its early gains in
Iraq and Syria, and it has also lost top militants to
Egyptian military strikes in recent months.

The jihadists have attacked Egyptian Coptic
Christians before, but their campaign against the
minority picked up in December with a Cairo
church bombing that killed 29 people. In Sinai,
IS militants killed seven Copts in January and
February, forcing dozens of Christian families to
flee the peninsula that borders Israel and the
Palestinian Gaza Strip. “IS and its supporters
online have been methodically introducing
more radical sectarian concepts to Egyptian
jihadists since the December bombing,” said
Mokhtar Awad, a research fellow with George
Washington University’s Program on Extremism.

Shift in tactics 
The December bombing in a church adjacent

to the Coptic papal seat marked a shift in IS tac-
tics. “It was not until December 2016 when the
Islamic State began a systematic campaign to

target Coptic Christians in Egypt,” said Jantzen
Garnett, an expert on the jihadists with the
Navanti Group analytics company. “As the Islamic
State is squeezed in Iraq and Syria it often con-
ducts spectacular attacks elsewhere in an
attempt to regain the narrative, boost morale
and win recruits,” he said.

In Iraq and Syria, where the group proclaimed
its “caliphate” in 2014 as it swept across northern
Iraq, IS has faced consecutive defeats over the
past year and is on the verge of losing control of
Iraq’s second city Mosul. In a video released in
February, IS attacked Christians as “polytheists”
and promised there would be further attacks.

After Sunday ’s bombings in Tanta and
Alexandria, the group said it had deployed two
Egyptian suicide bombers against the “cru-
saders”. A defiant President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
reacted by declaring a three-month state of
emergency. The Copts, who make up about 10
percent of Egypt’s 90 million people, have been
attacked by Islamists for years, more so after the
military overthrew Islamist president Mohamed
Morsi in 2013.

The Coptic Church was accused by the
Islamists of supporting Morsi’s overthrow which
led to a bloody crackdown on Islamists,
although Muslim clerics and politicians also
backed his ouster. Even before Morsi was top-
pled, jihadists had targeted the Christians, most
notably in a 2011 New Year bombing of a church

in Alexandria which police blamed on a group
linked to Al-Qaeda.

The Islamic State group’s “sectarian attacks
fuel those ideologically inclined to support the
group, while showing it ’s stil l  ‘expanding’
despite battlefield setbacks,” said Zack Gold, a
non-resident fellow with the Atlantic Center’s
Rafik Hariri Center for the Middle East. The
three church attacks in December and now
April also suggest an expanded presence of
jihadist cells west of the Suez Canal separating
the Sinai proper from the rest of Egypt.

Following the December bombing, Sisi said
members of the jihadist cell who carried it out
had been caught, but others remained on the
run. “The Islamic State has struggled, with con-
stant setbacks, to establish a sizable presence
on the Egyptian mainland over the preceding
years. These church bombings indicate they
have a growing presence on the mainland,”
said Garnett.

The IS affiliate’s predecessor in Egypt, Ansar
Beit Al-Maqdis, had carried out several attacks
targeting the police on the mainland before
pledging allegiance to IS in November 2014. And
several IS bombings and shootings took place in
Cairo, also targeting policemen, before the
December church bombing. Police arrested sev-
eral cells and in November 2015 announced
they had killed a top IS jihadist, Ashraf Al-
Gharably, in a Cairo shootout. — AFP 

Pressed in Iraq and Syria, 
IS lashes out inside Egypt

NEW DELHI: Indian children hold placards condemning the recent chemical attacks
in Syria and increasing instances of violence against children across the world during
a peace gathering at the Mahatma Gandhi memorial. — AP 

Toll in Lebanon 
Palestinian refugee
camp clashes rises 

SIDON: Sporadic clashes that have killed eight people
continued in the Palestinian Ain Al-Hilweh camp in
southern Lebanon yesterday, as an extremist group
battled a local security force. An AFP correspondent on
the outskirts of the camp in the city of Sidon reported
the sound of intermittent fighting and bursts of gun-
fire, after a night of heavy clashes.

Medical sources said the toll in the fighting, which
began on Friday, had risen to eight, among them five
civilians, with at least 40 people wounded. Among the
injured were three people in critical condition, as well
as a four-year-old boy. The fighting has prompted secu-
rity measures outside the camp, which the Lebanese
army does not enter by long-standing convention. The
adjacent highway is closed, and patients at the neigh-
boring government hospital have been moved else-
where. Yesterday, the education ministry ordered the
closure of all public and private schools in Sidon and
the surrounding area as a precaution. Fighting erupted
late Friday after Palestinian factions deployed through-
out the camp as part of a joint security force aimed at
combating the influence of a local Islamic extremist
group.  Inside the camp, Palestinian charitable groups
distributed bread and water to residents most affected
by the fighting after the clashes damaged water tanks
supplying several neighborhoods’.

Ain Al-Hilweh is home to multiple armed factions,
and has been plagued by intermittent clashes among
them as well as against smaller extremist groups.
Lebanon’s army does not enter Palestinian refugee
camps, where security is managed by joint committees
of Palestinian factions. Ain Al-Hilweh is home to some
61,000 Palestinians, including 6,000 who have fled the
war in Syria. — AFP 

JERUSALEM: Israel closed its Taba border
crossing to the Sinai peninsula yesterday
following warnings by its anti-terrorism
office of an “imminent” militant attack there
and urged its citizens to leave Egypt hours
before the start of the Passover holiday,
when Sinai is a popular destination for
many secular Israelis.

Soon after the announcement, sirens
wailed in parts of southern Israel alerting
residents to a rocket attack. The military
said a rocket fired from Sinai exploded in
southern Israel, hitting a greenhouse but
causing no injuries. The Islamic State group
later claimed responsibility for the attack.
Yisrael Katz, Israel’s transportation and intel-
ligence minister, said in a statement yester-
day there was intel regarding a potential
“terror attack” against tourists in the Sinai
peninsula. The crossing remains open for
those wanting to return from Egypt.

The border closure comes a day after
militants in Egypt bombed two churches,
killing dozens of Christian worshippers dur-
ing Palm Sunday ceremonies. In the wake
of those attacks, Israel’s anti-terrorism office
called on all Israeli tourists in Sinai to return
home immediately and asked Israelis plan-
ning trips to the Sinai to cancel.

Festival looms
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

issued a statement yesterday sending

Israel’s “condolences to the families of those
who were murdered in yesterday’s terrorist
attacks in Egypt” and wishing a “quick and
full recovery to the wounded.” He said “the
world must unite and fight terrorism every-
where.” The Israeli government statement
says that intelligence information shows
“increased activity by Islamic State” militants

in Sinai. It adds that with the Islamic State
group losing ground in Iraq and Syria, there
is renewed “motivation to carry out terror
attacks in different arenas at this time.” Israel
called on its citizens to leave Egypt on the
eve of the Passover holiday that commemo-
rates the biblical Exodus story of the
Israelites’ escape from slavery in Egypt. The

weeklong festival is widely celebrated in
Israel even among otherwise nonreligious
Jews. But southern Sinai, with its pristine
beaches and Red Sea coral reefs, has tradi-
tionally been a popular Israeli tourist desti-
nation - especially for secular Israelis during
the Passover holiday.

Israel mostly shuts down after sundown
for the holiday, as families and friends gath-
er for Seder, the ritual multi-course meal
where the story of the exodus from Egypt is
discussed in detail so that the tradition is
preserved throughout the generations.
Leavened goods like bread and items made
from yeast such as beer are banned during
the holiday. Instead, Jews eat matzo -
unleavened bread - to illustrate how the
Israelites had no time to let their bread rise
as they fled from bondage in the land of
the Pharaohs.

Despite the relaxing draw of Sinai,
tourism there has declined since 2013,
when the Egyptian military overthrew an
elected Islamist president and an Islamic
insurgency based in northern Sinai intensi-
fied. Rocket attacks on Israel from Sinai are
relatively rare but Islamic militants there
have been behind a few attacks in recent
years. Egypt has been battling the mili-
tants, many linked to the Islamic State
group. Israel issues travel recommenda-
tions from time to time based on intelli-
gence reports.  Yesterday’s travel warning

Israel shuts Egypt border after 
terror warning Passover ever

TABA: In this Oct 28, 2011 file photo, a girl walks on a pier at the Red Sea beach town
of Taba. — AP 

ADEN; Clashes and air strikes in southwest
Yemen have killed more than 40 soldiers,
rebels and civilians over the past 24 hours,
officials and medics said yesterday.
Warplanes from the Saudi-led Arab coali-
tion have pounded Houthi rebel positions
east of the Red Sea port of Mokha and oth-
er areas of Taez province since Sunday, a
military official said.

Clashes raged after the air raids in the
Jabal al-Nar area east of Mokha and north
of the city on the road to Hodeida, Yemen’s
main Red Sea port, the official said.

At least 17 rebels were killed in the air
strikes and fighting, medical sources in rebel-
held Hodeida said. The coalition-backed gov-
ernment says Hodeida is its next target in a
months-long offensive aimed at pushing the
Iran-backed insurgents away from the coun-
try’s lengthy Red Sea coastline. Another 11
rebels were killed in air strikes on Kamran

Island and a base in Hodeida itself, the med-
ical sources said. Ten soldiers were also killed
and 15 were wounded in the confrontations,
said medical sources in Aden, the temporary
base of the government as Sanaa remains
under rebel control. 

Meanwhile, three civilians were killed and
two others were wounded Monday in a
bombing that targeted the convoy of
General Ali Muqbel Saleh, commander of the
33rd Armoured Brigade, in Daleh city, a secu-
rity official said. A medical source in Daleh
confirmed the toll. The war between the gov-
ernment and the rebels escalated in March
2015 when the Arab coalition intervened in
support of President Abedrabbo Mansour
Hadi. The UN estimates that more than 7,700
people have been killed over the past two
years and more than 40,000 wounded in
impoverished Yemen which faces a serious
risk of famine this year. — AFP 

Yemen clashes kill more 
than 40 in just 24 hours

AMMAN: Jordan summoned Iran’s ambassa-
dor to Amman at the weekend, the foreign
ministry said, after an Iranian official slammed
comments by King Abdullah in an American
newspaper as “silly and careless”. King
Abdullah told the Washington Post in an inter-
view published Thursday that Iran was
involved in “strategic problems” in the region.
“There is an attempt to forge a geographic
link between Iran, Iraq, Syria and
Hezbollah/Lebanon,” he said.

He added that Iranian Revolutionary Guard
troops are within 70 kilometers of Jordan’s
border and that non-state actors approaching
the frontier “are not going to be tolerated”. In a
response published in Arabic by Iran’s Fars
news agency Sunday, Iranian foreign ministry
spokesman Bahram Ghassemi described the
king’s comments as “silly and careless”. “It
appears that the Jordanian king made a fun-

damental and strategic mistake in defining
terrorism,” he said. Ghassemi said the
Jordanian monarch’s comments showed “his
ignorance and his superficial view of develop-
ments in the region.”

“It would be better if (Abdullah) put aside
some of his time to study the logic, history
and geography of the region,” he said. Jordan’s
foreign ministry on Sunday said it had sum-
moned Iran’s ambassador in Amman, Mujtaba
Fardousi Bour, to deliver a “strongly worded
protest”. It said Ghassemi’s “unacceptable”
comments were “a failed attempt to misrepre-
sent the central role the kingdom plays in sup-
porting regional security and stability and
fighting terrorism.”

Jordan, which hosts tens of thousands of
refugees from the war in neighboring Syria, is
part of a US-led coalition fighting the Islamic
State group there and in Iraq. — AFP

Jordan summons Iran envoy 
over ‘silly’ comments on king
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This March 28, 2017 image shows the Twitter page of Deven Black, a nation-
ally-recognized school librarian. In just three years he become destitute, his
behavior growing more and more bizarre. —AP

NEW YORK: The path that took Deven
Black to his bloody death in a gritty home-
less shelter was as baffling as it was tragic.
This was a suburban dad, a nationally rec-
ognized school librarian. In just three years,
he had become destitute. He had derailed
his career with an inappropriate encounter
with a female student, had blown up his
marriage by giving thousands of dollars to
paramours online and had gotten involved
in a bank fraud scheme for their sake.

Doctors diagnosed depression. Relatives
and friends tried to help, confronting and
struggling to get through to him. A year
after his death at 62, renowned brain
experts have confirmed that more than
depression was at work. They recently pre-
sented his case as “the mayhem of a misdi-
agnosis “ of a rare disorder. His estranged
wife had suspected it, but his doctors
hadn’t pushed to test him, and at least one
had concluded he didn’t have it. “I’m just so
angry that this happened to him,” says his
sister, Loren Black. “And I really wish that we
could have figured out how to protect him.”

Black ’s career hit a high point at a
black-tie gathering in the fall of 2013,
when got a national award for school
librarian of the year . A smart but contrari-
an high-school dropout, he’d been a radio
reporter on Cape Cod, a bartender and the
manager of a popular British-themed pub
in Manhattan for nearly two decades. After
going back to college, he became a New
York City public school special-ed teacher
in his 50s, then turned around an outdat-
ed middle school library.

He and Jill Rovitsky Black, who’d met on
a blind date, marked their 30th anniversary
in 2013. They had a son in college, and a
home in Nyack, a historic, artsy town on the
Hudson River. But the seeds of Black’s
decline were germinating. School investi-
gators had recommended disciplining him
after a student said he’d told her she
looked sexy and sometimes put his arm
around her shoulder, records show. He
gave investigators a different account but
was suspended without pay for two
months in 2014 and removed from his
librarian job to substitute teaching.

Feeling down as the investigation
played out, he turned to online relation-
ships while withdrawing from real-world
ones, according to friends, relatives and
court records. And his wife started find-
ing receipts showing he’d sent thou-
sands of  dol lars  to people mostly in
Ghana and Nigeria.

He said it  was an investment.  She
warned him he was being scammed.
Friends urged him to cut off his online
contacts. But he plunged deeper into a
web of virtual romances. He was so broke
by the fall of 2014 that his wife paid his

first month’s rent and security deposit
when he moved out.

Spiraling 
A few months later, Black was under

arrest in a Bronx jail. At the behest of an
online “girlfriend” he said invited him to
start a cocoa business, he had deposited a
series of fraudulent checks, withdrawn
more than $146,000 in cash and given most
of it to her, court papers say. What was
Black’s problem? His wife kept thinking
about an unusual disorder she’d heard
about through her job at a medical-educa-
tion company.

Frontotemporal dementia often
emerges in patients’ 50s or 60s and can
scramble their personality and behavior
while leaving memory intact, at least for a
time. “Behavioral variant” FTD patients can
become uncharacteristically impulsive,
behave inappropriately and make bad
financial decisions. And some patients’ fam-
ilies carry a genetic mutation linked to both
FTD and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also
known as Lou Gehrig’s disease. Black’s late
mother and brother both had it.

By the time Black went to his October
2015 sentencing, he’d been evicted and
was living in a homeless shelter. Friends
and relatives say they feared he’d bring his
schemes into their homes if taken in.
Reassigned from teaching to administra-
tive work after his arrest, he was facing at
least suspension after pleading guilty to
conspiracy to commit bank fraud. But he
told the court in a letter he was “on my
way back” to stability.

The day after Black’s death, his wife
called Dr. Brad Dickerson, a professional
acquaintance who runs Massachusetts
General Hospital’s FTD Unit. He quickly
agreed to explore Black’s case. With Black’s
story and his family’s history of ALS, “you’ve
almost got two smoking guns,” said
Dickerson, who worked on the case with
Columbia University neuropathologist Dr.
Jean Paul Vonsattel. Confirmation came in
an image of chemically stained, microscop-
ic brown specks that marked deposits of a
protein linked to FTD and ALS on a bit of
Black’s brain.

FTD affects an estimated 50,000 to
100,000 or so people nationwide. It can be
diagnosed in living patients by psychologi-
cal tests and brain scans, but symptoms are
frequently misattributed to depression,
bipolar disorder or just a midlife crisis,
experts say. Black left behind a strangely
apt memento of a life that unraveled, and of
his loved ones’ quest to understand how
this could happen. “If you expect simple
answers to complicated questions,” his
Twitter profile says, “you’re in the wrong
place.” —AP 

The awful, odd downfall of 
school librarian of the year

WASHINGTON: Surrounded by family
and his soon-to-be Supreme Court col-
leagues, Neil Gorsuch took the first of
two oaths yesterday as he prepared to
take his seat on the court and restore
its conservative majority. The 49-year-
old appeals court judge from Colorado
is being sworn in after a bruising fight
that saw Republicans change the rules
for approving high court picks - over
the fierce objection of Democrats.

The first ceremony took place pri-
vately in the Justices’ Conference
Room, with Chief Justice John Roberts
administering the oath required by the
Constitution. Gorsuch placed his hand
on the family Bible held by his wife,
Louise. His two daughters watched,
along with all eight of the current jus-
tices and most of their spouses. Also in
attendance was Maureen Scalia, wid-
ow of the late Justice Antonin Scalia,
and her eldest son Eugene, said court
spokeswoman Kathy Arberg.

Later, Gorsuch will appear at a pub-
lic White House ceremony, where
Justice Anthony Kennedy is to admin-
ister a second oath in which Gorsuch
will  pledge to administer justice
impartially and “do equal right to the
poor and to the rich.” Gorsuch, who
once clerked for Kennedy, will be the
first member of the court to serve
alongside his former boss. Gorsuch will

fill the nearly 14-month-old vacancy
created after the death of Scalia, who
anchored the court’s conservative
wing for nearly three decades before
he died unexpectedly in February
2016. In nominating Gorsuch,
President Donald Trump said he ful-
filled a campaign pledge to pick some-
one in the mold of Scalia.

‘Nuclear option’
During 11 years on the federal

appeals court in Denver, Gorsuch mir-
rored Scalia’s originalist approach to
the law, interpreting the Constitution
according to the meaning understood
by those who drafted it. Like Scalia, he
is a gifted writer with a flair for turning
legal jargon into plain language peo-
ple can understand. Gorsuch will be
seated just in time to hear one of the
biggest cases of the term: a religious
rights dispute over a Missouri law that
bars churches from receiving public
funds for general aid programs. His 66-
day confirmation process was swift,
but bitterly divisive. It saw Senate
Republicans trigger the “nuclear
option” to eliminate the 60-vote fili-
buster threshold for all future high
court nominees. 

The change allowed the Senate to
hold a final vote with a simple majority.
Most Democrats refused to support

Gorsuch because they were still
seething over the Republican blockade
last year of President Barack Obama’s
pick for the same seat, Merrick Garland.
Senate Republicans refused to even
hold a hearing for Garland, saying a
high court replacement should be up
to the next president. The White House
swearing-in ceremony is a departure
from recent history. Justices Sonia
Sotomayor and Elena Kagan were both
sworn in publicly at the Supreme
Court. Former Justice John Paul
Stevens has argued that holding the
public ceremony at the court helps
drive home the justice’s independence
from the White House.

Some interesting facts about
Gorsuch and the court: He is the
youngest nominee since Clarence
Thomas, who was 43 when confirmed
in 1991. The Colorado native went to
high school in Washington while his
mother served as EPA administrator in
the Reagan administration. He’s the
sixth member of the court who attend-
ed Harvard Law School; the other three
got their law degrees from Yale.

Gorsuch credits a nun with teach-
ing him how to write. He and his fami-
ly attend an Episcopal church in
Boulder,  though he was raised
Catholic and attended Catholic
schools as a child. He joins a court that

has five Catholics and three Jews. As
an associate justice, Gorsuch will earn
$251,800 a year - more than 15 per-
cent higher than his $217,600 salary
as an appellate judge. Gorsuch joins

the ranks of justices who are million-
aires. He reported financial assets in
2015 worth at least $3.2 mill ion,
according to his latest financial disclo-
sure report. —AP

Neil Gorsuch takes oath, prepares to joint court

PALM BEACH: In the aftermath of
President Donald Trump’s surprise
strikes on Syria, his allies and adversaries
have searched for some broader mean-
ing in his decision. Is Trump now a
humanitarian interventionist, willing to
wield American military power when
foreign governments threaten their
own citizens? Is he a commander in
chief who once warned against inter-
vention in Syria but is now prepared to
plunge the United States deeper into
the conflict? Is he turning on Russia, one
of Syria’s most important patrons, after
months of flirting with closer US ties
with Moscow?

Trump would say he’s simply flexible,
an emerging foreign policy doctrine
that leaves room for evolution and
uncertainty. “I don’t have to have one
specific way, and if the world changes, I
go the same way, I don’t change,” Trump
said Wednesday, a day after the chemi-
cal weapons attack in Syria that com-
pelled him to order airstrikes against a
government air base. “Well, I do change
and I am flexible, and I’m proud of that
flexibility.”

No clear guidance 
Allies in the Middle East and Europe

who panned Trump’s efforts to ban
Syrian refugees from the United States
cheered his decision to strike against
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s military
after viewing images of young children
killed in the chemical attacks. Yet they
did so without any clear guidance from
Washington on the next steps in Syria.
Trump’s ambassador to the United
Nations, Nikki Haley, said the United
States was willing to take more action
against Assad, while White House offi-
cials cautioned that the strikes did not
signal a broader shift in US policy.

Mark Feierstein, who served in the
National Security Council under
President Barack Obama, said it’s diffi-
cult to glean a direction for US policy
from Trump’s actions in Syria because
Trump “is not moored to any coherent
ideology or set of ideas.” But for some of
Trump’s supporters, ideological elastici-
ty is a virtue for a president who took
office with no practical foreign policy
experience. They say it gives the former
real estate mogul breathing room to
learn on the job and accept advice from
more seasoned advisers.

“I think as time goes on, every day
that has passed, he more and more has
understood the gravity of US leader-
ship,” said GOP Sen Bob Corker of
Tennessee, the chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. Trump
ran for office as a Republican but has
few ties to the party’s traditionally con-
servative philosophy. He often has
relied on his flexibility as a way to reas-
sure Americans that some of his more
unconventional and controversial pro-
posals were merely suggestions. Yet on
some issues, he has shown a willing-
ness to follow through. He has ordered
construction of a wall along the US-
Mexico border and signed executive

orders banning entry to the US for peo-
ple from some majority Muslim coun-
tries, including Syria. Those travel
orders have so far been blocked by the
courts. The angry reaction to the Syria
strikes from some of his strongest cam-
paign supporters showed that they
expected him to fulfill promises to stay
out of Syria.

‘Being erratic’ 
“Those who wanted us meddling in

the Middle East voted for other candi-
dates,” Ann Coulter, the conservative com-
mentator, wrote on Twitter. As a candidate
and private citizen, Trump cast Syria’s civil
war as a quagmire from which the United
States should steer clear. Until the chemi-
cal weapons attack, Trump mainly saw
Syria as a hotbed for terrorists seeking to
attack the US He rarely spoke of the hun-
dreds of thousands killed and the millions
displaced during the six years of clashes
between the Assad government, backed
by Russia and Iran, and opposition groups.

“He seems to put great score in unpre-
dictability, and that’s not such a bad thing

in foreign relations if it has some kind of
framework around it,” said Peter Romero, a
top State Department official in the
Clinton administration. But Romero said
that if Trump is “being erratic, then it’ll
have very little impact.” Trump is hardly
the first president to change his approach
to America’s role in the world. In 2011,
President Barack Obama justified inter-

vention in Libya by citing specific criteria,
including the imminent slaughter of civil-
ians. When most of the same guidelines
appeared applicable in Syria, particularly
after a deadly 2013 chemical weapons
attack, Obama backed away from
planned military strikes.

“There’s always a transformation that
takes place from a person who wins the
presidency, and then once he assumes
office he necessarily sees the world from a
different perspective,” said Edward
Djerejian, a former US ambassador to Syria
and Israel who now directs Rice
University’s Baker Institute for Public
Policy. “Trump suddenly realizes he’s
responsible for much of the world.”

Another consequence of Trump’s shift on
Syria has been a strikingly tougher tone
from his administration on Russia.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, whose
close ties to Russia raised questions
during his confirmation hearings,
slammed Moscow for either being
“complicit” in the chemical weapons
attack or “incompetent.” —AP

Once opposed to intervention, 
Trump says he can be flexible

Allies, adversaries search for broader meaning in strikes

NEW YORK: People hold placards and candles during a protest called ‘No Ban! No Wall!’ hosted
by Amnesty International USA outside Brooklyn borough hall. —AFP

MUMBAI: Indian police have arrested the
alleged mastermind of a multi-million dollar
racket in which callers posing as US officials
tricked Americans into paying bogus tax
bills, officials said. Sagar Thakkar, 24, was
making more than 10 million rupees
($155,000) a day at the height of the scam,
which operated for nearly a year before it
was exposed last October, police said. 

Thakkar is accused of calling victims in
the United States and berating them for not
paying phoney tax bills, threatening them
with jail if they did not cough up immedi-
ately. He fled to Dubai after the scam was
exposed but was arrested early Saturday
when he flew back to India where he
planned to revive his operation, police said.
“He has confessed to his crimes,” Parambir
Singh, commissioner of police in the
Mumbai suburb of Thane, told AFP, adding
the accused would face court on Thursday.

Mumbai police in October detained
more than 770 people suspected of
defrauding Americans by impersonating
agents from the US Internal Revenue
Service and demanding payments. The US
Justice Department subsequently charged
61 people for involvement in India-based

schemes that defrauded nearly 15,000
American citizens. “We are extremely vigi-
lant when the names of US government
agencies are used to perpetuate fraud for
the purpose of victimising so many inno-
cent American citizens,” US Attorney
Kenneth Magidson had said in a statement. 

The con artists would use altered caller
ID numbers to make it appear they were
phoning from the US, and often quoted IRS
badge numbers to trick their victims. Those
conned would sent money through pre-
paid debit cards, such as Walmart super-
market vouchers or Apple iTunes gift cards.
The scam prompted Apple to issue a global
warning against giving card numbers to
strangers. The IRS has for years warned
about similar scams. 

In January the US Treasury Inspector
General for Tax Administration said it was
aware of at least 5,000 victims who had
been defrauded of more than $26.5 million
via such schemes since late 2013. India
became the call centre capital of the world
in the early 2000s as foreign firms, drawn by
its educated and cheaper English-speaking
workforce, farmed out jobs answering cus-
tomer phone inquiries. —AFP

Indian police arrest alleged 
mastermind of US tax scam

WASHINGTON DC: This US Supreme Court handout photo shows Justice
Anthony M  Kennedy (L) and Judge Neil M Gorsuch in the Justices’
Conference Room, Supreme Court Building, after Gorsuch was adminis-
tered the Constitutional Oath, in a private ceremony attended by the
Justices of the Supreme Court and members of the Gorsuch family. —AFP 

Evangelicalism grows
in Brazil’s favelas 

amid poverty, violence
RIO DE JANEIRO: Pastor Marcio Antonio stands at the
pulpit in a one room evangelical church built precari-
ously above barbed wire fences and illegally hung
electrical cables, exhorting his flock in a Brazilian favela
to improve their morals.   A former drug dealer in
Cantagalo, an informally built hillside settlement
where most residents lack official property rights,
Pastor Antonio and his flock at the Assembly of God
Church are part of a growing trend.

Evangelical churches are expanding rapidly in
Brazil, home to the world’s largest Catholic community,
especially in poor favelas, experts and parishioners
said. These communities, which developed from squat-
ter settlements, often do not have the same services as
formal Brazilian neighborhoods in terms of healthcare,
sanitation, transportation or formal property registra-
tion. “The government doesn’t help us so God is the
only option for the poor,” Pastor Antonio, 37, told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation following his Sunday
sermon.   

Wearing a white linen robe over a black shirt and
tie, Antonio was born and raised in the favela where he
preaches to a congregation of two dozen from a clean,
one room church with a tiled floor and fans buzzing
overhead. Like other poor young men, the lure of easy
money drew him to the drug trade before he found
God and a new mission. —Reuters
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KINSHASA: The streets of Kinshasa
were almost empty yesterday after the
Congolese government warned it
would break up any rallies staged by
the country ’s main opposition to
President Joseph Kabila. Few vehicles
were moving on the usually bustling
streets of the capital and many stores
were shuttered, AFP reporters saw. 

Private buses were also off the
streets, leaving only public-run buses
in service, many of them crammed.
Police and military presence was dis-

creet, although a high-profile deploy-
ment of about 60 military police and
anti-riot police was seen at a major
intersection near Kinshasa University.
The main opposition, the Union for
Democracy and Social Progress
(UDPS), had called for supporters to
rally in major cities across the
Democratic Republic of Congo yester-
day. But police late Sunday warned
that all political demonstrations yester-
day would be banned and “any gather-
ing of more than 10 people will be dis-

persed”. One of Africa’s least developed
countries, the sprawling, mineral-rich
nation of 71 million has been mired in
crisis since 2011, when Kabila was re-
elected president despite accusations
of massive fraud. His most prominent
foe, veteran UDPS chief Etienne
Tshisekedi, dismissed the official
results of the vote and declared him-
self the duly elected head of state.
Tshisekedi’s death last February 1 while
in Belgium for medical treatment, aged
84, robbed the opposition of a key fig-

urehead as implementation of a pow-
er-sharing deal faltered.   

Tensions flared in December when
Kabila stayed in office after his second
and final term officially ended. He has
been in power since 2001, when his
father Laurent was assassinated. On
New Year’s Eve, pro-government and
opposition groups agreed to a deal
brokered by the influential Roman
Catholic Church that sought to avert a
full-fledged crisis. 

The agreement would allow Kabila,

45, to remain in office until elections in
late 2017, ruling in tandem with a tran-
sitional watchdog and a new premier
chosen from within the opposition
ranks. On Friday, Kabila named a UDPS
dissident, Bruno Tshibala, as prime
minister. Tshibala had been excluded
from the UDPS for contesting a push
by Tshisekedi’s son, Felix, to take over
the party helm after his father’s death
in February. The party on Saturday
lashed Tshibala’s appointment as “a
reward for betrayal.” — AFP 

DR Congo capital quiet after opposition calls for protests

PARIS: France’s far-right presidential contender
Marine Le Pen has prompted a major outcry by
denying that the French government was
responsible for the roundup of Jews in World
War II. Le Pen said Sunday on RTL radio “I don’t
think France is responsible for the Vel d’Hiv,”- a
reference to the stadium where thousands of
Jews were rounded up before being sent to Nazi
death camps.

Some 13,000 Jews were deported by French
police on July 16-17, 1942, many of whom were
first holed up in harsh conditions at Paris’ Vel
d’Hiv - its Winter Velodrome stadium. In all,
about 75,000 Jews were deported from France
to Nazi concentration camps during World War II.
Only 2,500 survived. Le Pen’s main rival in the
race, independent centrist Emmanuel Macron,
was among the many presidential candidates
yesterday who criticized Le Pen’s comments. Le
Pen made a “serious mistake,” said Macron, the
front-runner in France’s two-round April 23-May
7 presidential election.

“On the one side, it’s an historical and politi-

cal mistake. And on the other side, it’s the sign
that Marine Le Pen is the daughter of Jean-Marie
Le Pen,” Macron told a news conference. Le Pen’s
father repeatedly has been convicted for anti-
Semitism and racism. Marine Le Pen has even
pushed him out of her far-right National Front
party, which he co-founded, in an effort to
appeal to more mainstream voters.

‘Doesn’t like history’ 
Socialist presidential contender Benoit

Hamon said that when Marine Le Pen “doesn’t
like history, she twists it.” “If one doubted
whether Marine Le Pen is far-right, there is no
doubt anymore,” he told RTL radio. Small inde-
pendent presidential candidate Jean Lassalle, a
lawmaker with centrist views, denounced Le
Pen’s “disgraceful” remarks. “It makes me throw
up,” he said on Franceinfo radio. Israel’s Foreign
Ministry also condemned Le Pen’s comments
yesterday. “This declaration is contrary to histori-
cal truth, as expressed in the statements of suc-
cessive French presidents who recognized

France’s responsibility for the fate of the French
Jews who perished in the Holocaust,” the min-
istry said in a statement. Le Pen later specified in
a written statement that she “considers that
France and the Republic were in London” during
the war and “the Vichy regime wasn’t France.”

She argued that had been the position of
France’s heads of state, including Charles De
Gaulle, until former President Jacques Chirac
“wrongly” acknowledged the state’s role in
Jewish persecution during World War II. “It does
not discharge the effective and personal respon-
sibility of the French who took part into the
monstrous roundup of the Vel d’Hiv,” she wrote.
After decades of denial, Chirac in 1995 became
the first French president to publicly acknowl-
edge France’s role in the deportations of Jews,
issuing a long-awaited public apology at the
start of his first term in office. The two top vote-
getters in the French presidential vote on April
23 will go into a presidential runoff on May 7.
Polls suggest Marine Le Pen will advance to the
second round of the election.— AP 

STOCKHOLM: Swedes observed a minute
of silence across the country yesterday for
the victims of last week’s truck attack by a
Uzbek man whom police believe was a
jihadist sympathizer. A huge crowd gath-
ered solemnly outside the Ahlens depart-
ment store at the corner of the
Drottninggatan pedestrian street, where a
stolen beer truck ploughed down shoppers
before slamming into the store’s facade,
killing four people and injuring 15.

Media reports said the suspect had con-
fessed, claiming he had been ordered by
the Islamic State group to carry out the
attack against “infidels”. Under grey and
rainy skies, the crowd observed a minute of
silence at noon (1000 GMT), many visibly
moved with tears streaming down their
cheeks as a sea of flowers and candles cov-
ered the ground. “I just want to cry, many
died here. For nothing,” said Fadi Mdalal,
from Syria, who was among those at the
scene.  The four dead were two Swedes,
one of them an 11-year-old girl, a British
man, and a Belgian woman.

Many people thanked and hugged
police officers guarding the scene, some
offering them flowers, for their widely-
praised response to the attack.  At the same
time, an official ceremony was held outside
Stockholm’s City Hall, attended by Prime
Minister Stefan Lofven, King Carl XVI Gustaf
and most of the royal family, and
Stockholm mayor Karin Wanngard. “We will
never give in to violence. We will never let
terror prevail,” Wanngard said. “Stockholm
will remain an open and tolerant city.” To
the families of the victims, Lofven said: “You
are not alone, we are thinking of you. All of
Sweden stands with you.”

Residency application rejected 
The motive of Friday’s attack remains

unknown, but the method resembled pre-
vious rampages using vehicles in Nice,
Berlin and London, all of them claimed by
IS. Police are continuing their investigation
into the main suspect, identified as a 39-
year-old Uzbek who went underground
when he received a deportation order after
his permanent residency application was
rejected last year.

Swedish media have named him as
Rakhmat Akilov, a construction worker and
father of four. The far-right Sweden
Democratic party blasted the authorities’

failure to deport the suspect. “It’s a huge
scandal if it’s true,” party leader Jimmie
Akesson told the Aftonbladet daily. His party
won almost 13 percent of votes in the 2014
legislative election.  “We need to detain peo-
ple when there is a risk they will go under-
ground, and there appear to be around
10,000 to 15,000 cases,” Akesson said.

However, Swedish police commissioner
Dan Eliasson said “there was nothing in the
system that indicated (the suspect) would
do something like what he did on Friday”.
But he admitted the Swedish authorities
were struggling to deport the estimated
12,000 people who have gone under-
ground after being denied the right to stay.
The country of 10 million people took in
244,000 asylum seekers in 2014 and 2015,
the highest per capita number in Europe.
On Sunday, the prime minister, who has
beefed up border controls, also expressed
“frustration”, saying: “If someone has been
rejected, they have to leave the country.”

‘Mowed down the infidels’ 
Arrested several hours after the attack,

the suspect was to be formally remanded in
custody by today at the latest. The Uzbek
national had expressed “sympathies for
extremist organizations, including the
Islamic State,” senior police official Jonas
Hysing told reporters. The suspect has con-
fessed to the crime and said he was
“pleased with what he had done”, the
Aftonbladet and Expressen dailies reported.

“I mowed down the infidels,” he said,
according to Aftonbladet, citing unidenti-
fied sources close to the investigation. The
suspect reportedly said he had received an
“order” directly from IS to carry out the
attack. “The bombings in Syria have to end,”
he allegedly said. Police would not confirm
whether he had confessed. But police com-
missioner Dan Eliasson said investigators
were sure they had the truck driver, based
on “discussions we’ve had with him”. 

According to police, components were
found in the stolen truck that could be used
to make a “dangerous” object. On Sunday, a
second suspect was formally placed under
arrest, Stockholm district court judge Helga
Hullman said, refusing to disclose any links
between the two suspects. “It can take up to
a year to finish the investigation,” the head
of national police operations, Mats Lofving,
said yesterday. — AFP 

Le Pen criticized for denying any
French blame in WWII roundup

‘It’s an historical and political mistake’

PARIS: A person walks past campaign posters for the French presidential election on April 9, 2017 in the district of Montmartre in Paris. — AFP 

Sweden holds minute of 
silence for attack victims

STOCKHOLM: People react during a minute of silence to commemorate the victims of
Friday’s terror attack at a makeshift memorial near the site where a truck drove into
Ahlens department store. — AFP 

NAIROBI: At least 10 people were killed in
the South Sudanese town of Wau yesterday,
as ethnic militias went house to house
searching for people from other groups, wit-
nesses said. Streets were deserted as families
hid inside, residents told Reuters by phone.
Some reported seeing killings.  Witnesses said
the militias were aligned to the government’s
side in the country’s ethnically-charged civil
war and accused army soldiers of blocking
the main road to a civilian encampment pro-
tected by UN peacekeepers. 

South Sudan’s deputy army spokesper-
son, Colonel Santo Domic Chol, said fight-
ing had first broken out during a mutiny by
soldiers at the town’s prison. He was await-
ing more information, he said.  An official
from the United Nations, which has a base
in the northwestern town, said staff were
looking into the situation, without giving
further details. Five residents, all of whom
asked not to be named, described mem-
bers of the president’s Dinka ethnic group
searching for members of the local Lou and
Fertit groups. The head of the military is
also Dinka. 

“We are still inside hiding. In my house,
nobody was killed but I have seen four
dead bodies of my neighbours,” said one
man by telephone, speaking from a Wau
neighborhood called Nazareth. “Armed
militias are moving from house to house,”
one resident said. 

“It is an ethnic crackdown.” Another
said he had fled an attack that had killed

many people, including his cousin. South
Sudan descended into civil war in 2013
after President Salva Kiir, a Dinka, fired his
deputy, Riek Machar, a Nuer.  Fighting
since then has often split the oil-produc-
ing country along ethnic lines and created
a patchwork of armed factions. The war in
a territory already awash with weapons
after decades of conflict has fuelled ethnic
tensions over land, grazing grounds and
long-running feuds. 

Body bags 
In another part of Wau, a resident said

they saw two bodies near a feeding centre
and a couple killed by the road as they
tried to flee to a nearby civilian encamp-
ment protected by UN peacekeepers.  More
than 200,000 people have taken refuge in
such sites set up across the country after
widespread ethnic killings, many by sol-
diers in the country’s civil war. Campaign
groups have accused both sides of atroci-
ties. Two residents said soldiers had
blocked off the road leading to the protect-
ed site in Wau.   

“I and my two sisters tried to get a way
to the UNMISS protection site but we can’t
because the road is blocked by govern-
ment soldiers. Yes, along the road, I saw
one woman together with her husband
who was killed because they tried to run to
UNMISS,” one woman said, using the
acronym for the U.N.  Mission in South
Sudan. —Reuters

PARIS: Christophe Bouton, a philosophy professor
at Montaigne University in Bordeaux, who wrote
“The Time of Urgency”, says that democracy is
threatened by a contemporary preoccupation with
speed. Here he answers  questions about his theory:

Time as succession 
Q: What is time? Would a scientist, a

philosopher or a pensioner have the same
definition?

A: The many philosophical and scientific
approaches to the concept of time... all agree on
at least one point: he who speaks of time, speaks
of succession. The subjective experience of time-
which varies from one person to another,
according to their mood, their age, their genera-
tion, the society and the era in which they live,
etc-does not challenge this idea of succession.
As the science fiction writer Ray Cummings said:
“Time... is what keeps everything from happen-
ing at once”.

Age-old problem, speeding up 
Q: Did the tyranny of speed, such as we see

today, also affect the ancient world?
A: Even if we find descriptions of urgent

lifestyles in antiquity, by (Roman philosopher)
Seneca for example, relating to certain members
of the elite overwhelmed by responsibility (mer-
chants, lawyers), this phenomenon took on a
hitherto unseen scope in the western world
starting in the late 18th century and above all in
the industrial revolution in the 19th century,
where the notion that history itself is speeding
up emerges. This feeling is due in part to quicker
modes of transport, following improved means
of communication.

Economic problem 
Q: At what point can we criticize speed?
A: The problem in my view is not so much

speed, as it is unbridled capitalism, which
adopts ever more efficient methods of produc-

tion and job organization. (This) has led to a
prevailing ideology today of the advantages of
speed, acceleration, and hyperactivity, which
has resulted in the phenomena of hypercon-
nection and burn-out.

Another consequence is that the lack of
time can result in citizens becoming less
able physically and psychologically to deal
with politics,  which demands more and
more time to be understood. In this way,
democracy, which requires spare time or
what the ancients called “skhole”, is threat-
ened by urgency.

Finding lost time 
Q: Who can escape this danger?
A: I do not believe much in individual solutions

of withdrawal, which are a luxury that not every-
one can afford. The problem is systemic, so the
solution must be collective and political. It is espe-
cially a matter of restoring political control over the
economy. To take just just one concrete case,
recent, timid advances of the right to “deconnec-
tion” in France (the right not to answer work-relat-
ed texts, emails, or phone calls outside working
hours) show it is possible to pass laws that limit
urgency at work. — AFP 

Philosopher says speed threatens democracy 

Militias raid S Sudan’s 
Wau, at least 10 dead 

JOHANNESBURG: South Africa’s black presi-
dent yesterday said many white demonstrators
calling for his resignation are racist, in remarks
that critics are likely to view as an effort to
undercut growing concerns about his leader-
ship. President Jacob Zuma spoke at a com-
memoration of an anti-apartheid leader who
was assassinated in 1993, sharply criticizing mul-
ti-racial protests that were held Friday to express
anger over Zuma’s dismissal of a respected
finance minister last month and past scandals
linked to the president.

“The marches that took place last week
demonstrated that racism is real and exists in
our country,” Zuma said at the memorial in
Boksburg, near Johannesburg. “Many placards
and posters displayed beliefs that we thought
had been buried in 1994, with some posters
depicting black people as baboons. It is clear
that some of our white compatriots regard black
people as being lesser human beings or sub-
human.” The president also referred to “overt

racist utterances and public displays that we saw
during the marches last week.” Tens of thou-
sands of South Africans attended the protests
on Friday in major cities in the biggest show of
discontent with Zuma, who has also fended off
challenges to his leadership from within the rul-
ing African National Congress party. Key allies of
the ruling party, including the South African
Communist Party and the country’s biggest
labor group, have urged him to resign. 

The divided ANC, however, is seeking to
project an image of unity and says it will defeat
an opposition bid to oust Zuma in a parliamen-
tary vote of no confidence on April 18. The
memorial where Zuma spoke was held in hon-
or of Chris Hani, an anti-apartheid leader who
was fatally shot on April 10, 1993. The killing of
Hani by white racists stirred fears of all-out
racial conflict, but Nelson Mandela calmed the
situation. He won South Africa’s first all-race
elections in 1994, making him the country’s
first black president. — AP 

S Africa prez accuses 
protesters of racism
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Indonesian men face 
caning for gay sex

BANDA ACEH: Indonesia’s Aceh looks set to cane two men
who admitted having sex in contravention of Islamic laws,
an official said yesterday, the first such punishment of a
gay couple in the conservative province. They face up to
100 strokes if found guilty of breaking Aceh’s sharia regula-
tions after they were caught in late March by a group of
vigilantes who raided a boarding house, said Marzuki, a
spokesman for Aceh’s sharia police. Footage of the raid in
the provincial capital Banda Aceh that circulated online
showed the 21- and 23-year-old in bed as the gang burst
in. Sharia police later arrested the men who admitted
being in a relationship and having had sex three times, said
Marzuki, who like many Indonesians goes by one name.
The arrests in the western province sparked outrage
among rights activists, with Human Rights Watch demand-
ing the men’s release and warning that they face “public
torture for the ‘crime’ of their alleged sexual orientation”.
“The arrest and detention of these two men underscores
the abuse imbedded in Aceh’s discriminatory, anti-LGBT
ordinances,” said Phelim Kine, the group’s deputy Asia
director. Aceh is the only province in the world’s most pop-
ulous Muslim-majority country which implements sharia
law. People caught gambling and drinking alcohol have for
some years been punished with public canings. 

US Marine’s fervor for killing 
transgender Filipina upheld

MANILA: The conviction of a US Marine for killing a
transgender Filipina in a case that reignited long-sim-
mering anti-American sentiment in the Philippines was
upheld by a court yesterday. Lance Corporal Joseph
Scott Pemberton was found guilty of homicide in 2015
for the killing of Jennifer Laude in a Philippines motel a
year earlier, prompting his lawyers to file an appeal.
But the Philippine Court of Appeals rejected the
appeal yesterday, saying Pemberton’s argument that
he acted out of self-defence when Laude slapped him
was “more imaginary than real” and “easily concocted”.
“The only reason why he attacked Laude was that he
was furious at him for pretending to be a woman,
nothing more, nothing less,” the court stated.
Pemberton met transgender Filipina Laude in October
2014 in a bar in the city of Olongapo, northwest of
capital Manila, after the marine took part in a joint US-
Philippine military exercise. During the trial, a lower
court heard that Pemberton and Laude agreed to have
sex after meeting in the city’s red light district, but that
the drunken marine turned violent when he discov-
ered Laude still had male genitals. He was sentenced
to six to 10 years in jail and is being held in a cell in the
country’s military headquarters in Manila. 
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TAIPEI: The wife of a Taiwanese pro-democ-
racy activist detained in China said yesterday
that she was prevented from flying to the
mainland to seek a visit with her husband,
whose case has inflamed tensions between
the sides that have already sunk to their low-
est level in years.

Lee Ching-yu said airline staff told her
when she tried to check in for her flight that
Beijing authorities had canceled her
Chinese-issued travel permit. Li was hoping
to fly to China to demand information about
her husband, Lee Ming-che, who has not
been heard from since March 19. A Chinese
official said last week that Lee was under
investigation on suspicion of endangering
Chinese national security and was in “good
physical condition,” but offered no additional
information. Lee Ching-yu says her husband

suffers from hypertension and has asked
that medication be provided to him.

Lee, a college employee who used the
WeChat social media platform to discuss
China-Taiwan relations, is the first Taiwanese
activist in years to be held by China on security
charges. His colleagues said his account on
WeChat - a mainland China-based service used
broadly in the Chinese-speaking world - had
been shut down by Chinese authorities in mid-
2016, suggesting he had attracted govern-
ment attention. Lee, 42, formerly worked for
the Democratic Progressive Party, which has
advocated for Taiwan’s formal independence. 

He was due to meet a friend in the south-
ern Chinese province of Guangdong on
March 19 but never arrived. China cut off its
already limited contacts with Taiwan’s gov-
ernment in June, five months after the DPP’s

Tsai Ing-wen was elected president. Since
then, China has been seen as further restrict-
ing the island’s already limited diplomatic
breathing space while bringing economic
pressure to bear.

No details provided 
Trailed by a scrum of supporters and

media, Lee Ching-yu was turned away at the
check-in counter by an Air China employee
who said the airline had been informed by
Beijing that her permit to visit the mainland
had been voided, without providing details.
China regards Taiwan as part of its territory
and requires the island’s residents to use a
document called a Taiwan Compatriots Pass
rather than their passport when traveling to
the mainland. “I wonder why China needs to
stop me, a defenseless woman, from visiting,”

Li told reporters at the airport. Yesterday’s dra-
ma raises the stakes in a case already compli-
cated by the absence of formal cross-strait
diplomatic channels. The Taiwanese govern-
ment department responsible for relations
with China says its requests for information
about Lee have largely gone ignored. Lee
Ching-yu said Sunday that a middleman who
claimed to have Chinese government con-
tacts sought to persuade her not to make the
trip, saying that her husband would be
released soon if she acted in an “obedient and
quietly cooperative” manner. If not, Lee said,
the middleman suggested that Chinese state
television would air a confession extracted
from her husband. Taiwanese media yesterday
disclosed the middleman’s identity as former
Taiwanese intelligence officer Lee Chun-min,
who told the press that he would no longer

work on the case. National security crimes in
China are broadly defined and have a range of
penalties.  Authorities usually release little or
no information on the specific allegations, cit-
ing the need to protect state secrets.

Powers of the security services in dealing
with foreign groups and their Chinese part-
ners were strongly enhanced under a law
that took effect in January, leading to con-
cerns about further prosecutions and restric-
tions on civil society. In recent years, China’s
state security apparatus has detained for-
eign activists, domestic lawyers and other
political elements it considers hostile and
extracted and aired video confessions as
proof that they were working to undermine
China’s national security. In several instances,
the detainees recanted their confessions
upon their release. — AP 

China denies wife of detained Taiwan activist from visiting

SEOUL: China has agreed to “strong” new
measures to punish North Korea if it carries
out a nuclear test, Seoul said yesterday after
the US signaled it may act to shut down
Pyongyang’s weapons program. South
Korea’s top nuclear envoy made the com-
ment after talks with his Chinese counter-
part Wu Dawei, as the US sent a naval strike
group to the region in a show of force. “We
agreed that there should be strong addi-
tional measures based on UN Security
Council resolutions if the North pushes
ahead with a nuclear test or an ICBM launch
despite warnings from the international
community,” Kim Hong-Kyun told reporters.

The North may stage a “strategic provo-
cation” to mark key political dates this
month, Kim said, adding that Wu’s visit
would serve as a “strong warning” against
Pyongyang. Wu did not speak to the media
after the talks. China is the isolated coun-
try’s sole major ally and economic lifeline,
and Beijing in February suspended all coal
imports from the North in punishment for
Pyongyang’s latest missile test.

Speculation of an imminent nuclear test
is brewing as the North marks anniversaries
including the 105th birthday of its founding
leader on Saturday — sometimes celebrated
with a demonstration of military might.
President Donald Trump, fresh from a missile
strike on Syria that was widely interpreted as
a warning to North Korea, has asked his
advisors for a range of options to rein in its
ambitions, a top US official said on Sunday.

Beijing pressed 
The talks between Kim and Wu came

shortly after Trump hosted Chinese leader Xi
Jinping for a summit at which he pressed
Beijing to do more to curb the North’s
nuclear ambitions. 

“(We) are prepared to chart our own
course if this is something China is just
unable to coordinate with us,” US Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson said after the summit.
He added however that Beijing had indicat-
ed a willingness to act on the issue. “We
need to allow them time to take actions,”
Tillerson said, adding that Washington had
no intention of attempting to remove the
regime of Kim Jong-Un. The meeting
between Xi and Trump came on the heels of

yet another missile test by the North, which
fired a medium-range ballistic missile into
the Sea of Japan on Wednesday. The US Navy
strike group Carl Vinson cancelled a planned
trip to Australia this weekend, heading
toward the Korean peninsula instead, in a
move that will raise tensions in the region.
Seoul and Washington are also conducting
joint military drills, an annual exercise which
is seen by the North as a practice for war.
Pyongyang is on a quest to develop a long-
range missile capable of hitting the US main-
land with a nuclear warhead, and has so far
staged five nuclear tests, two of them last
year. Satellite imagery analysis suggests it
could be preparing for a sixth, with US intelli-
gence officials warning that Pyongyang
could be less than two years away from its
goal of striking the continental United States.

Military response? 
China, the US, South Korea and Japan

all have dedicated envoys who meet regu-
larly to discuss the North Korean issue: a
legacy of the long-stal led six-par ty
process that also involved Pyongyang and
Moscow. The North quit the negotiations
in 2009. The isolated North is barred under
UN resolutions from any use of ballistic
missile technology, but repeated rounds
of sanctions have fai led to arrest its
nuclear ambitions.

Trump has previously threatened unilat-
eral action against the reclusive state, a
threat that appeared more palpable after
Thursday’s strike on a Syrian airfield follow-
ing an apparent chemical attack. US
National Security Adviser HR McMaster on
Sunday criticized North Korea as a rogue

nation engaged in provocative behavior
and said de-nuclearisation of the peninsula
“must happen”. “The president has asked
them to be prepared to give us a full range
of options to remove that threat,” he said
on Fox News, apparently referring to
Trump’s advisers. South Korea’s Unification
Minister Hong Yong-pyo said yesterday
that the repercussions of a potential mili-
tary response were worrying. “Pre-emptive
strikes may be aimed at resolving North
Korea’s nuclear problems, but for us, it is
also related to defending the safety of the
public,” he told reporters. While a US uni-
lateral strike on North Korea from a short-
er range might be more effective, it would
likely endanger many civil ians in the
South and risk triggering a broader mili-
tary conflict, experts warn. — AFP

China, S Korea vow ‘strong measures’ against N Korea 

Myanmar militia warns 
retribution after raid

YANGON: Myanmar’s most powerful rebel militia lashed
out at the government yesterday after police raided one
of its offices, ratcheting up tensions following months of
deadly clashes between the army and ethnic insurgents.
Police and military officers reportedly broke into the liai-
son office of the United Wa State Army (UWSA) in Lashio,
northeastern Shan State, in their hunt for a Wa man
accused of letting off a rifle. The spat comes after months
of fighting between Myanmar’s army and ethnic armed
groups on the border with China that has claimed dozens
of lives and sent tens of thousands fleeing from their
homes. The UWSA, or Wa, are by far Myanmar’s largest
and most powerful rebel militia. They have a decades-old
peace deal with the government that affords them con-
trol a large chunk of territory bordering China where the
production of heroin and methamphetamine flourishes.
They are also a key power-broker in the faltering push by
de facto leader Aung San Suu Kyi’s to end decades of eth-
nic insurgencies, holding considerable sway over smaller
rebel groups still fighting the government. But the
Myanmar police raid on their office in Lashio, which lies
some 50 kilometers to the west of the Wa’s territory, infu-
riated the militia, which said it could “harm stability and
peace for both sides”.

Singapore asks top court to 
review showbiz pastor case

SINGAPORE: Singapore prosecutors are seeking a
review of a court ruling which sparked a public outcry
by reducing the jail term of a showbiz pastor who
misused millions in church funds to promote his
wife’s music career. The case, which involved raunchy
music videos featuring celebrities like rapper Wyclef
Jean alongside the wife of City Harvest Church’s
leader Kong Hee, originally saw the senior pastor giv-
en an eight-year jail term. But the High Court on
Friday halved the 52-year-old’s 2015 sentence for mis-
using around Sg$50 million ($35.6 million) of con-
gressional money in the failed attempt to turn his
wife Sun Ho, also a pastor, into a global pop star. “The
prosecution intends to request that the Court of
Appeal exercises its powers... to reinstate the appel-
lants’ original convictions,” the city ’s Attorney-
General’s Chambers said. Kong and five other church
leaders had their sentences reduced on a technicality,
with the 52-year-old senior pastor’s jail term drop-
ping from eight years to three and a half years. The
reduced sentences triggered a storm of criticism, with
over 4,000 people commenting on the issue on the
Facebook page of local broadsheet The Straits Times.
“What is wrong with our judicial system... that white-
collar criminals get major discounts off jail time?”
wrote Facebook user Zhengquen Qin, who tagged
the country’s Law and Home Affairs Minister K.
Shanmugam in his comment. — Agencies 

Unfettered online hate speech 
fueling Islamophobia in China

Exacerbating simmering ethnic and religious tensions
HEFEI: The flood of angry anti-Muslim rheto-
ric on social media was the first sign of how
fiercely the suburban middle-class homeown-
ers in this central China city opposed a
planned mosque in their neighborhood. It
quickly escalated into something more sinis-
ter. Soon a pig’s head was buried in the
ground at the future Nangang mosque, the
culmination of a rally in which dozens of resi-
dents hoisted banners and circled the
planned building site. Then the mosque’s
imam received a text message carrying a
death threat: “In case someone in your family
dies, I have a coffin for you - and more than
one, if necessary.” “How did things get stirred
up to this point?” the imam, Tao Yingsheng,
said in a recent interview. “Who had even
heard of the Nangang mosque before?”

On the dusty plains of the Chinese heart-
land, a bitter fight over a mosque exemplifies
how a surge in anti-Muslim sentiment online
is spreading into communities across China,
exacerbating simmering ethnic and religious
tensions that have in the past erupted in
bloodshed. It’s also posing a dilemma for the
ruling Communist Party, which has allowed
Islamophobia to fester online for years as part
of its campaign to justify security crackdowns
in its restive region of Xinjiang. “It’s let the
genie out of the bottle,” said James Leibold, a
professor at La Trobe University in Australia
who has tracked the growth of anti-Muslim
hate speech on China’s internet.

Interviews with residents and an examina-
tion of social media show how a few dis-
parate online complaints by local homeown-
ers evolved into a concerted campaign to
spread hate. Key to it was an unexpected yet
influential backer: a Chinese propaganda offi-
cial, 2,500 kilometers (1,500 miles) away in
Xinjiang, whose inflammatory social media
posts helped draw people into the streets on
New Year’s Day, resulting in a police crack-
down. A stone inscription outside its gate
shows the original Nangang mosque was
established in the 1780s by members of the
Hui minority, the descendants of Silk Road
traders who settled across China centuries
ago. In its present form, the mosque has
served the area’s 4,500 Hui for decades, its
domed silhouette partially hidden by over-
grown shrubs in the countryside beyond
Hefei’s last paved boulevards.

Changing landscape 
Over the past 10 years urbanization has

come to Hefei, with sprawling development
reconfiguring the landscape and its demo-
graphic flavor, and Hui leaders had been
pushing for years to relocate their mosque to
a more convenient urban location. 

City planners in November finally selected
a site adjacent to the newly built Hangkong
New City condominiums, with its $200,000
two-bedroom units, faux-Mediterranean
stylings and a Volvo dealership across the
street. The project’s homeowners overwhelm-
ingly members of China’s ethnic Han majority
began complaining on China’s popular
microblog, Weibo.

Some complained the mosque would
occupy space promised for a park. Others
warned that safety in the area would be com-
promised. Others were more blunt: Han resi-
dents were uncomfortable that a center for
Hui community life would be less than 100
meters from their building, a homeowner
who later identified himself in messages to
the AP by his surname, Cheng, wrote in a
petition posted in December. “And the less
said about what happens on Eid al-Adha, the
better,” Cheng wrote, referring to the Islamic

holiday in which animals are slaughtered for a
sacrificial feast. “It’s absolutely shocking.”

The story soon caught the attention of Cui
Zijian, a boyish-looking propaganda official in
Xinjiang who writes about the threat of reli-
gious extremism on his Weibo account with
nearly 30,000 followers. On Dec 16, Cui sug-
gested homeowners lobby local officials to
block the construction, adding: “If  that
doesn’t work, then how about pig head, pig
blood.” Cui followed that a few hours later
with another post repeating the four Chinese
characters for pig blood and pig head over
and over, attracting hundreds of reposts.
While Cui was criticized by some on Weibo, a
larger number - including at least one other
government propaganda official - took his
post as their cue to hurl abuse at the Hui.

The mosque dispute was just the latest
flashpoint for an increasingly active anti-
Muslim social media movement in China. A
video of a Hui girl reciting the Quran in Arabic
sparked outrage last May over so-called ter-
rorist infiltration of Chinese schools, prompt-
ing officials to announce a “strict ban” on reli-
gion on campuses. Online activists derailed a
Hui official’s effort to regulate the halal food
industry, arguing that religion was creeping

into the officially atheistic Chinese state. Han
Chinese, who make up 95 percent of the pop-
ulation, have long grumbled about the
dozens of China’s officially recognized minori-
ty groups receiving advantages on the hyper-
competitive college entrance exams or
exemptions from family-size limits, but online
abuse has increasingly targeted Muslims.

Buffeted by news 
The rise in Islamophobia comes as Chinese

have been buffeted by news of militant
attacks in Europe, while at home, violence in
Xinjiang and elsewhere has been blamed on
Muslim separatists.  Beijing has responded to
the bloody, years-long insurgency from
Muslim Uighur minorities in Xinjiang with fur-
ther restrictions on Islamic expression, a
move rights groups warn could potentially
radicalize moderate Muslims. Such policies
have also drawn vows of retaliation from the
Islamic State and Al-Qaeda.

Ethnic hostility can only deepen, scholars
say, when the government stops discussion
of the plight of Muslims or ethnic policies
while allowing anti-Muslim rhetoric and hate
speech to go unchecked. In 2014, Uighur
scholar Ilham Tohti, who had founded a web-
site to host debates about ethnic tensions in
Xinjiang, was sentenced to life in prison on
separatism charges.

Government censors go after descriptions
of abuses against Muslims, but “it doesn’t take
long whatsoever to find incredibly
Islamophobic things that seem to be not cen-
sored at all,” said William Nee, China
researcher at Amnesty International, which
has appealed for Tohti’s release. Political
observers say the recent rise of a faction with-
in the Communist Party advocating for a
hard-line approach on religious affairs has
coincided with the rise of government-linked
commentators who openly warn about the
danger of Islam.

“Interest groups have actively promoted
Islamophobia in interior regions in order to
create a nationwide environment that justi-
fies Xinjiang’s anti-terrorism campaign,” said
Ma Haiyun, a history professor specializing in
China’s Muslims at Frostburg State University
in Maryland. “There’s an Islamophobic move-
ment that aims at creating chaos and even
conflicts at the local level.” — AP 

ANHUI PROVINCE: In this March 17, 2017 photo, Tao Yingsheng, the imam at the
Nangang mosque, stands in the mosque in Hefei central China’s Anhui province. — AP 

HONG KONG: In this Friday, April 7, 2017, photo, impersonators of US President Donald Trump, left, North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un, center, and former US President Barack Obama walk on a street together during an event to promote the Hong Kong
Rugby Sevens in Hong Kong. — AP 
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The victims’ wooden coffins were placed near the altar
amid applause as mourners saluted their “martyrs”.
During the funerals, angry crowds denounced the securi-
ty services and Interior Minister Magdy Abdel Ghaffar.
“Leave, leave, Abdel Ghaffar!” mourners chanted. “I am a
Christian till judgment day,” they shouted.

In Alexandria yesterday, investigators combed for
clues and took pictures of the debris produced by the
blast. A handful of black-clad women showed their iden-
tification papers to guards before being allowed to enter
the church. “I’m so sad, I cannot speak,” said one mourner,
a woman in her 40s. In addition to the death toll of 45
from the two explosions, scores more people were
wounded and 35 remained in hospital yesterday.

In Cairo, the cabinet said it has approved President
Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi’s decision to declare a three-month
state of emergency, which was published yesterday by
the official gazette. The state of emergency came into
effect at 1:00 pm (1100 GMT). Constitutionally, it still has
to be presented to and approved by parliament within
seven days, but this is a formality given the number of
pro-Sisi delegates.

US President Donald Trump called Sisi after the
bombings to express his condolences, Washington said
yesterday. “The President also expressed his confidence
in President Al Sisi’s commitment to protect Christians
and all Egyptians,” the White House said. In a defiant
speech on Sunday, Sisi warned that the war against
militants would be “long and painful” after he ordered

the army to protect “vital infrastructure” and boost
security along Egypt’s borders.

The cabinet yesterday announced compensation of
100,000 pounds ($5,500) for each death, and a monthly
pension of 1,500 pounds, while still evaluating “appropri-
ate compensation” for the injured. Lawmakers said the
state of emergency - Egypt’s first since widespread unrest
in 2013 - would help the country face down an insur-
gency. IS has staged deadly attacks in the Sinai Peninsula
against security forces. Copts, who make up about one
tenth of Egypt’s population of more than 92 million, have
been targeted several times in recent months.

Jihadists groups such as IS, and Islamists accuse Copts
of supporting the military overthrow of Islamist president
Mohamed Morsi in 2013, which ushered in a deadly
crackdown on his supporters. In December, a suicide
bombing claimed by IS killed 29 worshippers in a Cairo
church, and the jihadist group later released a video
threatening Egypt’s Christians.

Attacks in the Sinai, including the murder of a Copt in
the city of El Arish whose house was also torched,
prompted some Coptic families to flee. Sunday’s
Alexandria bombing was especially concerning for the
Copts, as Pope Tawadros II had led the Palm Sunday serv-
ice at Saint Mark’s but left before the explosion. Sisi has
defended the performance of his security forces and
accused militants of trying to divide Egyptian society by
attacking vulnerable minorities. But the pro-state daily
paper Al-Bawaba said on its website that its Monday edi-
tion, which was critical of security provisions, had been
banned from publication. — Agencies 

Egypt under emergency rule after church...

CHICAGO: United Airlines found itself in the middle of a
social media storm yesterday, after the US carrier force-
fully removed a passenger from a flight due to over-
booking. The incident occurred Sunday on a United
Express flight bound for Louisville, Kentucky, from
Chicago. United Express flights are operated by one of
eight regional airlines which partner with United. The
airline said it had asked for volunteers to give up their
seats on the flight, and police were called after one pas-
senger refused to leave the plane. 

Smartphone video posted online showed three
Chicago Department of Aviation police officers struggling
with a seated middle-aged man. The man started to
scream as he is dragged off while other passengers
looked on - some recording the event with their phones.
One passenger can be heard yelling, “Oh my God, look at
what you did to him!” The incident ignited social media
outrage, with “United” a trending term on Twitter,
Facebook and Google.

It was another example of bad press and negative
social media coverage for United, after an incident in late
March when two teenage girls were denied boarding a
flight in Denver because they wore leggings. The airline
defended its action, saying the girls were flying on passes
that require them to abide by a dress code in return for
free or discounted travel. In Sunday’s incident, United told

US media that it had asked for volunteers to leave the
overbooked plane. “One customer refused to leave the air-
craft voluntarily and law enforcement was asked to come
to the gate,” United spokesman Charlie Hobart was quot-
ed by the Chicago Tribune newspaper as saying. The air-
line did not return AFP’s request for comment.

United Airlines chief executive Oscar Munoz addressed
the latest controversy in a statement posted Monday on
the airline’s website. “This is an upsetting event to all of us,”
Munoz said, adding that the airline was conducting a
“detailed review of what happened”. “We are also reaching
out to this passenger to talk directly to him and further
address and resolve this situation,” he said. 

Tyler Bridges, who posted video of Sunday’s incident
on Twitter, wrote: “not a good way to treat a Doctor trying
to get to work because they overbooked.” He described
passenger reaction on the plane as “disturbed”. “Kids were
crying,” he said. Bridges also wrote that the man appeared
bloodied by his encounter with law enforcement and
posted video showing him later running back on the
plane, repeatedly saying, “I have to go home.” The man
appeared to be pacing and disoriented. 

US airlines are allowed to involuntarily bump passen-
gers off overbooked flights, with compensation, if enough
volunteers cannot be found, according to the US
Department of Transportation.  — AFP 

Passenger dragged off 
overbooked US flight

Nets used by fishermen for gathering their catch are seen on a beach along the coast of the Gulf on Sunday in Ras Al-Khaimah. — AFP 
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Focus

Poroshenko grip 
weakens as central 

bank chief quits

If Ukraine’s central bank chief needed any more
incentive to quit, last week she woke up to find the
image of a pig draped in a Russian flag spray-paint-

ed onto the wall of her house and a gaggle of young
protesters calling her a Russian stooge. After a sus-
tained hate campaign that also included a coffin laid at
her door, Valeria Gontareva finally quit yesterday. Her
departure, with no obvious candidate for a successor,
leaves President Petro Poroshenko with one fewer ally
in power at a time when lenders keeping Ukraine
afloat already question his ability to follow through on
promised reforms.

Gontareva’s bloody-mindedness in enacting tough
anti-crisis measures attracted many enemies while win-
ning praise from investors and the International
Monetary Fund, which props up the country with $17.5
billion bailout. The appearance that Poroshenko could
not shield Gontareva, his former business partner, from
being hounded out of office may make it harder to
replace her. The president will struggle to find someone
willing to step into her “kamikaze” role, said Oleksander
Kirsh, a lawmaker with the People’s Front, which is in
coalition with Poroshenko’s bloc. “Even those who are
seen as being part of the president’s team will wonder
about agreeing” to head the central bank “if Poroshenko
cannot protect them,” Kirsh said.

President Weaker
Poroshenko, owner of Ukraine’s biggest chocolate

company, was elected in 2014 promising to unite the
country after a popular uprising toppled a pro-Russian
leader and Moscow responded by seizing the Crimea
peninsula. Since then, a revolt by pro-Russian sepa-
ratists in the east has bogged down in bloody stale-
mate with 10,000 dead, and the economy, struggling to
wean itself from dependency on Russia and plagued by
official corruption, has been on life support.

Support for Poroshenko’s party has fallen to just 11.9
percent as of December, from 21.7 percent in October
2014, according to the Kiev International Institute of
Sociology.  Polls show he would lose to former Prime
Minister Yulia Tymoshenko at the next presidential elec-
tion due in 2019. Recent months have seen political set-
backs that make him appear even weaker. He found
himself on the wrong side of public opinion when he
initially opposed activists imposing an economic block-
ade of territory held by pro-Russian separatists; two
months later he made the blockade government policy.

He also signed a parliamentary amendment that will
dilute one of the biggest anti-corruption reforms enact-
ed since the 2014 protests. He says he was forced to
accept the amendment by recalcitrant lawmakers.
“Poroshenko follows behind public opinion,” lawmaker
and investigative journalist Serhiy Leshchenko, a mem-
ber of the president ’s own bloc, told Reuters.
“Poroshenko’s agenda is formed by others instead of
him, and he must follow it.” Poroshenko’s office did not
reply to a request for comment. 

The government of his protege, Prime Minister
Volodymyr Groysman, has only a thin majority in parlia-
ment to pass difficult measures demanded by the IMF,
such as raising the pension age and lifting a ban on
land sales. Not passing them risks delaying or shrinking
the amount of money the IMF will disburse at a time
when Ukraine’s economic growth is expected to weak-
en to 2 percent from an earlier IMF projected 2.9 per-
cent because of the blockade on separatists. The IMF in
a report last week flagged its concerns that domestic
politics could derail the bailout program.

Taking a Break 
Gontareva, who has also been in office since 2014,

has been responsible for many of the reforms enacted
to secure the lifeline from the IMF. She switched
Ukraine to a flexible exchange rate and shuttered half
the country’s banks - including many which the author-
ities say were used as cash cows or money-laundering
vehicles by their owners. She nationalized the largest
lender, PrivatBank. The protesters and some lawmakers
accuse her of incompetence at best, and at worst,
enriching herself at Ukraine’s expense in league with
the country’s enemy number one, Russia.  

A poll by the Democratic Initiatives Foundation in
December said 80 percent of Ukrainians distrust
Gontareva. But the pervasive influence in Ukrainian pol-
itics of powerful business figures makes it difficult to
assess the degree to which protests against her are
driven by real public anger, rather than stoked by hos-
tile vested interests. Gontareva’s press service suggest-
ed that the latest protests were engineered as revenge
by people who lost out from PrivatBank’s nationalisa-
tion in December. — Reuters

As the village wells dried up and her
livestock died in the scorched scrub-
land of southern Somalia, Abdir

Hussein had one last chance to save her
family from starvation: The beauty of her
14-year-old daughter, Zeinab. Last year, an
older man offered $1,000 for her dowry,
enough to take her extended family to
Dollow, a Somali town on the Ethiopian
border where international aid agencies
are handing out food and water to families
fleeing a devastating drought. Zeinab
refused. “I would rather die. It is better that I
run into the bush and be eaten by lions,”
said the slender dark-eyed girl in a high,
soft voice. “Then we will stay and starve to
death and the animals will eat all of our
bones,” her mother shot back.

The exchange, related to Reuters by the
teenager and her mother, is typical of the
choices facing Somali families after two
years of poor rains. Crops withered and the
white bones of livestock are scattered
across the Horn of Africa nation. The disas-
ter is part of an arc of hunger and violence
threatening 20 million people as it stretch-
es across Africa into the Middle East. It
extends from the red soil of Nigeria in the
west, where Boko Haram’s six-year jihadist
insurgency has forced 2 million people to
flee their homes, to Yemen’s white deserts
in the east, where warring factions block
aid while children starve.

Between them lie Somalia’s parched
sands and the swamps of oil-rich South
Sudan, where starving families fleeing
three years of civil war survive on water-lily
roots. Parts of South Sudan are already suf-
fering famine, the first in six years. In
Somalia, the United Nations says more than
half the 12 million population need aid. A
similar drought in 2011, exacerbated by
years of civil war, sparked the world’s last
famine, which killed 260,000 people. Now
the country teeters on the brink again. At
the moment, the death toll is still in the
hundreds but the numbers will spike if the

March-May rains fail. The forecast is not
good. As US President Donald Trump
threatens to slash aid budgets, the United
Nations says the drought and conflicts in
the four countries are fuelling humanity’s
greatest collective disaster since World War
Two. “We stand at a critical point in history,”
Undersecretary-General for humanitarian
affairs Stephen O’Brien told the Security
Council in March. “We are facing the largest
humanitarian crisis since the creation of the
United Nations.” The United Nations needs
$4.4 billion by July, he said. So far it has
received $590 million.

The Choice
Missing from the statistics are the heart-

wrenching choices families make every day
to survive. Sheltering under the bare
branches of a thorn tree as she waited for a
cup of flour, one mother who just arrived in
Dollow said she had been feeding her
younger children while the older ones
went hungry. Another had left her sick 5-
year-old son by the side of the road with
distant kinsmen as she led children that
could still  walk towards help. A third
woman bid goodbye to her crippled hus-
band and walked through the desert for a
week, carrying their toddler, to the place
where there was food. 

Hussein traded Zeinab’s freedom for the
lives of her sisters. “I felt so bad,” she told
Reuters in the ragged dome of sticks, rags
and plastic that shelters her and 14 other
relatives. “I ended the dreams of my baby.
But without the money from the dowry, we
would all have died.” Zeinab, whose hen-
naed hands are also covered with her own
inky teenage doodles, wears a tight-fitting
headscar f and a long, drab skirt.
Underneath are a pair of trousers with a
spray of colored rhinestones at the bottom,
and an iron will. She wants to be an English
teacher. She wants to finish school. She
does not want to be married. “I want some-
thing different to this,” she said, as her 2-

year-old nephew rolled naked in the sand
and his baby brother cried weakly. 

Weighed against Zeinab’s dreams were
the lives of 20 nieces and nephews, the sons
and daughters of her three elder sisters, all
married young and all widowed or
divorced. There was also her careworn older
brother, her gap-toothed younger sister
and her middle-aged parents.  Once the
family had cows and goats and three don-
keys that they hired out with carts for trans-
port. But the animals died around them and
Zeinab became their only hope of escape. 

For a month, she refused, withdrawing
into herself and running away when they
forgot to lock her in her room. Finally, faced
with her family ’s overwhelming need,
Zeinab relented. “We didn’t want to force
her,” her mother said wearily, worry lines
etched into her forehead as her daughter
sat stony-faced beside her. “I could not
sleep for stress. My eyes were so tired I
could not thread a needle.” 

The Marriage
The dowry was received, the marriage

celebrated, and union consummated.
Zeinab stayed three days and ran away.
When her family hired cars to drive them
the 40 km to Dollow, Zeinab went with
them. She enrolled in the local school,
where stick walls topped by corrugated
iron sheets serve as classrooms for 10
teachers and around 500 students. Her hus-
band followed. “He says, if the girl refuses
me I must get my money back. Or I will take
her by force,” Zeinab said quietly. “He sends
me messages saying give me the money or
I will be with you as your husband.” Her
family cannot repay even a fraction of the
dowry. Their only assets are their two
stained foam mattresses, three cooking
pots and the orange tarpaulin that covers
their makeshift dome. There is nothing else
to sell.  Then Zeinab’s English teacher
Abdiweli Mohammed Hersi decided to step
in. Hersi has seen hundreds of students

drop out due to the drought.  One girl left
to work as a maid to help feed her family.
Her generation was the first where the
daughters were sent to school. A boy sick-
ened and died; cholera has exploded
throughout Somalia as the bacteria infects
dwindling water supplies. Five girls this
year also left for forced or early marriages,
Hersi said. Young, reluctant brides are not
unheard of in Somalia, but they are less
common in good times, he said, at least in
Dollow. “Before the drought, the cases were
less,” he said, an inflatable globe hanging
from the ceiling of his classroom.  “Some
parents do give their children to other men
to get that money.”

The End
No one knows how many families are

making choices like Zeinab’s. “While we
don’t yet have firm data, we understand
from some reports that the numbers are
small but increasing, particularly in the
south and central regions,” said Jean
Lokenga, chief of Child Protection for the
United Nations Children’s Fund in Somalia.
Other aid groups said most drought-strick-
en families are too poor to pay dowries
after their animals died. None knew of a
program to help girls like Zeinab. 

Hersi took Zeinab to a local aid group, who
took her to Italian aid group Cooperazione
Internazionale. The regional coordinator, visit-
ing on a trip with EU donors, decided to inter-
vene. “We must do something for this girl,”
said Deka Warsame, pouring tea for col-
leagues gathered to hear the story as the call
to prayer sounded through the rooftops.
“Otherwise it will be a rape every night.” Her
staff held a collection and came up with
enough cash to repay the dowry. Warsame
told Zeinab the group would mediate a meet-
ing between the men of the two families. Her
husband would get back his money if he
divorced her in front of witnesses. Zeinab’s
dark eyes flicked up from the floor. “Will I be
free?” she asked. — Reuters

Hungry Somalis weigh daughter’s freedom 

AUS cruise missile attack on a Syrian air base may per-
suade President Bashar Al-Assad to be more cau-
tious with some of his tactics, but will not deter him

and his allies from pressing a full-throttle military cam-
paign to crush rebels. It was the first time Washington has
directly targeted Assad’s government in six years of civil
war, and has pushed the administration of President
Donald Trump into proclaiming that Washington still wants
Assad removed from power.

But the single volley of Tomahawk missiles was of such
limited scope that it will reinforce the view held by
Damascus and its allies that the United States is no more
eager than before to take the sort of strong action needed
to defeat him. “Assad now knows there is a red line with
regard to the use of chemical weapons. But I think he also
probably just sees it as a slap on the wrist,” said David
Lesch, professor of Middle East history at Trinity University
and an author on Syria.

“Assad has to recalibrate but not fundamentally change
his military approach that they’ve been engaging in since
the Russian intervention,” Lesch said. “I really believe they
are not feeling too bad today, if this is the extent of what
the US is going to do.” Damascus denies carrying out the
chemical attack that provoked the US response. The attack
in the town of Khan Sheikhoun in the rebel-held province
of Idlib near the Turkish border killed at least 87 people, 31
of them children. Assad has responded with characteristic
defiance, vowing to accelerate efforts to wipe out rebels he
calls terrorists. A joint command center representing his
Russian, Iranian and Lebanese Hezbollah allies said the US
attack would only cause them to redouble their support for
the Syrian government. Air strikes have continued unabat-
ed since the US attack on Friday. Eighteen people were
reportedly killed in one strike alone in Idlib on Saturday.
Though damaged, the Shayrat air base near Homs is partly
operational and flights have taken off.

The base was largely evacuated before the US strikes,
after Washington forewarned Moscow, which in turn alert-
ed the Syrian government, according to a senior military
source in the alliance fighting in support of Assad.
Describing the US attack as a “limited strike” that was

quickly over, another senior ally of Assad in the region said
toppling him did not seem to be a priority for Trump.
“There is still no clear American policy on Syria,” he said.
Though the attack had shown Trump to be unpredictable,
a third official in the pro-Assad alliance did not yet see a
major shift in the US approach. “Is this a strategic shift by
the Americans? Do they want to get into a big problem
with the Russians? I don’t think there is a strategic shift.”

Shift for Trump
Washington says it acted because Syrian aircraft

bombed Khan Sheikhoun with sarin, a banned nerve agent
that Damascus pledged to give up in 2013 after Trump’s
predecessor Barack Obama threatened to bomb as punish-
ment for another alleged gas attack. Moscow and
Damascus say the deaths were the result of a Syrian air
strike on a depot where rebels were making chemical
weapons that then leaked into the town - a claim rebels
deny and Washington dismisses as beyond credibility.

The attack marked a departure from the approach of
Obama, who ran a large-scale air campaign in Syria against
fighters from Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL, but
avoided direct entanglement in the parallel civil war to
unseat Assad. The Obama administration provided limited
support for anti-Assad rebels, but never directly struck gov-
ernment targets after Obama called off such strikes four
years ago, at a time when Trump also said attacking Assad
would be a mistake.

Ahead of his election victory, Trump had attacked
Obama’s approach in ways that appeared to suggest he
would back off of calls to remove Assad. He questioned
the wisdom of backing rebels,  suggested that
Washington should work more closely with Russia to fight
Islamic State, and noted that while he didn’t like him,
“Assad is killing ISIS”.

The first two months of Trump’s presidency passed with
little said about Assad’s government, while extra US troops
arrived to help Kurdish and Arab militias in northern Syria
fight against Islamic State. A few days ahead of the chemi-
cal attack, two top US officials made their clearest pro-
nouncements yet on Syria, saying Washington was not

now focused on making Assad leave power and the focus
was on defeating Islamic State.

Some analysts believe the March 30 comments by
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and US ambassador to the
United Nations Nikki Haley emboldened Assad ahead of
the Khan Sheikhoun attack. “I think they were overconfi-
dent. I think they felt that they could certainly get away
with it - if in fact Assad did order this - because Idlib is con-
trolled by al Qaeda affiliates, and the Russians are striking
there, and the US has also struck there,” said Lesch.

‘No Option but Victory’
Since the attack, Trump has struck a tough tone, saying

“something should happen” with Assad, but not yet saying
what that should be. Haley has made an about face on her
previous remarks, saying on Saturday that Assad’s removal
is a priority. Tillerson seemed to take a more patient stance
in regard to Assad, saying on Saturday that Washington’s
first priority is the defeat of Islamic State. He has also said
there was no role for Assad in Syria’s future.

The Syrian opposition, which long accused the Obama
administration of inaction, wants the US attack to be the
start of a more aggressive policy towards Assad. Syrian
rebel groups said on Friday the US “responsibility” did not
end with the missile attack. “We are waiting for the
American administration to reveal its complete vision for
the Syrian file,” said prominent opposition politician
George Sabra. Assad, whose forces have been in a much
stronger position since receiving military backing from
Russia in 2015, continues to press his advantage in a war
that has killed more than 400,000 people and driven half of
Syrians from their homes. 

Military pressure and siege tactics have forced rebels
out of numerous strongholds in recent months, including
eastern Aleppo and areas near Damascus. The opposition
says Assad is forcibly displacing his opponents to remote
parts of Syria in deals that offer rebels safe passage out,
calling it a policy of demographic change. One such agree-
ment moved ahead on Saturday as planned. Syrian state TV
said the Waer district of Homs city area would be declared
“free of weapons” this month. — Reuters

Assad could see US strike as ‘slap on wrist’
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MADRID: Former Arsenal and England captain Tony Adams was put in
charge of La Liga strugglers Granada until the end of the season after
Lucas Alcaraz was sacked yesterday. Adams has been working as an
advisor at the Spanish club as part of his role with DDMC, a Chinese
football management company tied to Granada owner Jiang Lizhang.

“The club puts all its confidence in Tony Adams, vice-presi-
dent of DDMC, as first team coach until the end of the

season,” Granada said in a statement.  Granada lie 19th
in La Liga, seven points adrift of safety with just seven
games remaining. Sunday’s 3-1 home defeat to

Valencia prompted the relegation-threatened club
to pull the plug on Alcaraz’s third stint as Granada

coach.  “After evaluating the situation the team is in
and the performances that the team has shown in the

last few games, Granada CF has decided to bring to an
end Lucas Alcaraz and his coaching staff’s time as

head of the first team,” the club added. —AFP

BERLIN: Bayern Munich’s German international defender Mats
Hummels is out of tomorrow’s Champions League quarter-final home
clash with Real Madrid after injuring his ankle in training. Hummels,
who suffered a tear to the ligament in his right ankle on Sunday and
faces a race to be fit for the return leg in Madrid on April 18, told the
German daily Bild: “I definitely won’t be on the pitch tomor-
row.” “Very sad about missing at least the next two games,”
the towering centre-back added on Twitter and posted a
picture of him wearing a special recovery boot on
Instagram under the caption, “Already trying to recover
as fast as possible”. As well as this week’s Champions
League first leg, Hummels will  sit out Saturday ’s
Bundesliga away match at Bayer Leverkusen at the very
least. With Hummels sidelined Jerome Boateng and Javi
Martinez will resume their centre-back partner-
ship having played in Saturday’s 4-1 win over
Borussia Dortmund. —AFP

JAKARTA: Indonesia yesterday unveiled a new top-flight football league
after two years without one, seeking to draw a line under a crisis that
engulfed the game in Southeast Asia’s biggest nation. Liga 1 kicks off
Saturday and replaces the Indonesian Super League, which was halted in
2015 due to a row between the country’s sports ministry and football
association. The dispute over who should compete in the super league
led to the collapse of the competition, and then to world governing body
FIFA suspending Indonesia over government meddling in a domestic
association. The ban was lifted in 2016 after a year when the government
and the association finally resolved their differences, and football in
Indonesia has since been slowly getting back onto its feet. Eighteen
teams will compete in the new Liga 1, which is sponsored by motorbike
taxi app Go-Jek and travel website Traveloka, including Indonesia’s top
clubs Persib Bandung and Arema. The two sides will face each other in
this weekend’s opening match. “We are trying to develop our football-this
nation needs to be lifted up by football,” said Edy Rahmayadi, head of the
association, known as PSSI, as he unveiled the new league.—AFP

Indonesia unveils 
new top-flight league

S P O RT S

Injured Hummels out of 
Bayern clash with Real

CYCLING

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti team has won 15
gold, silver and bronze medals at the
world martial arts championship yester-
day in Portugal.  In the final day of com-
peting, the Kuwaiti athletes managed to
increase their medal record to reach 50
medals, which include 19 gold, 20 silver
and 11 bronze medals.  In a phone call
with KUNA on Monday, the team’s manag-
er Abdullah Taqi said he was proud of his
team’s achievement during this tourna-
ment and raising the Kuwaiti flag.  Taqi
added that this tournament was organ-
ized under the supervision of the World
All-styles Championship Association
(WAC) and was held in the Portuguese
city Caldas da Rainha.

The sports event attracted the partici-
pation of around 6,000 fighters from 20
countries, he pointed out. The Kempo
Karate is a powerful martial art technique,
which does not only depend on strength
but speed and accurate observation as
well. —KUNA

Kuwait wins 15 medals at int’l martial arts event

ROUBAIX: Winning Paris-Roubaix may be
the dream for many cyclists but new cham-
pion Greg Van Avermaet would still prefer
success at home in Flanders.

The 31-year-old took his first
‘Monument’ victory at the ‘Hell of North’ on
Sunday, outsprinting Czech Zdenek Stybar
and Sebastian Langeveld of the
Netherlands in the iconic Roubaix velo-
drome.  But despite earning one of the
biggest successes of his life, Belgian Van
Avermaet said he’s won a greater title and
admitted he would still prefer a victory at
the Tour of Flanders.

“For me the Olympics is always going to

be my biggest victory but it’s nice to have a
Monument now, otherwise you’ll keep ask-
ing: ‘when are you going to win a
Monument’,” Van Avermaet told journalists
in Roubaix.  Until this victory he had many
times been the nearly man in Monuments,
twice finishing second at the Tour of
Flanders amongst four top four results,
while he was third at Roubaix in 2015 and
fourth two years before that.  “I’m happy
that finally I’m in this (winner’s) spot. I tried
for several years to be sitting here, winning
these races-I always believed I could do it.”

But winning in Flanders, where last
week he was second despite a late crash,
would top Paris-Roubaix success.

“I was disappointed after the (Flanders)
race for sure because I was starting with
the idea that I was going to win,” said the
31-year-old.  “If things happen and you
come second, you have to be disappointed
if you had the legs to win.

“But the day after I was the first guy to
be happy. I have to say it’s been a great sea-
son so far. “I wasn’t really down, it’s just the
way things go-sometimes you win, some-
times you lose. I was motivated to do other
good races.  “To be honest, I wasn’t expect-
ing to win Roubaix. I was going with good
motivation to try to do my best and go as
far as possible, as I always do.  “Maybe I
wasn’t expecting to win but I’m really hap-
py I have Roubaix and next year I will try
again for Flanders.”

Van Avermaet has come on in leaps and
bounds over the last two years, winning
stages at the last two editions of the Tour
de France and last July even wearing the
leader’s yellow jersey for three days.  Last
year he also won his first ever stage race-
Tirreno-Adriatico-before adding the
Olympic crown in Rio de Janeiro.  And this
season he’s been in a league of his own in
the spring one-day classics, winning
Omloop Het Nieuwsblad, E3 Harelbeke and
Gent-Wevelgem while also claiming second
at Strade Bianche.

And he’s not finished yet as he looks to
switch his attention from the cobbles to
the Ardennes.”Next week is Amstel (Gold),
it’s a race I like. I also have a feeling I can do
something there. “I will try to enjoy the
moment but Amstel is on my programme.

“Tonight (Sunday) I will make a little par-
ty but tomorrow I will  think about
Amstel.”—AFP

Roubaix winner Van Avermaet 
still dreams of Flanders

KUWAIT: Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) recent-
ly announced that it sponsored the Kuwait
Educational Academy School (KEAS) football
finale, for the second consecutive year, mark-
ing the end of the football league held by
KEAS for a group of special needs schools.
The event was held at the Al-Arabi Sports
Club in Mansouriya, on 5 April, 2017. 

The football league was held in an effort
to engage students with special needs and
encourage them to participate in sports and
use their skills, while giving them the oppor-
tunity to enjoy the excitement of the tourna-
ment first hand. 

ABK’s sponsorship of this event comes in
line with its Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) strategy for 2017that focuses on indi-
viduals with special needs. The Bank aims to
raise awareness of the special needs segment
and the importance of engaging them within
Kuwait’s communities, by involving them in
ongoing activities that instill the sense of
importance and equality among them. 

The Bank will continue to offer its support
to such initiatives with the aim of making a
positive impact and a difference in the lives
of these individuals. 

ABK sponsors Kuwait Educational 
Academy School football finale 

Greg Van Avermaet

Tony Adams named 
interim Granada boss
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M O N T E R R E Y:  R u s s i a’s  A n a s t a s i a
Pavlyuchenkova did it again, winning
her fourth Abierto GNP Seguros title
by beating top-seeded world number
one Angelique Kerber 6-4 2-6 6-1 in
Monterrey, Mexico on Sunday.

Germany ’s  Kerber,  who lost  the
Monterrey final to Pavlyuchenkova in

2013, was denied her first tournament
title of the year in a see-saw victory
by the Russian in stifling heat.

“I’m really overwhelmed and don’t
think I  real ised that I  just  won my
four th  M onterrey  t rophy,” second
seed Pavlyuchenkova told reporters.
“ I t ’s  ver y special  and it ’s  a  special

place in my heart.  “Playing against
the number one player in the world is
already very special because every-
one wants to compete against the
number one. You don’t get so many
chances to do it, so it was one oppor-
tunity for me today. Beating her feels
amazing.”

Pavlyuchenkova seized the early
advantage in the match, taking the
only break of the first set on her third
set point.  Kerber won a long third
game to break serve in the second set
and rode that momentum to level the
match. Pavyluchenkova, who reached
quarters at both the Australian Open

and BNP Paribas Open this year, raced
to  a  5-0  lead in  the  f ina l  set  and
served out to claim her ninth career
t i t le  in  just  under  t wo hours .  The
Russian was the clear aggressor, crack-
ing 49 winners to 31 unforced errors
while Kerber registered only 14 out-
right winners in the final. — Reuters

Kerber denied again by Pavlyuchenkova in Monterrey final

TENNIS RUGBY

SOCCER

Australia to name culled 
Super Rugby team soon

WELLINGTON: The Australian Rugby Union says
it will decide within three days whether the
Melbourne Rebels or Western Force will be
culled from Super Rugby as the southern hemi-
sphere tournament is reduced from 18 to 15
teams next season.

Tournament organizer SANZAAR announced
Sunday that one Australian and two South
African teams would be dropped from the com-
petition next year in the hope a streamlined
tournament would lift quality and win back fans.

SANZAAR has left the decision on which
teams will be cut to the Australian and South
African rugby unions, saying it would not be
rushing either nation into a hasty decision. But
at a news conference in Sydney Monday, chair-
man Cameron Clyne said the Rebels and Force
would be informed of the ARU’s decision within
72 hours. Clyne said after an “exhaustive analysis”
it had been determined that the ACT Brumbies,
who were also threatened with removal, would
remain in the tournament.

“It is important for me to clarify firstly that the
decision to remove a Super Rugby team from
Australia was a decision made by the ARU, not
by SANZAAR,” Clyne said.

“At the request of the board, ARU manage-
ment completed an exhaustive analysis on three
of our teams - the Brumbies, Western Force and
Melbourne Rebels. The purpose of the analysis
was to assess each of those teams on their finan-
cial sustainability, high performance and com-
mercial factors...with a view to identifying which
of those three teams to remove from the compe-
tition.” Clyne said the board decided to retain the
Brumbies and to begin consultation with the
Force and Rebels “to further understand their
financial position.” “We don’t anticipate this
financial consultation period being a drawn-out
process and expect to be able to deliver an out-
come in the very near future.”

The Australian Rugby Union Players
Association has condemned the decision to axe
one Australian team as “short-sighted and ill-
conceived”, hinting at a possible confrontation
between Australia’s professional players and the
sport’s governing body.

The loss of one of Australia’s five teams imme-
diately cuts 20 percent of professional playing
vacancies within Australia and a strike by
Australian players has been suggested as a
response.

“Having signed Australian Rugby up to a
competition which reduced local content, dilut-
ed tribalism and disrespected fans with its lack
of integrity, (the Australian Rugby Union) have
now agreed to a new model which has protect-
ed the expansion teams in Argentina and Japan
at the cost of one of our own,” RUPA chief execu-
tive Ross Xenos said.

“Despite receiving $30 million of additional
annual broadcast revenue from 2016, the finan-
cial challenges of Australian rugby will likely be
used to justify today’s short-sighted and ill-con-

ceived decision which will limit the growth of
rugby in Australia for generations to come.”

Clyne said Super Rugby had imposed a signif-
icant financial burden on Australian rugby which
was not sustainable. “Since the ARU expanded to
five Super Rugby teams in 2010, the economy
we operate in globally has changed dramatical-
ly,” he said. “With the incentives on offer in
Europe, the player exodus has been significant in
Australia and indeed across our SANZAAR part-
ners. “Based on recent performance trends it is
evident that we do not currently have the play-
ing depth in Australia to service five teams in
Super Rugby.” South Africa, which will lose two
of its six teams, has endorsed the reduction in
the tournament’s size.

MAJOR ISSUES
“Fans, media and broadcasters have spoken

and we have listened to them,” South Africa
Rugby chief executive Jurie Roux said. “The 18-
team Super Rugby competition has not worked
and we had to face up to that hard fact. The
integrity of the format and the lack of competi-
tiveness in too many matches were major issues
that needed addressing.”

New Zealand, which will retain all five of its
current teams, has also supported the reduction.
“From a New Zealand perspective the strength
of all teams is essential to ensure that New
Zealand clubs can be successful on and off the
field while providing a fantastic platform for the
best players in the world to be on display,” New
Zealand Rugby chief executive Steve Tew said.

The reversion to 15 teams, a year after the
tournament was expanded from 15 to 18 teams,
means the Super Rugby will be played in four
five-team conferences next season. New
Zealand’s five teams will compete in one confer-
ence, Australia’s four teams will be joined by
Japan’s Sunwolves in another and South Africa’s
four teams will  compete with Argentina’s
Jaguares. The Sunwolves and Jaguares, who
joined the tournament for the first time last sea-
son, will both remain but the third expansion
team, South Africa’s Kings, is expected to be cut
along with the Bloemfontein-based Cheetahs.

“The decision to revert to a 15-team format
reflects a consensus view of the mandated SAN-
ZAAR executive committee that met in London
recently,” SANZAAR chairman Brent Impey said.
“It was not the determination of any one union
or stakeholder and follows a thorough assess-
ment and review of the tournament over the last
nine months. “This decision has not been an
easy one and we recognize the difficulty associ-
ated with reducing the number of teams in
Australia and South Africa. Naturally we under-
stand that there will be some very disappointed
franchises but the tournament’s long-term
future and the economic reality of the business
at present is something that had to be
addressed.” Impey said the retention of the
Sunwolves, who won only one match in their
debut season and have won one of six games
this year, was in keeping with SANZAAR’s objec-
tive to expand rugby in Asia ahead of the 2019
World Cup, which will be hosted by Japan. — AP

SYDNEY: Australian Rugby Union Chairman Cameron Clyne, left, and CEO Bill Pulver discuss
how the southern hemisphere Super Rugby tournament is reduced from 18 to 15 teams next
season in Sydney, yesterday. The Australian Rugby Union says it will decide within three days
whether the Melbourne Rebels or Western Force will be culled from Super Rugby. — AP

BRISBANE:  Australia’s mercurial tennis
star Nick Kyrgios can reach the world’s top
five this year if  he remains focused,
American Davis Cup captain Jim Courier
said. Kyrgios was the difference as Australia
battled into the semi-finals of the world
teams competition, winning both his sin-
gles in straight sets in a 3-2 victory over
the United States in Brisbane at the week-
end. A polarising figure with his on-court
antics and maverick attitude, he showed
great character to fight his way from
breaks down to beat John Isner and Sam
Querrey. Courier was impressed enough
with the 21-year-old to predict he could
improve on his current 15 ranking to top
five. “I t ’s all  in his hands when he’s
engaged, focused and concentrating and
resilient. He was down a break in three dif-
ferent sets and found a way to win,” Courier
told reporters after Sunday’s tie.

“That’s a player who can and should be
top five by the end of the year if he carries
that through and he’s lucky with good
health. I t will  be exciting to watch, it

always is with him one way or the other.”
Four-time Grand Slam champion

Courier said he has been closely tracking
the rise of Kyrgios. “I wouldn’t call it scary, I
would call it an excellent prospect for ten-
nis,” he said.

“When you see players with so much
skill and charisma starting to put it togeth-
er, it’s exciting for everyone involved in
tennis. “Maybe not for the guys in the lock-
er room who have to play against him, but
for everyone else involved in the sport.”

Kyrgios was embraced by his team-
mates after winning all six sets of tennis in
his two matches and said he has become
“a bit more of a professional and it’s show-
ing”. “It’s a relief to actually deliver. The last
two months have taken a lot out of me,”
said the Australian, who has made the final
four in three of his last four tournaments.

“I’m in a happier place, I’m going out
and playing the game as it’s meant to be
played. I’m not going back to the hotel hat-
ing the game.” His next tournament is in
Monte Carlo next week. —AFP

Nick Kyrgios

Kyrgios could make
top five by year’s end

NEW DELHI: A simmering feud between
tennis stalwarts Leander Paes and Mahesh
Bhupathi has boiled over into an ugly pub-
lic spat following India’s latest Davis Cup tri-
umph in Bangalore.

No sooner had the hosts sealed a 4-1
win Sunday over Uzbekistan in the second
round of the Davis Cup Asia/Oceania Group
1 tie, than Bhupathi lashed out at his for-
mer doubles partner, who was dropped
from the squad last week.

“We gave him the option (of being a
part of the squad and playing as a reserve)
and he readily took it,” Bhupathi, the non-
playing Davis Cup captain, said after the
win helped India qualify for the World
Group playoff.

“So after that, to sulk about not being in
the (playing) four was a bit unprofessional,”
Bhupathi said of his friend-turned-foe.

Adding fuel to the fire, Bhupathi put up
a screen shot of his WhatsApp conversation
with Paes on social media in a free-for-all
slugfest aimed at countering Paes’ charge
of being dropped in humiliating fashion at
the last minute. The conversation suggest-
ed that Paes had agreed to join the squad
despite being told there was no guarantee
he would be in the final four.

Paes, 43, hit back, accusing Bhupathi of
using his position to deliberately keep him
out of the squad. “I was never categorically
told that I would not be playing, but it was
apparent that the decision was made
before I arrived in Bangalore. This is what I
found unnecessary and disrespectful,” Paes
said in a statement. 

“That a private (WhatsApp) exchange
has been made public just points to the
kind of conduct that I find unbecoming of a

Davis Cup captain.” “Talk is cheap, history
books, however, don’t lie.” 

‘NEW TRAIN ON THE TRACKS’ 
Paes, dropped for the first time in 27

years, is just one win away from becoming
the most successful doubles player in Davis
Cup history. With 42 doubles wins, Paes is
currently tied with Italian legend Nicola
Pietrangeli.  Paes, whose Atlanta bronze
was India’s first individual medal at a
Games since 1952, has 18 Grand Slam dou-
bles trophies-eight in men’s doubles and 10
in mixed. He shared three of his Grand Slam
doubles titles with Bhupathi. 

The chest-bumps the duo exchanged
after winning every point became an 

emblem of their partnership, which at
its peak was hailed as the “Indian Express”.

They continued to team up occasionally
on court, even as the friendship began to
derail.  But their verbal volleys gradually
turned sharper, with frequent spats over
team spots, most notably ahead of the
2012 Olympics. On Sunday Bhupathi
turned to Facebook to accuse Paes of turn-
ing up late for matches, taking his spot in
the squad for granted, and not adhering to
uniform and other team guidelines.

Bhupathi said that when he started out
there was only one train on the tracks,
referring to the clout that Paes enjoyed on
the circuit.  But all  that was about to
change, Bhupathi warned. 

“There is a new train on the tracks, it’s to
get India back to the World  Group, it’s full
of energy, youth, positivity, hard work, and
dreams. “Those who don’t like it should stay
out of the way because we don’t plan to
stop till we get there!!!” — AFP

Indian tennis stars in spat 
over Davis Cup selection

ZURICH: Swiss tennis player Roger Federer, left, plays tennis with Britain’s Andy
Murray on a float in Zurich, Switzerland, yesterday. Federer and Murray will play a
charity game “Match for Africa 3” this evening. The charity event for the “Roger
Federer Foundation” raises money for African children. — AP

NEW YORK: A final on or around the 250th
anniversar y of  the Declaration of
Independence. Modern stadiums across the
United States and perhaps in Mexico and
Canada, too.

A North American World Cup in 2026 with
48 nations would be far larger and played in
almost all different venues than the 24-team
event the US hosted in 1994. Soccer officials
planned to announce details of the joint bid
by the US, Mexico and Canada at a news
conference Monday atop the Freedom
Tower at the World Trade Center site in lower
Manhattan. The split of games was likely to
be discussed.

“Don’t think for a moment that the politi-
cal  c l imate in the United States didn’t
impact this,” former US defender Alexi Lalas,
now a Fox analyst, said Sunday. “A joint
World Cup that includes Mexico probably
garners additional support and sends a mes-
sage.” US President Donald Trump has faced
criticism over his plans - since stopped by
courts - to bar new visas for people from
Iran, Syria, Somalia, Sudan, Yemen and Libya.
FIFA President Gianni Infantino said last
month than “any team, including the sup-
porters and officials ... who qualify for a
World Cup need to have access to the coun-
try, otherwise there is no World Cup. That is
obvious.” A majority of games likely will be
played in the United States. Infantino and
the six confederation presidents have rec-
ommended the North and Central American
and Caribbean region get six berths, any
host included. But the proposal said the FIFA
Council would decide on a structure in the
event of co-hosts.

“You sit there and just shake your head:
Where is this thing going to go and why?”
said former U.S. goalkeeper Kasey Keller, cur-
rently an ESPN analyst. “Who knows, maybe
they’ll move it to 68 teams by that time? It’s
so hard to tell what FIFA’s thinking or what

they’re doing or what’s the process after the
last bidding fiasco. I guess you just have to
trust the people closest to it, that they know
what they’re doing.”

FIFA’s Congress of all members decided
on World Cup hosts through the 1982 tour-
nament, but the power was then given to its
ruling executive committee of about two
dozen members. After the tainted vote in
December 2010 that awarded the 2018
event to Russia and 2022 to Qatar, the deci-
sion was returned to the Congress, now 211
members.

STRATEGIC PLAY
FIFA announced last May that the 2026

vote will take place in May 2020 and said in
October that the previous two World Cup
hosts - Europe and Asia - will not be eligible
to bid. Africa could mount a bid, especially if
it allies with another confederation and both
vote as blocs.  Europe has 55 members,
Africa 54, Asia 46, CONCACAF 35, Oceania 11
and South America 10.

Lalas called a joint bid a “calculated and a
strategic play.” “I was hoping for a US-hosted
World Cup, remembering 1994 and how that
changed US soccer forever, and I wanted a
2026 version of the United States to also
alone reap the benefits of what a men’s
World Cup can do,” he said. “However,  I
would rather have a joint World Cup than no
World Cup at all.” Racing to construct stadi-
ums in time dominated the run-ups to the
2010 World Cup in South Africa and the
2014 tournament in Brazil, and the pace of
building again is of concern as the 2018
World Cup in Russia approaches. The US por-
tion of the bid will rely on the gleaming sta-
diums opened by the NFL in the past two
decades.

Among the possible venues are MetLife
Stadium in East Rutherford, New Jersey
(82,500 capacity, opened in 2010); AT&T

Stadium in Arlington, Texas (80,000, 2009);
Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara, California
(68,500,  2014) ;  Gi l lette Stadium in
Foxborough, Massachusetts (66,000, 2002);
and Lincoln Financial Field in Philadelphia
(69,500 in 2003).

Atlanta’s Mercedes-Benz Stadium (71,000)
is set to open this year and an 80,000-seat
stadium for the Los Angeles Rams in
Inglewood,  Cal i fornia,  in 2019.  The
Washington Redskins also hope for a new
home. Chicago’s Soldier Field, the only one
of the 1994 venues l ikely to be used,
reopened in 2003 after a gut renovation.
Hard Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens,
Florida, also has been modernized and a
soccer-style roof over the seats was added.

Mexico would appear to have few edifice
concerns. Mexico City ’s Azteca Stadium,
built for the 1966 World Cup, has an 87,000
capacity after a renovation that was com-
pleted last year, and there are relatively new
venues in Monterrey (BBVA Bancomer,
52,000, 2015) and Guadalajara (Estadio
Chivas, 45,000, 2010). Canada’s largest arena
is  Commonwealth Stadium (56,000) in
Edmonton, Alberta, which opened in 1978
and was renovated ahead of  the 2015
Women’s World Cup.

BC Place in Vancouver British, Columbia
(54,500) underwent major renovations from
2009-11 and also was used for the women’s
tournament. Montreal’s Olympic Stadium
(56,000),  built for the 1976 Games, and
Toronto’s Rogers Centre (53,000) are less ide-
al for soccer in their current states.

A joint effor t could lessen costs in a
process through which legal documents and
promotion are exorbitant. The failed US bid
to host in 2018 or 2022 cost $9 million, of
which about half was funded by the US
Soccer Federation. Major League Soccer and
its owners gave about half the remaining
contributions. — AP

Soccer officials to announce details
of joint bid by US, Mexico and Canada
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Pakistan
Ahmed Shehzad c Hope b Gabriel 5
Kamran Akmal c Hope b Joseph 21
Babar Azam not out 125
Mohammad Hafeez st Hope b Nurse 32
Shoaib Malik c Hope b Bishoo 9
Sarfraz Ahmed c Walton b Gabriel 26
Imad Wasim not out 43
Extras: (1b, 9lb, 9w, 2nb) 21
Total: (for 5 wickets) 282
Overs: 50
Did not bat: Shadab Khan, Mohammad Amir, Hasan Ali,
Junaid Khan
Fall of wickets: 1-16, 2-44, 3-113, 4-128, 5-183.
Bowling: Shannon Gabriel 10-1-50-2, Jason Holder 9-0-
48-0, Alzarri Joseph 9-0-69-1, Devendra Bishoo 10-0-40-1,
Ashley Nurse 10-0-42-1, Jonathan Carter 2-0-23-0.

West Indies
Evan Lewis lbw b Mohammad Amir 13

Chadwick Walton c Hasan Ali b Junaid Khan 10
Shai Hope c Shadab Khan b Hasan Ali 15
Kieran Powell lbw b Hasan Ali 11
Jonathan Carter lbw b Mohammad Hafeez 12
Jason Mohammed c Sarfraz Ahmed b Mohammad Hafeez 1
Jason Holder c Babar Azam b Hasan Ali 68
Ashley Nurse lbw b Hasan Ali 44
Devendra Bishoo lbw b Shadab Khan 16
Alzarri Joseph c Babar Azam b Hasan Ali 15
Shannon Gabriel not out 0
Extras: (1lb, 2w) 3
Total: (all out) 208
Overs: 44.5
Fall of wickets: 1-22, 2-27, 3-46, 4-51, 5-56, 6-75, 7-133, 8-
156, 9-208, 10-208.
Bowling: Mohammad Amir 7-1-36-1, Junaid Khan 6-0-41-
1, Hasan Ali 8.5-1-38-5, Mohammad Hafeez 6-0-23-2,
Imad Wasim 7-0-29-0, Shadab Khan 10-1-40-1.
Result: Pakistan won by 74 runs. Series level 1-1.

SCOREBOARD
PROVIDENCE, Guyana: Scoreboard Sunday in the second one-day cricket international between West Indies and
Pakistan at Providence Stadium.

AUGUSTA: Now that Sergio Garcia has
donned the green jacket for winning the
Masters, top golfers are already looking
ahead to the next major challenges to
come. The first stop is June 15-18 at Erin
Hills, Wisconsin, for the US Open on a
course designed by architects to host
one of the sport ’s toughest tourna-
ments. Then it’s on to the British Open at
famous Royal Birkdale, near Liverpool,
July 20-23, followed by the PGA
Championship at Quail Hollow in North
Carolina from August 10-13.

Northern Ireland’s Rory McIlroy, the
world number two who finished in a
share of seventh at the Masters, said he
is keen to have another crack at the
majors. McIlroy’s wins include the US

Open, the British Open and the PGA
twice, and he will fancy his chances later
this year in all of the majors, but espe-
cially at Quail Hollow, where he has won
in 2010 and 2013 and lost in a playoff in
2012. “I’m looking forward to getting
back out there in a few weeks and just
competing again and having another
chance to be in contention,” he said.

“I think Erin Hills is a bit of an
unknown to everyone. But Birkdale is
one of the best Open courses that’s on
the rota. And going to Quail Hollow for
the PGA and I’ve had success there in
the past. So nothing but positives ahead
I feel. “And my game feels in good shape.
It’s just a matter of working hard and
putting myself in position to win. I’ll turn

my focus to trying to get ready for the
US Open in June and try to add to my
major tally there.”

Dustin Johnson, who won the 2016
US Open at Oakmont, will  seek to
defend his title at Erin Hills after being
forced to pull out of the Masters follow-
ing a freak accident.

Coming into the event as world num-
ber one, Johnson damaged his back in a
fall on the eve of the tournament and
withrew just minutes before he was
scheduled to tee off for the first round.
“It sucks,” he said.

LOOKING FOR REDEMPTION 
Garcia, who won the Masters in a

playoff on Sunday from Justin Rose, said

his first major success in 74 attempts
had given him a taste for more.

“The positive thing for me is I feel like
I have so much room for improvement,”
Garcia said. “I’m 37, not 22, but I still feel
like I have a lot of great years in me. 

And I’m excited for those.”
Top players who missed out on glory

at the Masters will be queuing up to join
McIlroy, Johnson and Garcia in
Wisconsin and also at Birkdale and Quail
Hollow. England’s Rose, twice a Masters
runner-up and a former US Open winner,
is looking foreward to shaking off his
disappointment at Augusta National.

“It’s going to sting for sure,” he said of
the Masters defeat. “So I look forward.
You know, for me, golf is about April to

September. “That’s where the big tour-
naments are. That’s where the tourna-
ments that change your career are. So
this is the first one of four.

“I feel motivated for the summer, and
I will be moving on and setting goals
very quickly after this.”

Another player who will be looking
for redemption later this year will be
Australian Jason Day, who came to
Augusta National ranked third in the
world but had a disappointing outing
by his standards, finishing in a tie for
22nd place.

Day won his first major title at the
2015 PGA Championship and the 27-
year-old Queenslander is expected to be
in the hunt for more this year. —AFP

After Masters, top players eye more majors

ANAHEIN: Los Angeles Kings’ Marian Gaborik, of Slovakia, is defended by Anaheim Ducks’ Shea Theodore during the first period of an NHL hockey
game Sunday, in Anaheim, Calif. — AP

AUGUSTA: Spain’s Sergio Garcia captured
his first major golf title on Sunday after 73
failed attempts, making a birdie on the first
playoff hole to defeat Justin Rose and win
the 81st Masters.

Garcia took his emotional, long-sought
triumph over England’s Rose, the 2016 Rio
Olympic champion and 2013 US Open win-
ner, after they finished deadlocked on nine-
under par 279 for 72 holes at Augusta
National.  “Whew, it has been such a long
time coming,” Garcia said. “I felt a calmness I
never felt on a major Sunday.”

The 37-year-old Spaniard took the great-
est triumph of his career, and a $1.98 mil-
lion top prize from an $11 million payout,
on what would have been the 60th birth-
day of his idol, two-time Masters champion
and three-time British Open winner Seve
Ballesteros, who died of brain cancer in
2011 at age 54.  “It’s amazing,” Garcia said.
“To do it on his 60th birthday, it’s some-
thing amazing.”

Last-group playing partners and friends
Garcia and Rose were level for the lead at
the start of what become a tension-packed
thrill ride of a final round.  “It was a great
battle with Sergio all day,” Rose said. “If I
had to lose to anybody, it would be to
Sergio. He deserves it as much as anyone
out here.  He has had his fair share of heart-
break. I played well. He made a great come-
back.” Only three players had more major
starts without a victory than Garcia before
he donned the green jacket symbolic of
Masters supremacy after nearly two
decades of major futility.

Garcia led by three strokes after five
holes, fell two behind after 11, then roared
back to force the playoff and sank a 15-foot
birdie putt to claim victory.

“Even after making a couple of bogeys I
was very positive. I still believed,” Garcia
said. “There were a lot of holes I could get
to and I stayed positive.”

Rose’s playoff tee shot soared deep into
trees right of the fairway but bounced out
onto pine straw while Garcia found the fair-
way.  Rose could only punch out onto the
fairway and scrambled to make a bogey
while Garcia put his approach 15 feet from
the hole and, needing only two putts to
win, rolled in a birdie around the edge of
the cup.  Garcia squatted and shook with
excitement, rose and screamed with joy

and hugged good pal Rose before walking
around the green to revel in the moment,
pumping his fist and punching the green in
delight.  “We were cheering each other,”
Garcia said. “We wanted to beat the other
guy not the other guy to lose.”

TRIBUTE FROM TIGER 
Garcia said he had lost hope of ever win-

ning at Augusta, but “through the years I
learned to accept what Augusta gives and
takes and that’s why I’m here.” On the 72nd
regulation hole, Rose missed an eight-foot
birdie putt, leaving Garcia a five-footer to
win, but he pushed it wide right.  “I thought
I had it on 18,” Garcia said. “I hit it where I
wanted.” Among Twitter notes of congratu-
lations were: “I couldn’t be happier for
@TheSergioGarcia. You deserve it all ami-
go,” from second-ranked Rory McIlroy and
“Congrats, well earned,” from 14-time major
winner Tiger Woods.  Garcia opened the
back nine with two bogeys and trailed by
two at the par-5 13th, where his drive land-
ed under a bush. He took an unplayable lie
penalty, then punched into the fairway.

But on the brink of disaster, Garcia bat-
tled back, salvaging a par at 13 and staying
two back when Rose missed a three-foot
birdie putt.  “I knew I needed to make that
putt to stay with it. I knew I was playing
well enough,” Garcia said. “That putt really
turned the clock a little bit for me. It got me
more confident.”

The momentum had shifted and Garcia
took full advantage, curling in a six-foot
birdie putt at the 14th although Rose
parred to stay one ahead.  “I probably hit
one of the best 8-irons I ever hit,” Garcia
said. “And I hit one of the best putts I hit all
week.” At the par-5 15th, Garcia blasted a
tee shot beyond 300 yards then lofted his
approach off the flagstick, to set up a 15-
foot eagle putt that slowed before falling in
to fist-pumping joy as the crowd roared.
Not since Spain’s Jose Maria Olazabal in
1994 had a Masters champion eagled on
the back nine in the final round.

Rose birdied to match Garcia, then
birdied the par-3 16th only to bogey and
remain deadlocked to set up the closing
drama. South African Charl Schwartzel, the
2011 Masters winner, was third on 282 with
American Matt Kuchar and Belgian Thomas
Pieters sharing fourth on 283. — AFP

Garcia takes major title 
at last with Masters win

ANAHEIM: Shea Theodore scored 53 seconds
into overtime to give the Anaheim Ducks the
Pacific Division title with a 4-3 win over the Los
Angeles Kings at the Honda Center. The Ducks,
who face the Calgary Flames in the first round
of the playoffs, are the seventh team in NHL his-
tory to win five consecutive division titles. The
most recent team to accomplish the feat was
the Vancouver Canucks, who captured the now-
defunct Northwest Division from 2009 to 2013.
Patrick Eaves, Antoine Vermette and Nate
Thompson scored for the Ducks, who received
three assists from captain Ryan Getzlaf.
Jonathan Bernier stopped 15 shots.

Drew Doughty,  Dustin Brown and Kyle
Clifford scored for the Kings, who received 20
saves from goalie Jonathan Quick.

OILERS 5, CANUCKS 2
Connor McDavid hit the 100-point mark, and

Jordan Eberle got a hat-trick as Edmonton beat
Vancouver. Laurent Brossoit got his fourth
career win, stopping 15 shots for the Oilers, who
will face the San Jose Sharks in the first round of
the playoffs. Leon Draisaitl and Drake Caggiula
also scored for the Oilers. Nikolay Goldobin and
Nikita Tryamkin scored for the Canucks.

RED WINGS 4, DEVILS 1
Riley Sheahan scored his first two goals of

the season, and Detroit  captain Henrik
Zetterberg, playing his 1,000th NHL game, had
one goal and set up another to beat New Jersey
in the final game at Joe Louis Arena, the Red
Wings’ home venue since 1979. The Wings will
move into the new Little Caesars Arena next
season. Tomas Tatar also scored for the Red
Wings, and Frans Nielsen and Gustav Nyquist
contributed two assists apiece. John Moore

scored a third-period goal for the Devils.

LIGHTNING 4, SABRES 2
Brayden Point ended an impressive rookie

campaign with his second multi-goal game of
the week to lift Tampa Bay to a season-closing
victory against Buffalo. Andrei Vasilevskiy
closed out the season by picking up his 23rd
victory of the season while making 26 saves for
the Lightning. Braydon Coburn also scored for
Tampa Bay while Victor Hedman had a goal and
assist to finish with a career-high 72 points.

ISLANDERS 4, SENATORS 2
A victory in the regular-season finale was as

bittersweet for New York as the loss was incon-
sequential for Ottawa. The Islanders won their
season-high sixth straight game to close out
the 2016-17 campaign in strong fashion.
However, the latest win came less than 24
hours after the Islanders were mathematically
eliminated from the Eastern Conference playoff
race when the Toronto Maple Leafs clinched
that final postseason berth in the East with a
win Saturday. 

BLUES 3, AVALANCHE 2
Vladimir Tarasenko scored his 39th goal of

the season early in the third period to give St
Louis a win over Colorado. Tarasenko’s goal
came 1:19 after the Blues tied the game on a
goal from Vladimir Sobotka, who was playing
his first game in the NHL in nearly three years. 

BLUE JACKETS 3, MAPLE LEAFS 2
Matt Calvert had a goal and an assist as

Columbus came back to defeat Toronto to end
a six-game losing streak. Calvert set up Cam
Atkinson with the go-ahead goal in the final

minute of the second period. Josh Anderson
also scored for the Blue Jackets. James van
Riemsdyk scored two goals for the Maple Leafs.

RANGERS 3, PENGUINS 2
Jimmy Vesey’s goal with 12:37 remaining

helped New York end the regular season on a
positive note with a win against Pittsburgh at
Madison Square Garden. Ryan McDonagh and
Derek Stepan scored for the Rangers, who will
be on the road for Game One of their first-
round playoff series against the Montreal
Canadiens. Nick Bonino and Carter Rowney
scored for the Penguins, who will host Game
One of their first-round playoff series against
the Columbus Blue Jackets.

PANTHERS 2, CAPITALS 0
James Reimer stopped 38 shots for his sec-

ond shutout in two days and Florida defeated
Washington. Derek MacKenzie scored a short-
handed goal midway through the second peri-
od, and Denis Malgin added a power-play tally
at 9:47 of the third period as the Panthers fin-
ished a poor season with back-to-back wins
after losing six straight. With home ice secured
throughout the playoffs, the Capitals rested
several players.

HURRICANES 4, FLYERS 3 (SO)
Brock McGinn scored two goals in regulation

and netted the winner in the shootout to lift
Carolina over Philadelphia. Sebastian Aho sent
the game into overtime when he scored a pow-
er-play goal with 5:10 remaining in regulation,
and Eddie Lack stopped 41 shots to earn the
win for the Hurricanes. Dale Weise scored a pair
of goals and Wayne Simmonds netted his team-
high 31st goal for the Flyers. — Reuters

Oilers’ McDavid hits 100 points 
mark, Ducks clinch Pacific title

AUGUSTA: Sergio Garcia of Spain celebrates with the Masters Trophy during the
Green Jacket ceremony after he won in a playoff during the final round of the 2017
Masters Tournament at Augusta National Golf Club on Sunday in Augusta,
Georgia.—AFP

PROVIDENCE:  A superb unbeaten 125
from Babar Azam and a five-wicket haul
to Hasan Ali led Pakistan to a comfort-
able 74-run victory in its second one-
day cricket international against the
West Indies in Providence, Guyana on
Sunday, levelling the three-match
series 1-1.

After West Indies won the toss,
Babar’s career-best innings, off 132
balls, led the visitors to a respectable
total of 282-5 from their 50 overs.

The West indies struggled for
momentum throughout its reply and
mustered only 208 off 44.5 overs, with
paceman Hasan taking 5-38 from 8.5
overs. The third and deciding game of

the series will be held tomorrow, also in
Providence. Restored to No.3 after
being surprisingly dropped down the
order in game one, Babar was the rock
of a Pakistan innings which would have
looked forlorn if not for his contribution
and No.7 Imad Wasim’s 43 not out off
35 balls.

Man-of-the-match Babar came to
the crease at 1-16 in the fifth over and
quickly set after a West Indian attack
modestly highlighted by paceman
Shannon Gabriel’s 2-50 from 10 overs.

After losing opener Kamran Akmal
(21) at 2-44 in the ninth over, Babar
gained some support from
Mohammad Hafeez (32) as the pair

added 69 in a third wicket stand which
ended on the halfway point of the
innings at 113-3.

Babar later added 55 runs for the
fifth wicket with Sarfraz Ahmed (26).
While West Indies may have felt satis-
fied with a Pakistan scoreline then of
183-5 in the 39th over, Babar and Imad
then smashed an unbroken 99-run
stand off 11.2 overs to boost their side’s
total, with Babar ending with seven
fours and three sixes. West Indies began
its run chase with strong intent, but
with both openers back in the pavilion
after 4.2 overs, and the score 56-5 after
14 overs, Pakistan’s bowlers were
always in the box seat. —AP

Pakistan level series 
with easy win over WI
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1- Golden State Warriors (66 - 14) Last
week: 1 - Kevin Durant returned to the
Warriors’ lineup in time ahead of the play-
offs, as the team has the chance to finish
the regular season on a 16-game winning
streak that would be the longest to close
out a regular season in NBA history.

2- San Antonio Spurs (61 - 19) Last
week: 2 - The Spurs are set to face the
Grizzlies in the first round of the playoffs;
a matchup that brings (in addition to the
Pau and Marc Gasol ‘brother vs brother’
showcase) many challenges to San
Antonio’s offense.

3- Houston Rockets (54 - 26) Last week:
5 - While saying that he was happy for his
good friend Russell Westbrook’s recent
accomplishments, James Harden believes
that the success of an MVP candidate’s
team should take top consideration. To
make the MVP race even more interest-
ing, the Rockets and Thunder are locked
to face each other in the playoffs.

4- Toronto Raptors (50 - 31) Last week: 4
- The Raptors secured a top-three seed
and second straight 50-win season follow-
ing their victory over the Knicks on
Sunday. Two days before, DeMar DeRozan
recorded his 31st game of the season with
30+ points, breaking Vice Carter’s fran-
chise record. Toronto got Kyle Lowry back
from injury, and is ready for the playoffs.

5- Boston Celtics (51 - 29) Last week: 3 -
The Celtics have to win their final two
games and hope the Cavs lose either of its
last two for them to clinch the top spot in
the East. Cleveland owns the tiebreaker,
which means that they only need a win
coupled with a Boston’s loss to finish first.

6- Los Angeles Clippers (49 - 31) Last
week: 8 - The Clippers have soured to
fourth place in the West following a five-
game winning streak. They are going to
play against the fifth seeded Jazz in the
playoffs, but both teams’ place in the
standings and home court advantage is
still to be determined by their perform-
ance in their respective last two games.

7- Cleveland Cavaliers (51 - 29) Last
week: 6 - The Cavs seemed to cement
their position as the best team in the East
following their commanding victory over
the Celtics on Wednesday, only to lose
the following two games against the
Hawks, including Sunday’s match in
which they squandered a 26-point fourth
quarter lead.

8- Washington Wizards (48 - 32) Last
week: 7 - Despite John Wall’s stellar play
all season, the Wizards in general have
not been playing exceptional defense,
and it even got worse in games played
after the All-Star break where they rank
28th in the league in defensive rating.
This is an area where they have to
improve ahead of the playoffs.

9- Oklahoma City Thunder (46 - 34)
Last week: 11 - Russell Westbrook’s 42
triple-doubles this season are the most
by any player in a season in history. He is
the first since Oscar Robertson in 1961-62
to average a triple-double for a season.
He has 79 in his career, passing Wilt
Chamberlain for third all-time. Of those
triple-doubles, three came with 50+
points and eight with 40+ points; both
marks are the most in NBA history -
including the highest-scoring triple-dou-
ble game ever (57 points). He is also the
first ever to record a triple-double with-
out a missed shot, and perhaps most
importantly, OKC is 33-9 when he record-
ed a triple-double this season.

10- Portland Trail Blazers (40 - 40) Last
week: 10 - Damian Lillard scored a career-
high and franchise-record 59 points to
help the Blazers beat the Jazz on Saturday.
Now that they have secured their position
in the playoffs, Portland hopes that injured
center Jusuf Nurkic comes back as soon as
possible to give at least any kind of chal-
lenge to the Warriors.

11- Utah Jazz (49 - 31) Last week: 9 -
Hoping to break a tie with the Clippers,
the Jazz received some good news by
getting Derrick Favors and Rodney Hood
back from injuries, and hope that George
Hill makes a similar return soon too.

12- Indiana Pacers (40 - 40) Last week:
17 - It seems that something ‘clicked’ for
the Pacers following Lance Stephenson’s
return to the team. Indiana is in good
position to make it to the playoffs, need-
ing only one win in its next two games
against the 76ers and Hawks.

13- Atlanta Hawks (42 - 38) Last week:
20 - In Sunday’s victory over the Cavs, the
Hawks trailed by 26 points entering the
fourth quarter, before eventually winning
in overtime. It is the largest fourth quarter
comeback in the NBA since 2002 when the
Lakers came back to stun the Mavericks.

14- Milwaukee Bucks (41 - 39) Last
week: 12 - Giannis Antetokounmpo is
going to finish the season leading the
Bucks in points, rebounds, assists, steals
and blocks, and he has a chance to
become the first player in NBA history to
finish among the top 20 in all five cate-
gories. Another key reason for Milwaukee’s

success this season is Khris Middleton; the
Bucks have gone 18-10 in two months
since he returned from injury.

15- Chicago Bulls (39 - 41) Last week:
13 - The Bulls looked like they were head-
ing towards the postseason before suffer-
ing a heartbreaking defeat to the Nets on
Saturday. They hope that Dwyane Wade’s
return helps them avoid missing the play-
offs for the second straight year.

16- Miami Heat (39 - 41) Last week: 15 -
Out of the three teams competing for the
final two playoff-qualifying spots in the
East ’s standings, the Heat have the
toughest schedule as they go against the
Cavs and Wizards. One loss would end
their postseason hopes regardless of
Chicago or Indiana’s performances.

17- Memphis Grizzlies (43 - 38) Last
week: 14 - Memphis ranked fourth in the
league in defensive rating in games
played before the All-Star game, but
slipped to 21st in games played after the
break. They need to live up to their repu-
tation as a strong defensive team if they
hope to have a chance to compete
against the Spurs in the playoffs.

18- Denver Nuggets (38 - 42) Last week:
16 - Denver literally fought until the last
second, but Russell Westbrook’s buzzer-
beater to secure a victory for the Thunder
on Sunday meant that the Nuggets have
officially lost the playoff race, despite
leading the league in offensive rating in
games played after the All-Star break.

19- Detroit Pistons (37 - 43) Last week:
22 - The Pistons registered impressive
wins against the Rockets and Grizzlies
last week, but it was too late as they were
eliminated from clinching a playoff spot
after the Heat’s victory on Saturday.

20- Brooklyn Nets (20 - 60) Last week:
23 - Winners of four of their last five
games, the Nets could play the spoiler’s
role in their last two matches; first against
the Celtics who are vying for the first posi-
tion in the East, and then against the Bulls
who are still fighting for a playoff berth.

21- Charlotte Hornets (36 - 44) Last
week: 18 - Following impressive wins
against the Raptors, Thunder and Thunder
that seemed to revive their playoff hopes,
the Hornets blew away their chance after
losing their following three matches
against the Wizards, Heat and Celtics.

22- New Orleans Pelicans (33 - 47) Last
week: 19 - The Pelicans were officially
eliminated from competing for the play-
offs last week, but at least they have a
reason to be optimistic for the future
after Anthony Davis and DeMarcus
Cousins showed positive signs of playing
well together.

23- Dallas Mavericks (32 - 48) Last
week:  21 - Longtime Dallas Cowboys
quarterback Tony Romo will be honored
as ‘a Maverick for a day’ by the Mavs at
their home finale tonight. Another Dallas
great, Dirk Nowitzki, has meanwhile
played his 1,393 career match on Sunday,
passing Tim Duncan for seventh most
games played in history.

24- Los Angeles Lakers (25 - 55) Last
week: 29 - The Lakers are finding back their
winning ways after showing some success
early in the season. But that’s not necessari-
ly a good thing; finishing with the second
worst record in the league improves their
chances to win the lottery and potentially
draft college standout Lonzo Ball.

25- Sacramento Kings (31 - 49) Last
week: 25 - The young core of Willie
Cauley-Stein, Buddy Hield and Skal
Labissiere provides a very promising
basis on which the team can start build-
ing for the future.

26- Minnesota Timberwolves (31 - 49)
Last week: 24 - The Wolves are set to
unveil a new logo today, hoping that it
coincides with finding their own identity
after their defense failed to live up to
high expectations in the summer.

27- Phoenix Suns (24 - 57) Last week:
30 - The Suns snapped a 13-game losing
streak by beating the Thunder on Friday.
They won again on Sunday, but they are
still likely to finish with the worst record
in the West’s standings.

28- New York Knicks (30 - 51) Last
week: 26 - Potential top draft pick
Markelle Fultz said that it would be
‘amazing’ to play for Knicks next season;
possibly the happiest news New York fans
have received this season.

29- Orlando Magic (28 - 52) Last week:
28 - The Magic failed miserably to live up
to high expectations pinned on them in
the summer, but they can at least build
on the progress of Aaron Gordon and
Elfrid Payton during the offseason.

30- Philadelphia 76ers (28 - 52) Last
week: 27 - It was yet another losing sea-
son for the 76ers, but the future looks
bright when thinking about Joel Embiid,
Dario Saric, Ben Simmons and a lottery
draft pick selection potentially playing
together next season.

KUWAIT TIMES NBA POWER RANKINGS
By Ahmad Jabr

KUWAIT: In addition to its usual coverage of the NBA, Kuwait Times introduced a new feature this
year: the NBA Power Rankings. It is a weekly list ranking each team based on its performance dur-
ing the week. This week’s edition will be the last as the regular season concludes tomorrow, and
the weekly feature will hopefully return next season. (For any comments or suggestions, e-mail the
writer at: a.jabr@kuwaittimes.net)

American League
Eastern Division
W L PCT GB

Baltimore 4 1 .800 -
Tampa Bay 5 2 .714 -
Boston 3 2 .600 1
NY Yankees 2 4 .333 2.5
Toronto 1 5 .167 3.5

Central Division
Minnesota 5 1 .833 -
Detroit 3 2 .600 1.5
Cleveland 3 3 .500 2
Chicago White Sox 2 3 .400 2.5
Kansas City 2 4 .333 3

Western Division
LA Angels 5 2 .714 -
Houston 4 3 .571 1
Oakland 3 4 .429 2
Texas 2 4 .333 2.5
Seattle 1 6 .143 4

National League
Eastern Division

Miami 3 3 .500 -
Philadelphia 3 3 .500 -
Washington 3 3 .500 -
NY Mets 3 3 .500 -
Atlanta 1 5 .167 2

Central Division
Chicago Cubs 4 2 .667 -
Cincinnati 4 2 .667 -
Pittsburgh 3 2 .600 0.5
St. Louis 2 4 .333 2
Milwaukee 2 5 .286 2.5

Western Division
Arizona 6 1 .857 -
Colorado 5 2 .714 1
LA Dodgers 4 3 .571 2
San Diego 3 4 .429 3
San Francisco 2 5 .286 4

Baseball results/standings

NY Mets 5, Miami 2; San Francisco 5, San Diego 3; Arizona 3, Cleveland 2; LA Angels 10, Seattle 9; LA Dodgers 10, Colorado 6; Texas 8, Oakland
1; Cincinnati 8, St. Louis 0; Chicago Cubs 7, Milwaukee 4; Houston 5, Kansas City 4 (12 innings); Minnesota 4, Chicago White Sox 1; Pittsburgh 6,
Atlanta 5 (10 innings); NY Yankees 7, Baltimore 3; Philadelphia 4, Washington 3; Boston 7, Detroit 5; Tampa Bay 7, Toronto 2.

BASEBALL

ANAHEIM: Los Angeles Angels designated hitter Albert Pujols hits a a two-run single in the ninth inning of a base-
ball game against the Seattle Mariners, Sunday, in Anaheim, Calif. the Angels won 10-9. —AP

ANAHEIM: The Los Angeles Angels scored seven runs in
the bottom of the ninth inning on Sunday to beat
Seattle Mariners 10-9 and sweep a three-game series at
Anaheim, Calif. Albert Pujols started the ninth-inning
rally for the Angels with his 592nd career home run, and
he added a two-run single later in the inning. Cliff
Pennington’s long single to right scored Mike Trout with
the game-winner. The rally was only the seventh time in
team history the Angels came back after trailing by sev-
en runs. Diamondbacks 3, Indians 2 Patrick Corbin
pitched six scoreless innings, Chris Owings homered
and Arizona equaled the best start in franchise history
by beating Cleveland at Chase Field. Corbin gave up
four hits and struck out three to give Arizona a sweep of
the defending American League champions and its best
start since 2000.

GIANTS 5, PADRES 3
Johnny Cueto continued his domination of San

Diego and Hunter Pence and Buster Posey connected
on San Francisco’s first back-to-back homers this season
in a win at Petco Park that snapped a four-game losing
streak. The Pence and Posey homers capped a five-run,
two-inning assault of Clayton Richard.

DODGERS 10, ROCKIES 6
Los Angeles built an early four-run lead and brushed

aside Colorado to avoid being swept in a three-game
series. Corey Seager homered for the Dodgers, who
banged out 15 hits, including five for extra bases, and
showed some offensive life after being held to three
runs while losing the first two games of the series.

RANGERS 8, A’S 1
Joey Gallo, filling in for injured Adrian Beltre, hit a

three-run homer and had a career-high five RBIs as
Texas beat Oakland for its first series win of the year.
Gallo went 1-for-25 last year in a brief stint with Texas
but already has two homers and seven RBIs this year. He
smacked a three-run homer off Sean Manaea in the sec-
ond inning and capped a three-run sixth when he lined
a two-run single off Frankie Montas.

ASTROS 5, ROYALS 4 (12 INNINGS)
After Jake Marisnick, a defensive substitution in the

eighth inning, sent the game into extra innings with his
solo home run in the ninth, Evan Gattis turned his
career-high third walk of the game into a walk-off win-
ner for Houston against Kansas City. Gattis followed a
leadoff infield single by George Springer in the 12th
inning and walks to Jose Altuve (intentional) and Brian
McCann. Matt Strahm (0-2) sailed his 3-2 pitch to Gattis
high to force home Springer.

PIRATES 6, BRAVES 5 (10 INNINGS)
Starling Marte hit a two-run, walk-off homer in the

10th inning to lift Pittsburgh over Atlanta and complete
a weekend series sweep. Freddie Freeman went 4-for-5
with two solo homers, and Dansby Swanson added a
solo homer for Atlanta, which lost its fourth in a row.

PHILLIES 4, NATIONALS 3
After watching a three-run lead disappear on one

swing in the ninth inning, Philadelphia recovered to
beat Washington on a walk-off single by Cesar
Hernandez. The Phillies hadn’t won a series against the

Nationals at Citizens Bank Park since taking two of three
in April 2015. It took a two-out single in the bottom of
the ninth by Hernandez, scoring Daniel Nava-who
walked to lead off the inning and advanced on a Freddy
Galvis single-to reverse that trend.

CUBS 7, BREWERS 4
Jake Arrieta struck out 10 and Kris Bryant had his sec-

ond three-hit day in a row as Chicago clinched a second
consecutive series victory by beating Milwaukee. Bryant
reached in all four of his plate appearances, singling
three times and drawing a walk in the seventh. After
starting the season 0-for-13, he went 7-for-12 in the
three games at Milwaukee.

YANKEES 7, ORIOLES 3
New York scored four runs off Darren O’Day in the

ninth inning and avoided a three-game sweep. New
York also snapped Baltimore’s four-game winning streak
to start the season.

REDS 8, CARDINALS 0
Scott Feldman authored a nice rebound from a shaky

Opening Day start with six scoreless innings, and Adam
Duvall banged out three hits to lead Cincinnati over St.
Louis at Busch Stadium. Feldman, who couldn’t make it
out of the fifth inning in absorbing a 4-3 loss to
Philadelphia on Monday, gave up four hits and a walk
while fanning six.

RED SOX 7, TIGERS 5
Sandy Leon lined a tiebreaking, two-run single in the

middle of a four-run, eighth-inning rally to lift Boston
over Detroit and snap a two-game losing streak. Nick
Castellanos had given Detroit a brief 4-3 lead when he
led off the seventh with his second home run of the sea-
son, but the Tigers’ erratic bullpen couldn’t hold the
lead. Bruce Rondon gave up a walk and a single to
begin the eighth, with both runners advancing on left
fielder Justin Upton’s throwing error.  Mitch Moreland
was walked intentionally and reliever Kyle Ryan walked
in the tying run.

TWINS 4, WHITE SOX 1
Ervin Santana gave up two hits in six innings and

Minnesota defeated Chicago. Jorge Polanco finished 2-
for-4 with a solo home run as Minnesota continued a
hot start and won the rubber game of the series. Miguel
Sano added a two-run homer as part of a two-hit day.

RAYS 7, BLUE JAYS 2
Tampa Bay is off to its best start ever at 5-2, closing

out a four-game series with a win over struggling
Toronto at Tropicana Field.

The Rays got a strong start from Jake Odorizzi, who
gave up two hits in the first inning, then didn’t allow
another hit in six innings. Tampa Bay’s bats did the rest
with three home runs against the Blue Jays.

METS 5, MARLINS 2
Noah Syndergaard threw seven impressive innings,

and Jay Bruce and Michael Conforto each hit long solo
homers to help New York beat Miami.

Syndergaard (1-0), who left his first start on Opening
Day after six shutout innings due to a popped blister on
his right middle finger, allowed two runs (one earned)
on five hits and no walks. He struck out nine. — Reuters

Pujols leads Angels’ 7-run 
rally to beat Seattle 10-9
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SOCCER

GLASGOW: Rangers manager Pedro
Caixinha said there was a lot of hard
work ahead after his side cut the gap to
second-place Aberdeen with a 3-0 win
at Pittodrie.

Three late goals in four second-half
minutes on Sunday saw Rangers close to
within nine points of the Dons with six
games remaining in the Scottish
Premiership.

Caixinha said it was a “crucial” win,
but urged his players to show the same
resolve in their remaining fixtures, which
will include home games against both

Aberdeen and champions Celtic.
“It was a really important match for

us. We set this up as the first of seven
matches that we must win until the end
of the season,” the 46-year-old
Portuguese said.

“It was crucial. We were facing a very
strong side, demonstrated by the begin-
ning of the first half and the beginning
of the second half, when they made a lot
of problems for us.

“It was just one game, so we need to
keep going. Of course it is always impor-
tant to add confidence, but we still have

a lot of work in front of us.”
Aberdeen had been on top, but they

were made to pay for their profligacy in
front of goal when Kenny Miller scored a
sublime opener in the 79th minute.

The veteran striker added a second
just over a minute later before substitute
Joe Dodoo lashed home a third in the
83rd minute. It ended a run of two con-
secutive draws for the Gers as they won
for the first time in six away games.

It was a welcome boost for Caxinha,
who admitted he is still finding his feet
in Scottish football just a month after

making the move to Ibrox from Qatari
club Al Gharafa.

“I’m settled in now, but I’m not going
to know Scottish football really until the
end of the season,” he said. “I’m getting
to know it on a team-by-team basis, but
I’m not worried by that.

“I’m assessing what we have in our
house. The mentality we need to have
and spread at the club-that is what I am
trying to focus on all the time.”

The defeat brought to a halt a club
record run of 10 consecutive home wins
for the Dons, who had claimed 15 victo-

ries from their previous 16 games.
“I felt we were the better team

throughout, bar a crazy four or five min-
utes which gave Rangers the opportuni-
ty,” said Dons manager Derek McInnes.

“Our players have been on a brilliant
run and that result is very unusual. “It’s a
sore one for us. In the eyes of our sup-
porters that’s a huge disappointment
and we understand that.

“But while we’ve lost the fight today
it’s important we still win the battle for
second and hopefully get ourselves into
a cup final.” —AFP

Manager Caixinha paces Rangers in push for second

DORTMUND: Monaco’s players warm up during a training session in Dortmund, yesterday on the eve of the Champions League football match
between Borussia Dortmund and AS Monaco. — AFP 

BARCELONA: As if a combined 16 European
Cups weren’t enough, the Champions League
quarterfinal between Real Madrid and Bayern
Munich will  also offer an intriguing duel
between master and pupil.

Zinedine Zidane’s transition from retired play-
er to successful coach at Madrid owes a lot to his
time at the club under current Bayern boss Carlo
Ancelotti. Come Wednesday, the former col-
leagues will face off in the first of two contests to
determine which will guide his team to Europe’s
final four.

“We’re ready for Real,” said Ancelotti, who led
Madrid to the 2014 title with Zidane as his assis-
tant, a run which included defeating Bayern 5-0
on aggregate in the semifinals.

Two years later, it was Zidane’s turn to lift the
European Cup as Madrid’s manager, just four
months after taking the job over from Ancelotti’s
short-lived replacement, Rafa Benitez.

Toni Kroos, who left Bayern for Madrid when
Ancelotti was still in charge, gives credit to
Zidane for taking Madrid back to the top. “He
has had a huge impact here. He brought positiv-
ity when he arrived and took us in a new direc-
tion,” Kroos said. “We are playing better football
than before and that was rewarded when we
won the Champions League last season.”

The powerhouses’ meeting will be their 23rd,
a record for UEFA club competition. “They will be
two fantastic games. This tie could easily be the
Champions League final,” Kroos said.

Here is a look at all four quarterfinals:
JUVENTUS vs. BARCELONA

Barcelona returns to the Champions League
on Tuesday for its first match since its historic 6-1
victory over Paris Saint-Germain that made it the
first team to overturn a 4-0 first-leg loss in the
history of the competition.

But the Catalan club heads into the rematch
of the 2015 final it won against Juventus on the
heels of a 2-0 loss at Malaga on Saturday. The
defeat included a red card for Neymar and dam-
aged its chances of retaining the Spanish league
title. “That shouldn’t be considered, it doesn’t
change anything,” Juventus coach Massimiliano
Allegri said. “Barcelona is a team which is used to
playing big matches like this.”

Allegri could welcome striker Mario
Mandzukic back from injury, while Barcelona
midfielder Sergio Busquets is suspended.

BORUSSIA DORTMUND vs. MONACO
It may lack the big names and champion

pedigree, but if you want goals then look no fur-
ther than Tuesday’s match between Borussia
Dortmund and Monaco.

Monaco has scored a whopping tally of 133
goals in all competitions this season, including a
bundle by teenage standout Kylian Mbappe.

The 18-year-old forward, newly capped by
France, has netted 12 times in his last 11 games
and 19 for the season. He scored in both legs
against Manchester City in the Round-of-16.

Dortmund is no slouch either, led by Pierre-
Emerick Aubameyang’s 32 goals overall. But
Dortmund is facing serious injury worries. It was
without Marco Reus, Andre Schuerrle, Sven
Bender, Julian Weigl, Shinji Kagawa, Erik Durm
and Lukasz Piszczek in a 4-1 loss to Bayern on
Saturday.

ATLETICO MADRID vs. LEICESTER
As the only side in the quarterfinals that had

to play a domestic fixture as late as Sunday,
Leicester comes into the match having lost its
unbeaten record under new manager Craig

Shakespeare after falling 4-2 at Everton.
The Premier League champions had won six

consecutive games, including its Round-of-16
victory over Sevilla, after sacking Claudio Ranieri.

However, with Shakespeare making five
changes to his starting lineup, Leicester should
be at full strength in Madrid.

“We’re all excited for Wednesday night and
it’s going to be a great occasion, but we have to
improve on that performance today,” winger
Marc Albrighton said.

Atletico is playing its best football of the sea-
son and got a big boost Saturday from Antoine
Griezmann, whose late equalizer earned a 1-1
draw at Real Madrid.

BAYERN MUNICH vs. REAL MADRID
Besides relying on its own potent attack,

Bayern will also hope that Cristiano Ronaldo
continues to struggle in front of goal this season
in Europe. The Champions League’s all-time scor-
er with 95 career goals has only struck twice this
campaign. That has allowed Barcelona rival
Lionel Messi to close the gap after scoring 11
goals to take his total to 94.

Bayern arrives in fine form, enjoying a 10-
point lead in the Bundesliga. The German side
will be without defender Mats Hummels (ankle),
while Madrid will likely be missing defenders
Pepe (ribs) and Raphael Varane (leg). — AP

Zidane meets mentor Ancelotti 
in Champions League quarters

LONDON: Dele Alli’s goal-scoring feats with
Tottenham Hotspur were put into perspec-
tive by an arresting statistic that emerged
after he scored in his side’s 4-0 victory over
Watford.  Having scored or set up 40 Premier
League goals, Alli has had a hand in as many
goals before turning 21 as Frank Lampard
(15), Steven Gerrard (13) and David Beckham
(12) combined.

Alli, who turns 21 today, has emerged as
the most exciting talent in English football
and Chelsea great Lampard believes he could
go on to surpass his Premier League record of
177 goals from midfield.  “Could he score
more than me? He could do. Of all the mid-
field players I’ve seen who score goals, he’s
the one who is the best at it,” Lampard said.
“Dele Alli is a special player. He’s better than
me when I was 20, that’s for sure!

“We talk about (Chelsea’s Eden) Hazard
being the best player in the league. 

I don’t think Dele Alli is that far away from
him.” Alli ’s opener against Watford on
Saturday, a glorious, curling effort from 25
yards, was his 16th in the league this season-
more than any player below 21 in Europe’s
top five leagues-and 19th in all competitions.
His headline display came against Chelsea in
January, when a brace of headers gave Spurs
a 2-0 win that brought the league leaders’ 13-
game winning run to an end. Typically oper-
ating as a number 10 behind England team-
mate Harry Kane, the lithe and elegant Alli is
a pivotal figure in the high-octane young
team built by Spurs manager Mauricio
Pochettino.

With Kyle Walker, Eric Dier and Danny Rose
also in the first XI, Spurs have a strong English
core and Alli demonstrated his attachment to
the club by signing a six-year contract in
September. “First of all he is a great kid, a
lovely person, and then he is a great player,”
says Pochettino. “And then he is so young
he can improve a lot, learn a lot. His poten-
tial is massive. But every day he’s improving
and every day he gets more mature.  “He’s
improving in his skills, but in his character
as well.”

FIERINESS 
Character is one thing Alli does not lack,

but his fieriness occasionally spills over into
excessive aggression.

He was sent off for swinging a punch into

the midriff of West Bromwich Albion’s Claudio
Yacob last April, landing him a three-game
suspension that ended his season. In
February this year, he was widely condemned
after getting sent off in a Europa League
game against Gent for a horrendous chal-
lenge that could have left Brecht Dejaegere
with a broken leg.

The dismissal yielded another three-
match ban, meaning Alli will miss half of
Spurs’ group-stage fixtures in next season’s
Champions League if, as expected, they qual-
ify directly. Disciplinary problems have
dogged Alli since his formative years at
Milton Keynes Dons, where manager Karl
Robinson would ask him to wink at the bench
to show he had not lost control.

Pochettino, though, sees Alli’s edge as a
strength rather than a weakness.  “This char-
acter is per fect for a player,” says the
Argentine, no stranger to the referee’s note-
book during his own playing days.  “When
you are winning and you feel that to lose on
the pitch is like losing your life, that is what
we want in a player.” Having been named the
Professional Footballers’ Association (PFA)
Young Player of the Year last season, Alli looks
set to be nominated for both senior and jun-
ior honours in this season’s awards.

With each goal, he renders the £5 million
($6.2 million, 5.9 million euros) fee that Spurs
paid third-tier MK Dons to secure his services
in February 2015 all the more remarkable.

He is one of the first names on England
manager Gareth Southgate’s team sheet and
having already eclipsed the youthful endeav-
ours of Beckham, Lampard and Gerrard, a
glittering future beckons. — AFP

Better than Beckham? 
England swoons over Alli

Malaga keeper Kameni 
thwarts Barcelona again

PARIS: Lionel Messi, Neymar and Luis
Suarez hold no fears for Cameroon-born
Malaga goalkeeper Carlos Kameni. He kept
the celebrated attacking trio at bay with
relative ease as his club dented the La Liga
ambitions of Barca by winning 2-0 at the
weekend. It was the second time in three
seasons that Kameni has kept two clean
sheets against star-stacked Barcelona. 

CHEIKHOU KOUYATE (West Ham United)
Senegal midfielder Kouyate picked a

good time to score his first goal of the sea-
son. His first-half strike secured a 1-0 win
over Swansea City that ended a deeply
damaging run of five successive defeats for
West Ham. It was a fine goal, too-Kouyate
collecting a pass from Robert Snodgrass,
advancing down the centre of the pitch
and letting fly from 25 yards with a shot
that flew into Lukasz Fabianski’s bottom-
left corner.

ISLAM SLIMANI (Leicester City)
Slimani scored for the second game run-

ning, but it proved to be in a losing cause
as Leicester’s six-game winning run in all
competitions came to an end in a 4-2
defeat at Everton. The Algeria frontman
struck in the fourth minute at Goodison
Park, tucking Demarai Gray’s pass beneath
Joel Robles to cancel out Tom Davies’ open-
er. It was his first away goal as a Leicester
player.

VICTOR MOSES (Chelsea)
After two games out with a toe injury

Moses made his return in Chelsea’s 3-1 win
at Bournemouth and played a key role in
the league leaders’ opening goal. Having
drifted into space on the right, the Nigeria
winger squared the ball to Diego Costa,
whose mishit shot deflected in off Adam
Smith’s head for an own goal.

AHMED ELMOHAMADY (Hull City)
Egypt right-back Elmohamady inadver-

tently opened the door to defeat as Hull
were beaten 3-1 at Manchester City. He
completely misjudged his attempt to clear
Jesus Navas’s 31st-minute cross and suc-
ceeded only in bundling the ball into his
own net.

SPAIN
CARLOS KAMENI (Malaga)

No one is more adept at stopping
Barcelona’s superstar front three of Lionel
Messi,  Luis Suarez and Neymar than
Cameroonian ‘keeper Kameni as he regis-
tered an eighth career clean sheet against
Barca. Malaga struck a huge blow to the
Catalans’ La Liga title hopes with a 2-0
home win. It is the second time in three
seasons that Kameni has kept two clean
sheets in a season against Barca having
also starred in a 0-0 draw at the Camp Nou
in November.

KEVIN-PRINCE BOATENG (Las Palmas)
Boateng netted his ninth goal of the

season with a neat finish from the edge of
the area as Las Palmas eased past Real Betis
4-1. The Ghanaian also helped set up
Vicente Gomez’s opener for the hosts.

CEDRIC BAKAMBU (Villarreal)
After an injury-disrupted season,

Democratic Republic of Congo striker
Bakambu continued his return to form as
Villarreal moved clear in fifth place with a 3-
1 win over Athletic Bilbao. Bakambu’s low
strike into the far corner early in the second

half was his fifth goal of the season, with
three coming in his last eight games.

ITALY
MOHAMED SALAH (Roma)

It took Roma time to get going but after
Federico Fazio fired the visitors into a 25th-
minute lead in Bologna, Egyptian Salah
added a touch of magic with a delightful
lob over home ‘keeper Antonio Mirante
after collecting Edin Dzeko’s chip four min-
utes before the interval. Another goal com-
pleted a 3-0 win for Roma.

AFRIYIE ACQUAH (Torino)
Torino had already taken firm control by

the time Acquah hit a 20-yard screamer
that went in under the crossbar in the 53rd
minute of a 3-2 win at Cagliari. But the
Ghanaian’s slightly deflected drive, which
gave Toro a 3-1 lead, proved decisive in the
end. Acquah now has two league goals this
season.

FRANCE
CHEICK DIABATE (Metz)

The giant Malian striker was back in the
Metz line-up for the trip to former club
Bordeaux, having sat out the 3-0 loss to
Lyon in midweek. He could do nothing to
stop Metz suffering another defeat by an
identical scoreline, however. Diabate was
unable to add to his five goals since signing
on loan from Turkish side Osmanlispor in
January.

BENJAMIN MOUKANDJO (Lorient)
The captain of the Cameroon side that

won the 2017 Africa Cup of Nations against
all the odds, Moukandjo is now doing his
best to lead Lorient to a miraculous escape
from the jaws of relegation. He scored two
goals and set up another in a stunning 4-1
win in Lyon. Moukandjo now has five goals
in his last five games and 12 altogether,
and three wins in a row have taken Lorient
out of the bottom two.

PREJUCE NAKOULMA (Nantes)
A powerful forward who had spent

much of his career in Poland, Nakoulma
was a star of the Cup of Nations with third-
placed Burkina Faso and is now starring for
Nantes. His goal secured a 1-1 draw at
Saint-Etienne. It was his fifth goal in his last
four appearances.

GERMANY
PIERRE-EMERICK AUBAMEYANG

(Borussia Dortmund)
In the race to be the Bundesliga’s top-

scorer this season, the Gabon striker failed
to get on the scoresheet and was overtak-
en by rival Robert Lewandowski, who net-
ted twice in Bayern Munich’s 4-1 home win
against Borussia.  Lewandowski’s double
left him on 26 goals, one more than
Aubameyang, whose best chance in
Munich came on 67 minutes when his shot
beat goalkeeper Sven Ulreich, but Jerome
Boateng cleared off the line.

SALOMON KALOU (Hertha Berlin)
The Ivory Coast striker weighed in with

his fifth assist this season by setting up
Valentin Stocker in Hertha’s 2-0 win at
home to Augsburg. Kalou combined with
his forward partner Vedad Ibisevic in the
build-up to Stocker’s goal after American
international John Anthony Brooks headed
Hertha into an early lead. Kalou could have
added a late third, but failed to get a clean
connection on his shot. — AFP

BARCELONA: This combination of pictures created yesterday shows Barcelona’s
Argentinian forward Lionel Messi (L) during the Spanish league football match FC
Barcelona vs Sevilla FC at the Camp Nou stadium in Barcelona on April 5, 2017 and
Juventus’ forward from Argentina Paulo Dybala during the Italian Serie A football match
SS Lazio versus Juventus on December 4, 2015 at the Olympic stadium in Rome. Juventus
will face  Barcelona tomorrow for the first leg of their quarter final in Turin. — AFP

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Borussia Dortmund v AS Monaco 21:45

beIN SPORTS HD 2

beIN SPORTS HD 12

Juventus FC v Barcelona 21:45

beIN SPORTS HD 1

beIN SPORTS HD 11
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DENVER: Oklahoma City Thunder guard Russell Westbrook stretches before a game against the Denver Nuggets Sunday, in Denver. — AP

Westbrook sets triple-double record, Thunder beat Nuggets
BASKETBALL

SOCCER

DENVER: Russell Westbrook broke Oscar
Robertson’s 56-year-old NBA record with his
42nd triple-double of the season Sunday, then
he broke the Denver Nuggets’ hearts with a
buzzer-beating 3-pointer for a 106-105 victory.
That eliminated the Nuggets from playoff con-
tention. Westbrook had 50 points, 16 rebounds
and 10 assists in breaking Robertson’s record of
41 triple-doubles that stood since the 1961-62
season. Westbrook’s record-breaking assist
came with 4:17 remaining after a series of
missed shots delayed his historic moment With
his triple-double in the books, Westbrook
scored his team’s final 15 points, including a 3
pointer as the buzzer sounded after a timeout
with 2.9 seconds left. Kyle Single inbounded
the ball to Steven Adams, who fed Westbrook
for the winner. Danilo Gallinari scored 22 of his
season-high 34 points in the third quarter for
the Nuggets.

HAWKS 126, CAVALIERS 125
Paul Millsap scored 22 points and the

Atlanta Hawks took advantage of Cleveland’s
fourth-quarter collapse to overcome a 26-point
deficit and stun the Cavaliers. Kyrie Irving
scored 45 points for Cleveland, and LeBron
James had a triple-double with 32 points, 16
rebounds and 10 assists before the four-time
MVP fouled out in overtime. Tim Hardaway Jr.
added 21 points to help Atlanta beat Cleveland
for the second straight time, over three days.
The defending champion Cavaliers dropped

into a tie with Boston atop the Eastern
Conference. Both teams have two regular-sea-
son games remaining. If the Cavs and Celtics
finish with the same record, Cleveland will get
the top seed for winning the season series. The
Hawks wiped out a 26-point deficit in the
fourth quarter, outscoring the Cavs 44-18 in the
period and forcing overtime on Millsap’s base-
line jumper at the buzzer.

ROCKETS 135, KINGS 128
James Harden had 35 points, 15 assists and

11 rebounds for his 21st triple-double of the
season, leading Houston past Sacramento.
Harden has scored 30 or more points and had
double-digit assists in 29 games. Ryan Anderson
made six 3-pointers and had 21 points for
Houston. Clint Capela and Lou Williams each
had 18 points, and Bobby Brown made four 3-
pointers and finished with 16 points. Skal
Labissiere had 25 points for the Kings, and Ty
Lawson added 20 points and 11 assists. 

LAKERS 110, TIMBERWOLVES 109
D’Angelo Russell made a 3-pointer as time

expired and Los Angeles overcame a huge game
by Karl-Anthony Towns to beat Minnesota. Tyler
Ennis added a career-high 20 to help the Lakers
win their fourth straight game. Towns had 40
points on 17-of-22 shooting and grabbed 21
rebounds, one shy from tying his career high,
and Andrew Wiggins had 41. Minnesota has lost
four in a row and 10 of 13.

RAPTORS 110, KNICKS 97
DeMar DeRozan scored 35 points as Toronto

beat New York to wrap up at least the No. 3
seed in the Eastern Conference. Toronto
pulled away to reach 50 victories for the sec-
ond straight season. The Raptors can still fin-
ish second if they beat Cleveland in their reg-
ular-season finale and Boston loses its final
two. Kyle Lowry added 17 points and 11
assists for Toronto. New York rookie Willy
Hernangomez tied his career high with 24
points and had 11 rebounds. 

PISTONS 103, GRIZZLIES 90
Reggie Bullock and Boban Marjanovic

each scored 14 points and Detroit used a 3-
point shooting spree in the fourth quarter to
beat Memphis. The Pistons, who trailed by
12 early in the third quarter, shot 6 of 7 from
3-point range in the fourth to pull away
from Memphis. The Grizzlies played their
reserves in the fourth with the seventh seed
in the Western Conference already secured.
Marjanovic  a lso had 10 rebounds,  and
Darrun Hilliard scored 11 of his 13 points in
the fourth. Mike Conley led Memphis with
15 points.

SUNS 124, MAVERICKS 111
Devin Booker and T.J. Warren each scored

21 points to help Phoenix beat Dallas in the
Suns’ home finale. Booker went to the bench
for good with 8:35 left in the third quarter.

Booker, with a 3-pointer less than two min-
utes into the game, passed Kobe Bryant to
move into fourth place on the NBA scoring list
of players before their 21st birthday. Booker,
with 2,774 career points,  trails Carmelo

Anthony, Kevin Durant and leader LeBron
James. The Mavericks rested starters Dirk
Nowitzki, Nerlens Noel and Wesley Matthews
in the second half. Yogi Ferrell and Dwight
Powell led Dallas with 21 points each. — AP

NBA results/standings

Eastern Conference

Atlantic Division

W L PCT GB     

Boston 51 29 .638 -
Toronto 50 31 .617 1.5
NY Knicks 30 51 .370 21.5
Philadelphia 28 52 .350 23
Brooklyn 20 60 .250 31

Central Division

Cleveland 51 29 .638 -
Milwaukee 41 39 .513 10
Indiana 40 40 .500 11
Chicago 39 41 .488 12
Detroit 37 43 .463 14

Southeast Division

Washington 48 32 .600 -
Atlanta 42 38 .525 6
Miami 39 41 .488 9
Charlotte 36 44 .450 12
Orlando 28 52 .350 20

Western Conference

NORTHWEST DIVISION

Utah 49 31 .613 -
Oklahoma City 46 34 .575 3
Portland 40 40 .500 9
Denver 38 42 .475 11
Minnesota 31 49 .388 18

Pacific Division

Golden State 66 14 .825 -
LA Clippers 49 31 .613 17
Sacramento 31 49 .388 35
LA Lakers 25 55 .313 41
Phoenix 24 57 .296 42.5

Southwest Division

San Antonio 61 19 .763 -
Houston 54 26 .675 7
Memphis 43 38 .531 18.5
New Orleans 33 47 .413 28
Dallas 32 48 .400 29

LA Lakers 110, Minnesota 109; Phoenix 124, Dallas 111; Houston 135, Sacramento 128; Detroit 103, Memphis
90; Oklahoma City 106, Denver 105; Atlanta 126, Cleveland 125 (OT); Toronto 110, NY Knicks 97.

LONDON: Considering all the drama that he has navi-
gated so expertly this season, Leicester City’s manag-
er Craig Shakespeare can be expected to oversee the
biggest game in the club’s history at Atletico Madrid
tomorrow night with real aplomb.

The unheralded 53-year-old emerged from the
shadow of his miracle-working predecessor Claudio
Ranieri at the end of February to win his first six
games in charge. It was a remarkable achievement
that was only ended when, with the Champions
League quarter-final first leg in mind, Shakespeare
played a weakened team and suffered a 4-2 reverse at
Everton on Sunday.

Seldom has a team’s turnaround been executed
with such ruthless efficiency. Almost with a snap of
his fingers, Shakespeare transformed the imposters
who were bumbling around under Ranieri back into
the team that gave the game one of its great stories
last season when they won the Premier League.

Although Shakespeare, who has been awarded a
contract until the end of the season, has never criti-

cised Ranieri, British media reported that the players
were instrumental in the departure of the charismatic
Italian, whose tinkering no longer seemed to inspire
but only to confuse.  Anyone seeking an explanation
for how Shakespeare has set about his task should
remember the words of the late Bob Paisley, who also
stepped up from unheralded number two to become
Liverpool’s most successful manager.

“Ranting and raving gets you nowhere in football,”
Paisley once said. “If you want to be heard, speak qui-
etly.” Shakespeare has done just that-and how his
team have responded. Leicester’s new manager is
more eloquent than Paisley, a notoriously poor speak-
er who struggled to finish his sentences, but he
shares a technique rooted in the same sort of quiet
authority and expert knowledge of players. 

In his two spells at the club, as assistant first to
Nigel Pearson in the former manager’s two spells in
charge and then under Ranieri, Shakespeare has been
at the club for eight of the past nine years.

That means almost every player who has arrived

did so with his blessing and sometimes on his recom-
mendation. He knows what makes them tick and
how best to deploy them.

Players who had become confused as to why the
methods that last season delivered the title had been
ditched have, unsurprisingly perhaps, embraced his
appointment. Last season’s talisman Jamie Vardy and
African Player of the Year Riyad Mahrez are back firing
while Yohan Benalouane, seldom used by Ranieri, has
slotted in so well that the absence of injured captain
Wes Morgan may not be so keenly felt in Madrid.

Statistics bear out Leicester’s transformation under
Shakespeare. In the recent 2-0 win over Stoke City, the
Foxes had 10 shots on target, their most in a Premier
League game since 2003-04. They are unlikely, how-
ever, to be so positive in the cauldron of the Calderon
when counter-attack will be expected to bring divi-
dends.  Having already seen off Sevilla, no-one will be
overawed, least of all a manager with another trans-
formative experience to draw on this season to stiffen
his resolve.—Reuters Craig Shakespeare

Shakespeare gives Leicester drama a happy ending
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LONDON: A freight train transporting containers laden with goods from the UK, departs from DP World London Gateway’s rail freight depot in Corringham, east of London, yesterday en route to Yiwu in the eastern Chinese province
of Zhejiang. — AFP

STANFORD-LE-HOPE, United Kingdom: The
first-ever freight train from Britain to China started
its mammoth journey yesterday along a modern-
day “Silk Road” trade route as Britain eyes new
opportunities after it leaves the European Union.

The 32-container train, around 600 metres (656
yards) long, left the vast London Gateway contain-
er port laden with whisky, soft drinks and baby
products, bound for Yiwu on the east coast of
China. It was seen off on its 18-day, 12,000-kilo-
metre (7,500-mile) journey with a string quartet,
British and Chinese flags, and speeches voicing
hope that it will cement a new golden age of
trade between the two countries as Brexit negoti-
ations loom. The first train from China to Britain
arrived on January 18, filled with clothes and oth-
er retail goods, and yesterday’s departure was the
first journey in the other direction.

The rail route is cheaper than air freight and
faster than sea freight, offering logistics compa-
nies a new middle option. After the last three con-
tainers were lifted onto the wagons, the driver
gave a thumbs-up and tooted his horn as he got

the train rolling at the port in Stanford-le-Hope,
east of London.

“Restoring the ancient Silk Road as a means by
which China, north Europe and now the UK can
exchange goods is an important and exciting ini-
tiative,” said Xubin Feng, the chairman of Yiwu
Timex Industrial Investment, which is co-running
the service. “We have great faith in the UK as an
export nation and rail provides an excellent alter-
native for moving large volumes of goods over
long distances faster.”

Nine countries in 18 days 
The train will go through the Channel Tunnel

before travelling across France, Belgium, Germany,
Poland, Belarus, Russia and Kazakhstan before
heading into China. The containers, which also
contain vitamins and pharmaceutical products,
will be taken off and put on different wagons as
they leave Poland, as the former Soviet Union
countries use a wider rail gauge. The containers
switch back to standard gauge wagons at the
Chinese border, an operation that typically takes

around two hours. Boosting trade with China is a
top priority for Britain as it leaves the EU and
becomes free to strike its own trade deals.

London was hailing the first export train as
part of its “global Britain” plan, recalibrating its
post-EU trading outlook. Rupert Soames, Prime
Minister Theresa May’s business ambassador for
infrastructure and transport, told AFP that the
new route was “positive and timely”.

“I genuinely think that this is quite an historic
day,” said Soames, a grandson of World War II prime
minister Winston Churchill. “In some quarters now,
globalisation is seen as a bad word. But here you
see trade in all its glory and possibilities.” China was
Britain’s seventh-biggest export market last year,
behind the United States, Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Ireland and Switzerland. Some £13.5
billion of trade headed to China, according to UK
government statistics, with an average annual
growth rate of 12.9 percent since 2006. In terms of
imports, China is Britain’s third-biggest market
after Germany and the United States, with trade
worth £35.8 billion last year. — AFP

First ‘Silk Road’ train from UK leaves for China
Britain eyes new opportunities after it leaves EU

LONDON/MADRID: A gap in EU financial rules is
allowing member countries to compete to host
the trading operations of London-based invest-
ment banks after Brexit by offering looser regula-
tory standards.  The European Central Bank is the
eurozone’s banking supervisor but, under EU law,
does not have direct responsibility for the divi-
sions of banks that conduct most of their market
trading - broker-dealers - even though they are
some of the most complex and riskiest parts of
their businesses.

This is largely because when the ECB became
responsible for eurozone supervision in 2014 the
bulk of broker-dealers were in London and there-
fore not under its purview. This means banks now
looking to relocate these operations, to continue
to trade continental securities after Britain leaves
the EU, will have businesses approved and super-
vised by the national markets regulator of
whichever country they move to. 

Countries hoping to lure banks to their finan-
cial centres after Brexit are offering differing reg-
ulatory standards, raising fears at the ECB that
they could be subject to light touch supervision
and undermining its aim of making financial reg-
ulation consistent across the bloc. Such inconsis-
tencies mean broker-dealers trading the same
markets in Europe could be subject to different
regulatory requirements and raise the prospect
that some would take on more risks than other
regulators would deem appropriate.  “Regardless
of balance sheet size, it’s currently the national
regulators who will have the authority to approve
and regulate the broker-dealers. That is raising
concerns of inconsistencies emerging,” said Vishal

Vedi a partner at Deloitte who is advising banks
on how they will need to reorganize as a result of
Brexit.  Across the euro zone, the likes of
Frankfurt, Dublin, Luxembourg and Madrid are
vying to lure banks, hoping to benefit from the
tax revenues and jobs they would bring.

Regulation is one way to differentiate them-
selves. One area in focus is the extent to which
national regulators will allow broker-dealers to
conduct “back-to-back” trading.  This is where a
bank would conduct trades - for example, buying
European securities - out of its EU base but
process and risk manage the transactions at its
London office. This would minimize the and num-
ber of people a bank would have to move to
Europe after Brexit as much of the trading and risk
could continue to be overseen in London.  But it
would mean regulators in that country and the
wider euro zone would not have supervisory con-
trol over the people and units that are conducting
the trading and managing the risks, with minimal
amounts of capital held locally at the EU unit.

Spain, Germany
Spain’s markets regulator CNMV has said it

wants to make Madrid “the most appealing
option for investment firms considering a move
from the UK to another EU country”. According to
people advising investment banks on where to
move, CNMV has said it would consider allowing
broker-dealers to back-to-back 100 percent of
their trades. Other regulators have also said they
would allow some back-to-back trading,
although will require a portion of the trades to be
managed locally, those people said. — Reuters

EU regulators offer Brexit
sweeteners to investment banks 

KIEV: Ukraine’s IMF-backed central bank chief
Valeriya Gontareva submitted her resignation
yesterday after coming under intense pressure
from tycoons and lawmakers who wanted to
throw her in jail. Her departure leaves President
Petro Poroshenko with a tough decision to
make about the fate of one of crisis-hit Ukraine’s
most transparent and respected institutions.

“I voluntarily submitted my resignation to
the president of Ukraine effective May 10,” the
52-year-old former private banker and Western
financial darling told reporters. She warned that
her successor would also likely come under
heavy attack and wished whoever was appoint-
ed the best of luck. “There will be political pres-
sure on anyone who has this job. For this reason,
I would like to tell my successor: be strong,” she
said. The US embassy in Kiev urged Poroshenko-
whose fight again corruption has met stiff resist-
ance from vested interests and oligarchs who
have dominated Ukrainian politics-to appoint
“an independent professional” as Gontareva’s
successor. Gontareva has been lauded by econ-
omists and the West for cleaning up Ukraine’s
murky financial sector in which many banks
functioned as little more than the private purses
of a select group of powerful billionaires.

But she became a lightning rod of criticism
for her liberal policies from the oligarch-con-
trolled media outlets that dominate the trou-
bled former Soviet state.

The most strident populist voices in parlia-
ment even suggested that Gontareva be locked
up for following International Monetary Fund
advice and easing artificial state support for the

value of the hryvnia national currency. The
resulting devaluation from 12 hryvnias to the
dollar from the day of her appointment in June
2014 to 27 on Monday slashed the value of peo-
ple’s savings and fed inflation that reached
almost 50 percent that year.

But it also saved the central bank from run-
ning out of money and boosted the war-torn

country’s financial standing with Western sover-
eign lenders such as the IMF and the European
Union. “Gontareva will be a tough act to follow,”
Bluebay Asset Management economist Timothy
Ash wrote in the Kyiv Post English-language
weekly. “I tend to think that history will judge
Gontareva relatively well for the reforms she
instigated at the (central bank) and in the bank-
ing sector more generally.”

Slaying ‘zombie banks’ 
Gontareva managed to shut down 88 out of

the country’s 180 banks during her term. The tar-
geted lenders became known as “zombie banks”
that Gontareva herself described as the “private
banks of the oligarchs”. One of Gontareva’s signa-
ture achievements involved the state takeover of
Ukraine’s largest private bank. PrivatBank was
owned by Igor Kolomoyskiy-a powerful billion-
aire who became an early target of Poroshenko’s
uphill fight against insider dealings and undue
influence on politics. Gontareva later discovered
that 97 percent of PrivatBank’s corporate loans
went to companies owned by Kolomoyskiy and
another shareholder.

She said the systemically important bank’s
failure would have jeopardized the deposits of
about half of Ukraine’s population of around 40
million people. “This is bad news,” Dragon
Capital investment bank economist Sergey
Fursa said of Gontareva’s departure.

“The IMF, the World Bank, international
investors and Ukrainian bankers-they all
applauded Valeriya Gontareva,” he wrote on
Facebook. — AFP

Ukraine’s IMF-backed central bank chief quits

LONDON: People wave a Chinese and a Union flags as they pose for photographs during a
photocall to witness the departure of a freight train transporting containers laden with
goods from the UK yesterday. — AFP

KIEV: Ukraine’s IMF-backed central bank
chief Valeriya Gontareva  leaves after a
press conference in Kiev yesterday. — AFP
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.753
Indian Rupees 4.763
Pkistani Rupees 2.914
Srilankan Rupees 2.013
Nepali Rupees 2.972
Singapore Dollar 219.570
Hongkong Dollar 39.550
Bangladesh Taka 3.804
Philippine Peso 6.096
Thai Baht 8.854

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.588
Qatari Riyal 84.032
Omani Riyal 794.569
Bahraini Dinar 812.410
UAE Dirham 83.299

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 20.250
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 16.922
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.228
Tunisian Dinar 134.570
Jordanian Dinar 431.330
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.038
Syrian Lira 2.180
Morocco Dirham 30.822

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 305.750
Euro 327.150
Sterling Pound 308.960
Canadian dollar 229.890
Turkish lira 82.520

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 305.780
Australian Dollar 232.370
US Dollar Buying 304.550

GOLD
20 Gram 256.450
10 Gram 131.150
5 Gram 66.420

Rate for Transfr Selling Rate
US Dollar 305.400
Canadian Dolla 227.935
Sterling Pound 382.705
Euro 327.520
Swiss Frank 308.105
Bahrain Dinar 810.020
UAE Dirhams 83.545
Qatari Riyals 84.770
Saudi Riyals 82.335
Jordanian Dinar 430.647
Egyptian Pound 17.012
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.013
Indian Rupees 4.696
Pakistani Rupees 2.912
Bangladesh Taka 3.819
Philippines Pesso 6.087
Cyprus pound 168.535
Japanese Yen 3.765
Syrian Pound 2.425
Nepalese Rupees 3.930
Malaysian Ringgit 69.695

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.372628 0.382628
Czech Korune 0.004243 0.016243
Danish Krone 0.039759 0.044759
Euro 0. 319360 0.328360
Norwegian Krone 0.031547 0.036747
Romanian Leu 0.084736 0.084736
Slovakia 0.009162 0.019162
Swedish Krona 0.029908 0.034908
Swiss Franc 0.297080 0.308080
Turkish Lira 0.076889 0.087169

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.221703 0.233703
New Zealand Dollar 0.206315 0.215815

America
Canadian Dollar 0.222904 0.231904
Georgina Lari 0.138094 0.138094
US Dollars 0.301650 0.306050
US Dollars Mint 0.302150 0.306050
Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003428 0.004012
Chinese Yuan 0.042839 0.046339
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037336 0.040086
Indian Rupee 0.004131 0.004819

Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002690 0.002870
Kenyan Shilling 0.003049 0.003049
Korean Won 0.000259 0.000274
Malaysian Ringgit 0.065330 0.071330
Nepalese Rupee 0.002960 0.003130
Pakistan Rupee 0.002729 0.003019
Philippine Peso 0.006008 0.006308
Sierra Leone 0.000068 0.000074
Singapore Dollar 0.213189 0.223189
South African Rand 0.016279 0.024779
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001641 0.002221
Taiwan 0.009788 0.009968
Thai Baht 0.008492 0.009042

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.804437 0.812937
Egyptian Pound 0.014695 0.020603
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000196 0.000256
Jordanian Dinar 0.425883 0.434883
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000158 0.000258
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020111 0.044111
Nigerian Naira 0.001287 0.001902
Omani Riyal 0.787735 0.793415
Qatar Riyal 0.083170 0.084620
Saudi Riyal 0.080447 0.081747
Syrian Pound 0.001297 0.001517
Tunisian Dinar 0.130277 0.138277
Turkish Lira 0.076869 0.087169
UAE Dirhams 0.081820 0.083520
Yemeni Riyal 0.000994 0.001074

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.705
Thai Bhat 9.810
Turkish Lira 82.710

KUWAIT: Inflation in consumer prices stood
pat at 3.2 percent year-on-year (y/y) in
February, as inflation across most compo-
nents came in steady or unchanged. Local
food inflation maintained its weakness as
inflation in global food prices remained sub-
dued. Core inflation, which excludes food
prices, was unchanged at 4.1 percent y/y on
the back of lower inflationary pressures from
the housing component. 

Inflation is expected to see renewed, albeit
limited, upward pressures from May onward,
as the government increases electricity and
water tariffs. The government recently
approved new tariffs that are well below those
initially approved in legislation last year. Tariffs
are now expected to be hiked to 3-5 fils per
kilowatt-hour for the various sectors from the
current 2 fils. This could push annual average
inflation to around 3.5 percent in 2017, up
from 3.2 percent in 2016.

Inflation in food prices hit a multi-year low
in February. Local food prices declined by 0.3
percent y/y against a backdrop of weak global
food price inflation. According to the

Commodity Research Bureau, inflation in
international prices of commodity foods sta-
bilized at 2.8 percent y/y during the same
period.  Following some moderation in
December, in tandem with softer real estate
activity, inflation in housing services was
largely steady. Inflation in the housing com-
ponent, a bulk of which is made up of hous-
ing rents and is updated quarterly, eased from
7.4 percent y/y in 3Q16 to 6.4 percent y/y in
4Q16. However, on a quarter-on-quarter basis
the 4Q16 increase was still surprisingly strong
at 2.8 percent. We expect momentum in this
segment to ease in the near term before
being led higher by utility hikes in the second
half of 2017. 

Inflation in the retail sector remained
weak in February. The clothing & footwear
component continued to face deflationary
prices in February, amid continued softness
in consumer demand, extended seasonal
promotions and a stronger dinar. Inflation in

the other goods & services component main-
tained its descent during the same period,
mainly on the back of a slowdown in gold
inflation. After surging on higher mainte-
nance service fees in December, inflation in
the furnishings & household maintenance
segment stabilized at a multi-month high of
4.1 percent y/y in February. 

Inflation in the transportation sector held
at 10-11 percent y/y for the fifth consecutive
month in February. Following months of
deflationary prices, the fuel price hike in
September notched up inflation in this seg-
ment above 10 percent y/y and it has held
above that rate since. We may see some
upward pressures in this segment in the short
to medium-term as transport services read-
just their fees to factor in higher fuel charges.
However, given the continued decline in car
prices, which weigh more heavily on the
transportation index, any significant upward
pressure will be kept at bay. 

Kuwait inflation holds steady at 3.2%
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LONDON: Barclays chief executive Jes
Staley is facing a probe by regulators and a
“very significant” pay cut after he tried to
uncover the identity of a whistleblower, the
British bank revealed yesterday.

Former JP Morgan
investment banker
Staley was appoint-
ed two years ago to
repair Barclays’ repu-
tation, which was
ravaged by foreign
exchange and Libor
interest rate rigging
scandals. The 60-

year-old American
has demanded the
highest ethical stan-

dards from staff at the troubled bank,
which faced massive fines in recent years
over the manipulation of forex trading and
Libor. British regulators have now launched
an investigation into Staley’s “individual
conduct and senior manager responsibili-
ties relating to Barclays whistleblowing
program”, the bank announced yesterday in
a statement.

The probe will focus on “an attempt by
Mr Staley in 2016 to identify the author of a
letter that was treated by Barclays Bank PLC
as a whistleblow”. In addition, authorities
will also examine the bank’s responsibilities
relating to Staley’s attempt to identify the
whistleblower, as well as group systems,
controls and culture relating to whistle-
blowing. The investigation will be carried
out by Britain’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) watchdog and the Prudential
Regulation Authority (PRA).  Barclays said it

will cooperate fully. In addition, the case
also faces scrutiny from the Department of
Financial Services in New York, Bloomberg
reported, citing a person with knowledge
of the matter. Barclays issued a “formal writ-
ten reprimand” to Staley, in light of the
“serious nature” of the matter-and will
make a “very significant compensation
adjustment” to his pay. 

Barclays’ annual report published earlier
this year showed Staley’s total remunera-
tion for 2016 was £4.23 million ($5.24 mil-
lion, 4.95 million euros), including an annu-
al bonus of £1.32 million that looks set to
be cut for 2017. The bank’s board has
accepted Staley’s explanation that he did
not know he was not allowed to try and
identify the whistleblower.

The CEO has apologized to the board
and accepted its findings.  “The board has
concluded that Mr Staley made an error in
becoming involved with, and not applying
appropriate governance around, the mat-
ter, and in taking action to attempt to iden-
tify the author of the letter,” Barclays said.
“The author of the letter was not identified
and no further action was taken. Mr Staley
has apologized to the board for his error.”

‘Very disappointed’ 
An anonymous letter was sent to board

members last year raising concerns about a
senior employee who had recently been
recruited, including issues of a personal
nature, the bank explained. Staley request-
ed that the bank’s Group Information
Security (GIS) team find who wrote the let-
ter which he viewed as “an unfair personal
attack on the senior employee.”

The board found out about Staley’s
actions early this year and instructed an
external law firm to investigate, as well as
informing the FCA and PRA. “I am person-
ally very disappointed and apologetic
that this situation has occurred, particu-
larly as we strive to operate to the highest
possible ethical standards,” said Chairman
John McFarlane.

Following Monday’s news, Barclays
shares fell initially but have since rebound-
ed to show a 0.6-percent gain in early after-
noon deals.  “ This is undoubtedly an
embarrassment, not to mention a distrac-
tion, for Barclays and its CEO,” noted
Hargreaves Lansdown analyst Laith Khalaf.

Staley-whose predecessor Antony
Jenkins was sacked in July 2015 — declared

at the time that he would “preserve and
enhance” trust in the lender. Jenkins had
been in the job since July 2012 when he
replaced Bob Diamond-who himself was
forced to resign after the Libor affair.

In May 2015, Barclays was hit with a
$2.4-billion (2.2-billion-euro) fine by US and
British regulators for manipulation of for-
eign exchange trading. Five other global
banks have also been fined over the scan-
dal. Back in 2012, the bank was fined £290
million (401 million euros) by British and US
regulators for attempted manipulation of
Libor and Euribor interbank rates between
2005 and 2009. In January last year,
Barclays axed 1,200 positions at its invest-
ment bank, exiting Russia and closing
offices across Asia. — AFP

LONDON: Hedge funds have turned bullish towards
crude oil again as international marker prices have
steadied above the psychologically important $50
threshold. Hedge funds and other money managers
increased their net long position in the three main
Brent and WTI futures and options contracts by 54
million barrels in the week to April 4.

The boost in the net long position comes after five
consecutive weeks of drawdowns between Feb. 21
and March 28 totalling 309 million barrels. By April 4,
fund managers held an overall long position equiva-
lent to 696 million barrels, according to an analysis of
position data published by regulators and exchanges.
The position is well below the recent peak of 951 mil-
lion barrels reported on Feb. 21 but far above the
recent low of 422 million recorded in mid-November
before OPEC’s production deal.

Hedge fund managers remain overwhelming bull-
ish about the outlook for oil prices. Fund managers’
long positions outnumber shorts by a ratio of more
than 4:1. Hedge fund managers’ faith in the outlook
for oil prices was badly shaken by the sharp sell-off
that started on March 8 and lasted through subse-
quent sessions. 

But managers seem to have recaptured some of
that confidence after front-month Brent prices found
a floor just above $50 per barrel on March 27. unds
added the equivalent of 30 million barrels of extra
long positions in Brent and WTI between March 28
and April 4.

The stabilisation and subsequent rise in prices also
prompted a wave of short-covering, with funds cut-
ting short positions by a total of 24 million barrels.

Short positions had previously more than doubled
to 241 million barrels on March 28 from 102 million
on Feb. 21 in the sixth cycle of short-selling since the
start of 2015. But with prices no longer falling, and
new buyers emerging, many short position owners
decided to take profits, accelerating the upward
move in prices. If hedge funds have shifted to closing
out short positions after just five weeks, which seems
likely, this will be the briefest and shallowest short-
selling cycle since the start of 2015. —Reuters 

Barclays boss facing probe 

over whistleblowing scam
Staley allegedly tried to uncover identity

Barclays bank’s
CEO Jes Staley LONDON: This file photo shows Barclays bank headquarters in Canary Wharf in east

London. Barclays and its CEO Jes Staley are under investigation after he attempted
to uncover the identity of a whistleblower within the British financial giant, the bank
said yesterday.—AFP

Hedge funds regain 

some of their 

faith in oil: Expert
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ABIDJAN: (Front row, L toR) Benin’s President Patrice Talon, President of
Guinea-Bissau Jose Mario Vaz, Senegal’s President Macky Sall, Togo’s President
Faure Gnassingbe, Ivory Coast’s President Alassane Ouattara, Nigeria’s
President Mahamadou Issoufou, Mali’s President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, and
Burkina Faso’s President Roch Marc Christian Kabore pose for a group photo
following the opening of an extraordinary session of the West African
Economic and Monetary Union zone (UEMOA) yesterday in Abidjan. —AFP

LONDON/MILAN: Oil majors Royal Dutch
Shell and Eni reiterated yesterday that nei-
ther they nor their personnel had been
involved in any wrongdoing in Nigeria,
including improper payments to Nigerian
officials.  The comments follow media
reports alleging how hundreds of millions
of dollars from the two companies were
used for illicit payments.

A joint investigation by BuzzFeed News
and Italian newspaper Il Sole 24 Ore on
Sunday claims to show transactions worth
$1.3 billion made in 2010-2011 that Shell
and Eni paid to acquire an exploration
license for an offshore oil block known as
OPL 245. The money was paid to the
Nigerian government, but BuzzFeed and Il
Sole said documents showed Shell’s top
executives at the time knew those sums
would go to Malabu Oil and Gas, a front
company connected to former Nigerian oil
minister Dan Etete. Attempts by Reuters to
contact Etete have been unsuccessful.

In emailed comments,  an Eni
spokesman said the allegations in the
reports were not supported by the facts,
the underlying agreements or the inde-
pendent investigations conducted to date.

“Neither Eni nor Shell paid any monies
other than as contemplated and recorded

by the Block Resolution Agreement and
did not pay to Malabu, to Chief Dan Etete
or to any public officer,” the spokesman
said.  Shell said that “based on our review
of the Prosecutor of Milan’s file and all of
the information and facts available to
Shell, we do not believe that there is a
basis to prosecute Shell. Furthermore, we
are not aware of any evidence to support a
case against any former or current Shell
employee”.

In an emailed statement, Shell added
that if the evidence proves improper pay-
ments were made, “it is Shell’s position that
none of those payments were made with
its knowledge, authorization or on its
behalf ”. Courts in Nigeria and Milan are
investigating the 2011 purchase of the
block, which industry figures suggest could
hold more than 9 billion barrels of oil. 

Italian prosecutors are working with
an anti-fraud team in the Netherlands
that raided Shell’s The Hague headquar-
ters in February 2016 in relation to the
investigation.

A Nigerian court ordered the asset tem-
porarily seized in January at the request of
Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission, but the seizure was later
overturned. —Reuters

Eni, Shell deny wrongdoing 
in Nigeria after allegations

DALLAS: Airlines are getting better at
sticking to their schedules and are los-
ing fewer bags. Their customers seem to
be complaining less often.

Those are the findings of an annual
report on US airlines’ quality released yes-
terday by researchers at Wichita State
University and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University. Many passengers may have
trouble believing those conclusions,
however. In just the last few days Delta
Air Lines suffered a multi-day meltdown
- canceling more than 3,000 flights after
a one-day storm in Atlanta. And yester-
day, United Airlines was in the spotlight
after a video showed security agents
dragging a man off a plane; he had
refused to give up his seat on a flight
that United overbooked.

“People don’t look at the numbers,”
admitted Dean Headley, a marketing
professor at  Wichita State and co-
author of yesterday’s report. “They just
know what happened to them, or they
hear what happened to other people.”

The researchers used information
compiled by the US Department of
Transportation to rate the airlines for on-
time performance, baggage handling,
bumping passengers off oversold
flights, and complaints filed with the

government. They judged Alaska
Airlines to be the best US carrier, fol-
lowed closely by Delta. Frontier Airlines
ranked last, followed by another dis-
count carrier, Spirit Airlines.

The report’s general observations: 
ON TIME PERFORMANCE: The per-

centage of flights that arrived on time or
close to it rose to 81.4 percent in 2016
from 79.9 percent in 2015. Of 12 leading
US carriers, only American, JetBlue and
Virgin America got worse.

LOST BAGS: The rate of bags being
lost, stolen or delayed fell 17 percent.

BUMPING PASSENGERS: Your
chances of getting bumped by the air-
line dropped 18 percent, which doesn’t
include people who voluntarily gave up
their seat for money or a travel voucher.

FEWER COMPLAINTS: The rate of
complaints filed with the government
dropped about one-fifth, with com-
plaints rising only for Hawaiian and
Virgin America. The official complaint
rates don’t include the larger number of
complaints that passengers file directly
with the airline. The airlines are not
required to report those figures.

The Wichita State and Embry-Riddle
researchers have been issuing their

report for more than 25 years, making it
useful for comparing airlines. But some
observers of the airline industry dismiss
their number-crunching approach, and
there are many other surveys that pur-
port to rank the airlines.

The Transpor tation Depar tment
counts a flight as being on time even if
i t  arr ives  up to 14 minutes late.
“Airlines are happy with that (grace
period) because it makes them look
better and misleads the passenger,”
said aviat ion consultant  M ichael
Baiada. He said airlines can do better,
and besides, travelers pay to be on
time - not 14 minutes late.

More broadly, a statistical analysis of
government data “really doesn’t take
into consideration how the customer is
treated,” said Bryan Saltzburg, an execu-
tive with travel site TripAdvisor LLC.
“How comfor table are they on the
plane? How helpful is the staff? What’s
the value for what the customer paid?”
TripAdvisor released its own airline
rankings yesterday, which it said were
based on analysis of “hundreds of thou-
sands” of reviews posted by users. It
placed JetBlue and Alaska Airl ines
among the top 10 in the world, and it
rated Delta ahead of American and

United among the largest US  carriers.
Other outfits including JD Power and
Skytrax also put out ratings. Airlines
boast when they win. Recently, American

Airlines started putting stickers on all
968 of its planes to note that a trade
publication, Air Transport World, named
it airline of the year. —AP

US airlines show improvement in annual study

NEW YORK: An investigation into
sales practices at Wells Fargo released
yesterday has blamed the bank’s top
management for creating an “aggres-
sive sales culture” that led to a scan-
dal involving millions of unautho-
rized accounts being opened. The
bank’s board of directors also clawed
back another $75 million in pay from
two former executives, CEO John
Stumpf and community bank execu-
tive Carrie Tolstedt.

Wells’ board said both executives
dragged their feet for years regarding
problems at the second-largest US
bank and were ultimately unwilling to
accept criticism that the bank’s sales-
focused business model was failing.

The 110-page report has been in the
works since September, when Wells
acknowledged that its employees
opened up to 2 million checking and
credit card accounts without customers’
authorization. Trying to meet unrealistic
sales goals, Wells employees even creat-
ed phony email addresses to sign cus-
tomers up for online banking services.
“(Wells’ management) created pressure
on employees to sell unwanted or
unneeded products to customers and,
in some cases, to open unauthorized
accounts,” the board said in its report.

Many current and former employ-
ees have talked of intense and constant
pressure from managers to sell and
open accounts, and some said it
pushed them into unethical behavior.
The report backs up those employees’
accounts. The bank has already paid
$185 million in fines to federal and local
authorities and settled a $110 million
class-action lawsuit. The scandal also
resulted in the abrupt retirement last
October of longtime CEO John Stumpf,
not long after he underwent blistering
questioning from congressional panels.
The bank remains under investigation
in several states, as well as by the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
for its practices.

The board’s report recommended
that Stumpf and Tolstedt have addition-
al compensation clawed back for their
negligence and poor management.
Tolstedt will lose $47.3 million in stock
options, on top of $19 million the board
had already clawed back. Stumpf will
lose an additional $28 million in com-
pensation, on top of the $41 million the
board already clawed back. The move is
among the largest corporate executive
clawbacks ever.

The board found that, when pre-

sented with the growing problems in
Wells’ community banking division,
senior management was unwilling to
hear criticism or consider changes in
behavior.  The board particularly faulted
Tolstedt, calling her “insular and defen-
sive” and unable to accept scrutiny from
inside or outside her organization.

The board also found that Tolstedt
actively worked to downplay any prob-
lems in her division. In a report made in
October 2015, nearly three years after a
Los Angeles Times investigation uncov-
ered the scandal, Tolstedt “minimized
and understated problems at the com-
munity bank.”

Tolstedt declined to be interviewed
for the investigation, the board said, on
advice from her lawyers.

Stumpf also received his share of
criticism. In its report, the board found
that Stumpf was also unwilling to

change Wells’ business model when
problems arose. “His reaction invariably
was that a few bad employees were
causing issues ... he was too late and
too slow to call for inspection or critical
challenge to (Wells’) basic business
model,” the board said. Stumpf, howev-
er, did not seem to express regret for
how he handled those initial weeks
after  the bank was fined, including

where he initially levied most of the
blame on low-level employees for the
sales practices problems instead of
management, said Stuart Baskin,
lawyer with Shearman & Sterling, the
firm that the board hired to investigate
the sales scandal The investigation
found that Wells’ corporate structure
was also to blame. Under Stumpf, Wells
operated in a decentralized fashion,
with executives of each of the busi-
nesses running their divisions almost
like separate companies.

Concealing
While there is nothing wrong with

operating a large company like Wells in
a decentralized fashion, the board said,
the structure backfired in this case by
allowing Tolstedt and other executives
to hide the problems in their organiza-
tion from senior management and the

board of directors. When the scandal
broke, Wells said it had fired roughly
5,300 employees as a result of the sales
practices, the vast majority of them
rank-and-file employees. But when that
figure was announced it was the first
time that the board of directors had
heard the sales practices problems
were of such a large size and scope.
According to the report, as recently as

May 2015, senior management told the
board that only 230 employees had
been fired for sales practices violations.

Wells has instituted several corpo-
rate and business changes since the
problems became known nationwide.
Wells has changed its sales practices,
and called tens of millions of customers
to check on whether they truly opened
the accounts in question. The company
also split the roles of chairman and CEO.
Tim Sloan, Wells’ former president and
chief operating officer, took over as
CEO. Stephen Sanger, who had been
the lead director on Wells’ board since
2012, became the company’s inde-
pendent chairman. Sanger has shown
little in the way of mercy to manage-
ment responsible for Wells’ unethical
sales practices. Under his chairmanship,
Sanger clawed back tens of millions of
dollars in stock awards and compensa-

tion due to Stumpf and Carrie Tolstedt,
the head of Wells retail banking opera-
tions before she retired last summer.

In January, the board took the
unusual action of publicly firing four
executives whom the board said had
major roles in the bank’s sales practices
at the center of the scandal. It also cut
bonuses to other major executives,
including Sloan. —AP

Wells claws back $75m from 
top execs in sales scandal 

Executives dragged their feet for years over the issue

WASHINGTON: In this Sept 20, 2016, file photo, Wells Fargo CEO John Stumpf prepares to testify
on Capitol Hill in Washington, before the Senate Banking Committee. In the results of an investi-
gation released yesterday, Wells Fargo’s board of directors has blamed the bank’s most senior
management for creating an “aggressive sales culture” at Wells. —AP

DUBLIN: Ireland has increased its fore-
casts for economic growth to 4.3 per-
cent this year and 3.7 percent next year
but even that may prove too pessimistic
after a muted initial impact from Brexit,
Finance Minister Michael Noonan said
yesterday.

Ireland’s economy was the best per-
forming in the European Union for the
third year in a row last year after gross
domestic product grew by over 5 per-
ce n t ,  b e a t i n g  fo re c a s t s  t h a t  we re
trimmed back following neighboring
Britain’s vote leave the European Union.
I n  i t s  p re v i o u s  u p d a te  i n  O c to b e r,
Noonan’s department cut its forecasts
for growth for the following two years
by around half a percentage point to 3.5
percent in 2017 and 3.4 percent in 2018
— citing risks from Brexit.

“We now have two quarters of hard
data since the Brexit referendum. They
show that the immediate impact from
Brexit has been more muted than ini-
t ia l ly  ant ic ipated.  This  is  consistent
with the trends emerging in the UK, US
and euro area economies,” Noonan said
in a speech.

“Even the figures I announced today I
would regard as conservative.” The rele-
vance of using GDP to measure the true
health of Ireland’s open economy was
cal led into  quest ion last  year  when
growth for 2015 was revised up to 26
percent after a massive revision to the
stock of  mult inat ional  f i rms’ capital
assets.   However,  almost every other
piece of data points to an economy con-
t inuing to surge ahead.  The f inance
department said last week that updated
forecasts due in the coming days would
reflect increased uncertainties led by
Brexit in later years. It has previously
said a Brexit that left trade with the bloc
governed by World Trade Organization
rules could knock 3.5 percent off Irish
GDP within a decade.

Noonan said yesterday that it  was
“fair to say the balance of risks is tilted
towards the downside at this juncture”.
He also said the amount of budgetary
space the government has to increase
spending and cut  taxes  nex t  year  is
“ ve r y  ve r y  t i g h t  a t  p re s e n t ” b u t  h e
hoped it may loosen a little as the year
goes by. —Reuters

Forget Brexit risks, Ireland
bumps up growth forecasts

This Thursday, March 16, 2017, photo shows the interior of a JetBlue air-
liner at John F Kennedy International Airport in New York. Government
figures show that US airlines are improving at flying on time, handling
baggage and not bumping as many passengers. —AP

ZAGREB: Croatia is struggling to contain the
economic fallout from problems at heavily
indebted food group Agrokor, the restructuring
expert appointed by the government to lead
the process said yesterday. 

Agrokor, the biggest employer in the
Balkan region with some 60,000 staff, racked
up debts during a rapid expansion, notably in
Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Serbia. According
to the latest data from last September, its
debts totalled around 45 billion kuna ($6.42
billion), or six times its equity. “We’re struggling
to prevent Agrokor’s problems spilling over to
the whole Croatian economy and wider across
the (Balkan) region,” Ante Ramljak, an invest-
ment banking expert, told reporters. Ramljak’s
nomination to lead Agrokor’s restructuring
was approved by the Zagreb commercial court
yesterday. Agrokor said on Friday it was hand-
ing control to the state under an emergency
law introduced last week to deal with big com-
panies facing financial trouble. Under the law,
the state must appoint an executive to steer a
restructuring.

Ramljak is expected to assemble a team of
experts and advisers to guide the process,
which will include refinancing of debts and
possibly selling parts of the company. 

Six banks, including Agrokor’s biggest credi-
tors Russian lenders Sberbank and VTB, said
yesterday they were working to conclude an
initial cash injection. “The banks have agreed to
provide a liquidity injection worth 150 million
euros. If a good restructuring plan is prepared, I
think this process could take a right direction,”

said Miljenko Zivaljic, head of Croatia’s largest
bank, Zagrebacka Banka, after a meeting with
Prime Minister Andrej Plenkovic. Zagrebacka
Banka is owned by UniCredit. 

Analysts say this is a good first step, but a
solution for Agrokor’s problems is still far away.
“The banks are apparently cautious as we still
don’t know the details of restructuring plan.
Ramljak must act quickly to take advantage of
the liquidity injection. Also, the problem is we
don’t know exactly how huge is Agrokor’s debt
at the moment,” said Damir Novotny, an inde-
pendent analyst.

Agrokor struck a deal last week with the
banks to freeze repayments and get an
unspecified cash injection before restructur-
ing the business. But suppliers, who were wor-
ried about delayed payments under a restruc-
turing, did not sign up. Without broad agree-
ment of all the stakeholders, Agrokor was left
little choice but to seek state assistance. The
emergency law envisages any restructuring
taking 15 months.

It was unclear yeterday what role the
restructuring expert Agrokor appointed under
last week’s deal - Antonio Alvarez III - would
have under Ramljak.

The Zagreb commercial court also unfroze
the accounts of Agrokor and its firms yesterday,
and has asked creditors to submit their claims
within 60 days. “Our goal now is to stabilize
Agrokor’s operations in the coming days and
the second step will include its restructuring for
which we will also seek an adviser,” Prime
Minister Plenkovic said yesterday. —Reuters

Tesla overtakes
General Motors 
in market value

NEW YORK: Tesla Motors overtook top US automaker General
Motors in market capitalization yesterday following an upbeat
report by an investment analyst citing the electric carmaker’s
“captivating” ability to stir investor and consumer enthusiasm.
Near 1430 GMT, Tesla shares were up 3.1 percent at $311.93 for
a market capitalization of $51.53 billion, more than $1 billion
above GM. “More so than any stock we’ve covered, Tesla
engenders optimism, freedom, defiance, and a host of other
emotions that, in our view, other companies cannot replicate,”
Piper Jaffray said in a report moving Tesla to “overweight” in
their recommendation.

“As they scramble to catch up, we think Tesla’s competitors
only make themselves appear more desperate,” the report said.
Tesla’s share price surge came on the heels of that positive ana-
lyst comment, but the landmark crossed yesterday only concerns
stock valuation. The story for revenue and real-world auto foot-
print is very different.  Tesla last year sold 84,000 cars, generating
$7 billion in revenue.  General Motors, in contrast, sold 10 million
cars and took in $166 billion in revenues. But Tesla is benefiting
from the increasingly widely-held view on Wall Street that it has a
better grip on a future in which Silicon Valley could be at least as
big a player as Detroit in the US auto market, as electric cars and
autonomous driving play a growing role. —AFP

Croatia struggling to 
curb Agrokor fallout
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GLOBAL MARKETS WEEKLY REPORT
LONDON: Tensions around the Middle East and
the Korean peninsula weighed on emerging
markets yesterday, with stocks extending losses
for a third day and currencies weakening
against the dollar. Investors have grown increas-
ingly nervous after last week’s US attack on a
Syrian air base which Russia and Iran said had
crossed a “red l ine”,  though top aides of
President Donald Trump aired differing views on
where Washington’s policy was heading. 

Meanwhile, Washington also looks likely to
flex its muscles over North Korea’s advancing
weapons program, moving a US Navy strike
group toward the western Pacific Ocean near

the Korean peninsula. Emerging stocks fell 0.5
percent to hit a near-four-week low in their
third straight day of losses. The index was
dragged lower by hefty losses in Russia, where
dollar-denominated stocks tumbled 1.7 per-
cent, while South Korea’s KOSPI index shed
nearly 1 percent. “The concern is of escalated
tensions regarding North Korea and a possible
conflict there, and what the relations between
the US and China would be in such an event-
that’s going to be negative for risk sentiment
including risky assets like emerging markets,”
said Jakob Christensen at Danske Bank.

With the dollar trading at its strongest level

since mid-March, emerging currencies and
bonds also suffered.  South Africa’s rand racked
up the steepest losses, weakening 1 percent
against the dollar while the country’s dollar-
and local-bonds fell across the curve. The
country ’s assets are reeling from a second
downgrade to ‘junk’ by ratings agency Fitch on
Friday in the wake of Finance Minister Pravin
Gordhan being fired. 

The downgrades triggered the ejection of
South Africa from some major debt indexes,
which wi l l  push up i ts  borrowing costs.
Meanwhile on Friday, tens of thousands of
people took to the streets in major cities to

Global politics hit emerging stocks, currencies
demanding President Jacob Zuma to
step down.  

“You don’t see really yet what the polit-
ical endgame will be you still don’t know
how much Zuma can and will fight against
this pressure that is on him,” Christensen
said. Russia’s ruble weakened 0.2 percent
despite soaring oil prices as investors lost
faith that sanctions slapped onto Moscow
over its involvement in the conflict in east-
ern Ukraine could be eased amid the lat-
est stand-off.

In central and eastern Europe, curren-
cies traded mixed against the euro but

volatility gauges of the region’s currencies
against the dollar spiked to the highest
since last June’s Brexit vote as traders took
out bets ahead of France’s upcoming elec-
tion and increasing nervousness about
right-wing candidate Marine Le Pen’s
prospects.  In Ukraine,  Central  Bank
Governor Valeria Gontereva has resigned-
depriving the country of a tough reformer
praised by investors and the International
Monetary Fund-and seen as capable of
taking on vested interests at a time when
the economy is recovering from a steep
recession.  —Reuters

TOKYO: Pedestrians are reflected on window of a security company flash-
ing the Tokyo stock exchange’s morning session closing rate in Tokyo
yesterday. —AFP
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BERLIN: Christine Lagarde (right), Managing Director of the International
Monetary Fund (IWF) talks to Martin Wansleben (left), CEO of the
Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Industry (DIHK) as she
arrives for the presentation of the report on the international trade system
in Berlin yesterday. —AP

WASHINGTON: Global trade has brought
benefits from increased productivity to
lower prices but governments have not
adequately helped workers and commu-
nities hit hard by imports, the world’s top
multilateral economic institutions said
yesterday.

In a report that serves as their answer to
the Trump administration’s more protec-
tionist trade stance, the International
Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization
and World Bank said that an open trading
system based on well-enforced rules was
critical to world prosperity.

The institutions, which have promoted
free trade for decades, cited research
showing that manufacturing regions that
were more exposed to imports from China
since about 2000 saw “significant and per-
sistent losses in jobs and earnings, falling
most heavily on low-skilled workers.”

It described what US President Donald
Trump has called the “forgotten
Americans” that he wants to serve with his
“America First” trade policies.

“Workers displaced from manufacturing
tend to be older, less educated and longer-
tenured in the lost job than workers dis-
placed from other sectors, and in turn tend
to take longer to return to work,” the
groups said in the report. The report rec-
ommended more active government poli-
cies beyond traditional unemployment

income benefits to retrain and redeploy
workers idled by imports, including pro-
grams to encourage more worker mobility.
These could include relocation allowances
to help workers move to regions with bet-
ter employment prospects and credit poli-
cies aimed at helping companies facing
import competition to reorient their busi-
ness models or invest in new technologies.

But the report argued in favor of main-
taining an open trading system that is
bound by enforceable rules, saying that
trade liberalization has boosted productiv-
ity and improved living standards.

The reports cited research showing
that a one percentage point increase in
trade openness raised productivity by 1.23
percent in the long run, and a Canadian
study showed that a US free trade deal in
the 1980s increased Canadian labor pro-
ductivity in the most impacted export-ori-
ented industries by 14 percent and the
most import-competing industries by 15
percent.

Economists generally view higher pro-
ductivity as important to supporting wage
growth and higher living standards in
advanced economies. The study also cited
research showing that open trade is esti-
mated to have reduced by two-thirds the
price of a basket of goods consumed by a
typical advanced economy low-income
household. —Reuters

IMF, WTO argue for open trade, 
more aid for displaced workers 

KUWAIT: KAMCO Investment Company,
a leading investment company with
one of the largest AUMs in the region,
announced that a dedicated team of
five KAMCO employees won the nation-
al round of the Global Management
Challenge and have been chosen to
represent Kuwait on an international
scale, advancing to the final round to be
held in Qatar in April. The finals will be
hosted under the patronage of Qatar’s
Minister of Finance Ali Sharif Al-Emadi,
and the awards ceremony will be held
under the auspices of Sheikh Fahad
Faisal Al-Thani, Deputy Governor of
Qatar Central Bank.

Commenting on behalf of KAMCO,
Farouq Al-Oumi, Chief Resource Officer,
said, “KAMCO has established itself as
an institution with a fundamental
responsibility towards investing in its
employees with a goal to tap into their
talents and develop their skills. We are
extremely proud that our team have
won the national round and are advanc-
ing to the global level of this prominent
global competition, which reflects the
expansive talent-base that KAMCO and
this country enjoys. We are pleased that
our employees will represent KAMCO

and Kuwait, and we hope to return with
the Global Champions title.”

KAMCO’s team included a blend of
employees from various departments.
The winning team, consisting of Faisal
Al-Salem, Rania Shaker, Abdulaziz Al-
Muhanna, Abdullah Al-Ahmad and
Shaikha Al-Ameer, competed against 24
teams from reputable banks and finan-
cial institutions, universities, and other
organizations around Kuwait. The team
transitioned from the first to the second
rounds until finally winning the title of
“Global Management Challenge
National Champions -  Kuwait 2016
Edition”. KAMCO team will now com-
pete against participants from around
the world for the “Global Management
Challenge Champions 2016” title.

The Global Management Challenge,
established in 1980, is the largest simu-
lated strategic management competi-
tion of its kind. The challenge brings
together competitors from across five
continents through a virtually simulated
platform. Each participating team gets a
chance to see their decision-making
process take effect on their virtual com-
panies through the simulated stock
exchange with the objective of getting

the highest share price on the simulat-
ed stock exchange. ADNAR Group is the
exclusive organizer of the Global
Management Challenge in the GCC. 

KAMCO Investment Company is a

premier investment company, based in
Kuwait with an office in the UAE and
presence throughout the GCC region,
regulated by the Capital  Markets
Authority with one of the largest pri-

vate sec tor  AUMs in the region.
Established in 1998 and listed on the
Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE) in 2003,
KAMCO is a subsidiary of United Gulf
Bank (UGB). 

KAMCO team wins Global Management Challenge Kuwait edition

D U B A I :  T h e  R e n a u l t - N i s s a n
Alliance is creating a light com-
mercial vehicle business unit to
expand i ts  global  presence in
t h i s  g r o w i n g  s e g m e n t .  B y
unleashing the full potential of
R e n a u l t ’s  v a n  e x p e r t i s e  a n d
Nissan’s truck know-how in key
markets, the Alliance intends to
grow its light commercial vehi-
cle sales worldwide. In the spirit
o f  t h e  A l l i a n c e ,  p a r t n e r s  w i l l
leverage complementar y mar-
kets and products while maintaining their
own brand identity, sales and revenue.

“The combination of Renault, Nissan and
the early collaboration with Mitsubishi
Motors in a single Alliance LCV Business
Unit will boost sales and deliver greater
synergies,” said Alliance Chairman and CEO
Carlos Ghosn. “With this move, we plan to
expand our market leadership by accelerat-
ing our performance in current and new,

high-growth markets, based
on each company ’s  core
products and market knowl-
edge, and driven by customer
needs.” The Renault-Nissan
LCV Business Unit will be led
by Ashwani Gupta as Alliance
senior vice president. He will
report to Carlos Ghosn. 

The Unit will continue to
maximize cross-development
and cross-manufacturing and
is expected to deliver further

synergies in costs and technology. 
Renault and Nissan have established

cross-production of vans and trucks over
the last several years;  for example, the
Nissan NV300 van is built on the Renault
Trafic platform; the Nissan NV400 van is
built on the Renault Master platform; and
the Renault Alaskan pickup is built on the
Nissan Navara platform. The new Renault-
Nissan LCV Business Unit will also handle

Nissan’s body-on-frame SUVs, including
the Nissan Armada and Nissan Patrol.

Total LCV volume 2016
In 2016, Groupe Renault sold 443,931

LCVs globally, including Avtovaz. The top-
selling models in 2016 were Kangoo with
118,200 units, Master with 91,900 units and
Trafic with 81,600 units. Nissan Motor Co.
Ltd. sold 815,490 LCVs globally. The top-sell-
ing models in 2016 were NP300 Navara with
196,257 units, Frontier with 102,497 units
and NV200 with 54,118 units.

Mitsubishi Motors Corp. sold 248,000
LCVs globally. The top-selling model in 2016
was Triton/L200 with 125,000 units. 

Renault-Nissan Alliance forms 
light commercial vehicle unit

Gupta named Alliance’s senior VP of  LCV Unit

BEIJING: China and Myanmar have reached
an agreement on an oil pipeline between the
neighboring countries after almost a decade
of talks, with the project due to start “very
quickly”, Chinese vice foreign minister Liu
Zhenmin said yesterday.

The new oil gateway fits with China’s “One
Belt, One Road” ambitions, linking it with cen-
tral Asia and Europe, and will provide a more
direct alternative route to sending Middle
Eastern oil via the crowded Malacca Straits
and Singapore. Liu’s remarks, at the end of a
visit by Myanmar President Htin Kyaw, mark
the official launch of the 770-km (480-mile)
pipeline, which Beijing regards as essential to
securing its oil needs.

Dogged by sensitive relations between
Naypyitaw and Beijing, the $1.5 billion pipeline
has been sitting empty for two years. The first
tanker carrying oil to Myanmar for delivery to
China was expected on April 8, however a
Myanmar government official told Reuters the
ship may not have the official go-ahead to
enter Myanmar. 

It was unclear whether the ship had deliv-
ered its cargo. “The oil pipeline will very quickly
begin operation,” said Liu.

An agreement between China’s
PetroChina and Myanmar’s government will
allow the state energy giant to import over-
seas oil via the Bay of Bengal and pump it
through the pipeline to supply a new
260,000-barrels-per-day (bpd) refinery in
landlocked Yunnan province.

The announcement wraps up Myanmar
President Htin Kyaw’s six-day state visit to
China, the first since he was elected, where he
met President Xi Jinping and Prime Minister Li
Keqiang, as well as visiting a number of
Chinese cities including Shanghai and south-
western Chengdu.

When asked if the two sides also discussed
the Myitsone dam, work on which has been sus-
pended since 2011, Liu said that China and
Myanmar had basically reached an agreement.
“(We should) move towards an appropriate solu-
tion that is advantageous for the development
of bilateral relations and realizes win-win bene-
fits for both sides,” he said. China has shifted its
position in the dispute over the building of the
$3.6 billion dam, sources told Reuters earlier, sig-
nalling its willingness to abandon the project in
exchange for other economic and strategic
opportunities in Myanmar. —Reuters

China reaches accord with 
Myanmar on oil pipeline

Ashwani Gupta

FRANKFURT AM MAIN: The European
Central Bank judged yesterday that it had a
successful 2016, arguing in its annual report
that it had warded off deflation and nur-
tured economic recovery in the eurozone.
“Though the year began shrouded in eco-
nomic uncertainty, it ended with the econo-
my on its firmest footing since the crisis,”
president Mario Draghi wrote in a foreword.

In March last year, the ECB responded to
alarmingly low inflation by boosting its
massive bond-buying scheme, lowering
interest rates and extending cheap loans to
banks.  The ECB’s moves were designed to
pump cash through the financial system
and into the real economy, making it easier
for businesses and households to borrow
for spending and investment-powering
growth and ratcheting up inflation towards
the ECB’s target of just below 2.0 percent.

By December, the eurozone economy
looked healthy enough for the Frankfurt
institution to scale back its bond-buying
from the 80 billion euros ($85 billion) per
month set in March to its previous level of
60 billion euros.

“This reflected the success of our actions
earlier in the year: growing confidence in
the euro area economy and disappearing
deflation risks,” Draghi judged. But the cen-
tral bank sees its task as far from done. The
19-nation eurozone faces political risk at
home from elections in powerful members

France and Germany, while weak global
growth and political uncertainty sap over-
seas demand for the region’s products. 

Meanwhile, although inflation briefly
spiked past its target in February thanks to
higher oil prices, it fell back in March and is
far from the “self-sustaining” level the ECB
strives to reach as growth in prices and
wages remains sluggish.

For now, Draghi and his colleagues in
the bank’s governing council believe the
economic recovery is still dependent on
their massive support. The report repeats
familiar calls on governments to step up
reforms, especially loosening labour laws,
and to redirect spending to more growth-
friendly areas.

And it takes aim at the European
Commission, arguing that “a more forceful
application of the fiscal rules would have
been welcome” in cases such as Brussels’
decision not to fine Spain and Portugal for
exceeding deficit targets. With Brexit one of
the major risks to the eurozone economy
for the near future, the ECB reiterated that
preserving the integrity of the EU’s single
market and the “homogeneity of rules and
their enforcement” are “imperative” as
London’s and Brussels’ negotiators settle in
for two years of wrangling.

ECB Vice-President Vitor Constancio
faces questions from MEPs in Brussels on
the report from 1300 GMT. —AFP

ECB says 2016 was 
best year since crisis BEIJING: A delivery man rides his tricycle on a street in Beijing yesterday. —AFP

India’s Flipkart raises
$1.4bn from Microsoft,

eBay, Tencent
MUMBAI: India’s top e-commerce company Flipkart
announced yesterday it had raised $1.4 billion in a record
funding round that shores up the online retail giant in its fight
against Amazon. Flipkart said it was now valued at $11.6 bil-
lion after raising funds from US tech behemoths Microsoft
and eBay and China’s Tencent, an investment described as the
largest in the history of India’s internet sector. “This deal reaf-
firms our resolve to hasten the transformation of commerce
in India through technology,” Flipkart founders Sachin Bansal
and Binny Bansal, who are not related, said in a statement.

As part of the deal Flipkart will acquire and run eBay India
in return for a $500 million investment from the US firm. eBay
president Devin Wenig said the merger of its local operations
with the Bangalore-based firm would “take it to greater
heights” in India, a multi-billion online retail market.

Flipkart, founded in 2007 by the two former Amazon
employees, and its smaller local rival Snapdeal have attracted
billions of dollars in overseas investment since their inception.
The firms have battled stiff competition from American e-
commerce giant Amazon since it entered India’s cut-throat
and rapidly growing online retail market in 2013. Flipkart has
earlier drawn backers such as New-York based venture capi-
talists Tiger Global Management LLC and Singapore sover-
eign wealth fund GIC. —AFP
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ABU DHABI: Honda Civic won ‘Best Compact
Sedan’ of the year adjudged by Middle East
Car of the Year (MECOTY ) 2017 held at
ADNEC in Abu Dhabi on 30th March 2017. In
addition to the MECOTY, the Civic has won
‘Best Small Car’ in the Motor Week Drivers’
Choice Awards, Saudi Auto ‘Car of the Year’

award as well as ‘North American Car of the
Year’ award.  The 10th generation Honda
Civic was introduced in April 2016 with a 1.5L
Turbo and a 2.0L Engine. Due to the success
of the new model and to provide our cus-
tomers with a wider variety, a 1.6L Engine
grade was introduced in December 2016 as

an entry-level grade option. The Civic offers a
5-grade line up with three engine sizes and a
whole host of new and standard features
depicting it as more modern, functional as
well as an efficient sedan. Following the
launch, regional sales of the Honda Civic rose
by 93 percent this year.  

MECOTY being in its fourth year in this
region is fast becoming one of the most pres-
tigious awards adjudged by 15 renowned
automotive journalists across the Middle East.
Commenting on the win, Mr. Hiroaki Shibata,
Director of Honda Motor Company (Africa
and Middle East Office) said, “We are pleased
to know that the Civic won the Car of the Year
in the Compact Sedan segment. The new
Civic was introduced last year to meet the
demands of a sporty yet advanced car and
we truly believe we have created joy for the
customer in the segment. We hope to contin-
ue to meet customer expectations and create
joy in the future as well.”

The iconic Honda Civic first generation
started in 1972, and is still going forward in
success with its 10th generation. However,
the 2017 Civic features aggressive lines and
refined features that make the car stand out
from the crowd. The Civic has grown up, and
features the most comfortable and most
sophisticated interior of any Civic ever. It has
set an all-new standard in compact car style

and performance with its sleek, sporty lines
and improved power-to-weight ratio that
has proven to be every driver’s daily delight.
While the spacious, dual-zone automatic cli-
mate control and premium-grade cabin is
loaded with premium features for class-

above comfort and convenience, the exterior
features boast color-coordinated power side
mirrors. Convenience was a key factor in the
redesigned Honda Civic; from the cap-less
fuel system, electric parking brake and aero-
dynamic wing spoiler to the Smart Entry

engine start and stop button and 7-inch
touchscreen audio display, the Honda Civic is
truly the ideal car for the youth who yearn for
a smooth and comfortably stylish drive that
reflects their lifestyle.      

Honda Civic 1.6L, 2.0L and 1.5L Turbo are
now available for customers in Honda
Alghanim showrooms located in Al-Rai and
Shuwaikh. The Honda Alghanim showroom
in Al-Rai area operates from 9:00 AM to
10:00 PM, Saturday to Thursday, and from
9:30 AM until 10:00 PM on Fridays. The
Shuwaikh showroom operates from 9:00 AM
to 10:00 PM. The cars service center waiting
lounge offers entertainment and comfort for
customers, digital satellite TV, free wireless
internet and relaxing massage chairs. The
service center operates from Saturday to
Wednesday from 7:30am to 8:30pm, from
7:30am to 6:30pm on Thursdays, and from
2:00pm to 7:00pm on Fridays. As for the
Power Products and Motorcycles Showroom
Service, it operates from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM,
Saturdays to Thursdays, and from 10:00 AM
to 8:00 PM on Fridays. 

Alghanim Motors, the exclusive distribu-
tor of Honda automobiles, motorcycles, pow-
er products, and marine products in Kuwait,
is committed to providing customers with
flexible payment solutions and efficient and
cost-effective services.” 

Honda Civic wins ‘Best Compact Sedan’ of the year 
Middle East Car of the Year awards 2017

KUWAIT: Abdullah Al-Haddad,  Senior Vice
President Investment Banking Division- KFH
Capital, a fully owned subsidiary of  Kuwait
Finance House Group (KFH-Group) said that the
company’s participation in Hong Kong $1 billion
Sovereign Sukuk as a co-manager and acting as a
joint lead manager and a book runner for the $1
billion benchmark Sukuk issue for Dubai Islamic
Bank (DIB), under DIB’s $5 billion Sukuk Program
established in 2012, reiterate KFH-Group’s signifi-
cant role in strengthening  Sukuk product as a
prime financing instrument for governments and
corporates across the global markets, especially
in light of the increasing acceptability  of this
sharia-complaint product, that offers financing
for corporates, development and infrastructure
projects, and for  urban development to achieve
further growth and expansion.

He added in a press release that KFH-Capital
is the sole Islamic financial institution in the
region to participate in this deal along with 7
international banks. Hong Kong Sukuk Rating is
AAA and AA+ from Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch
respectively. The Wakalah Sukuk was priced at a
profit rate of 3.132 percent, 68 basis points over
mid-swap with a 10-year tenor.

KFH-Capital played an important role in the
Sukuk issuance due to the vast experience in
arranging and syndicating sovereign Sukuk for
governments worldwide. KFH received several
prestigious awards for its achievements in the
Sukuk market. He boasted “we had tremendous
success in this issue where the order book sur-
passed $1.7 billion received from over 88 global
institutional investors.” The Sukuk will most likely
be listed on Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Malaysian
Stock Exchange and Nasdaq Dubai for trading.

With regards to DIB Sukuk, Al-Haddad illus-
trated that the $1 billion Sukuk will mature after

5 years; in February 2022, indicating the issuance
is rated (Baa1) by Moody’s and (A) by Fitch. He
added that the issuance witnessed huge
investors’ participation which contributed in
achieving a very competitive pricing where the
initial price thought was set at 185 basis points
over the mid-swap, then priced later at a profit
rate of 3.664 percent, equivalent to 170 basis
points above the mid-swap on the basis of
strong demand from investors on DIB Sukuk.
This affirms investors’ interest in
Sukuk issuances in general and the
GCC Sukuk in particular.

He added that the DIB Sukuk
offering attracted more than $2 bil-
lion from over 120 Middle East and
global investor orders. The Sukuk
will be listed on the Irish Stock
Exchange and Nasdaq Dubai for
trading. He pointed out that KFH-
Group is a flagship financial institu-
tion in issuing and arranging sover-
eign Sukuk for governments across the world,
which confirms the confidence in the prestigious
status of the bank. KFH succeeded in arranging
Sukuk for Sharjah, Ras Al-Khaimah, Bahrain,
Qatar, Republic of South Africa that was a debut
sovereign Sukuk  from the African continent, not
to mention Sukuk for Turkey, State of Saxony in
Germany in addition to other Sukuk for several
government bodies.

Islamic finance
He indicated that a considerable number of

countries around the world seek Islamic finance
as a sovereign source for funding. Sukuk product
is the most prominent financing instrument for
many projects. It contributes in offering financing
in an innovative model and a streamlined mecha-

nism. Sukuk have become an accredited and reli-
able financing instrument, yet widely accepted.

He voiced hope that Sukuk take part in the
government efforts in bridging the budget
deficit, emphasizing that KFH-Capital is fully pre-
pared to offer all kinds of support for issuing sov-
ereign sukuk to the State following other govern-
ments’ suit, yet to beat the odds that are set
against the application and execution of Sukuk in
the country. He said that KFH-Group is assuming

a leading role in the Islamic finance
industry and is striving to secure
accelerated pace of innovation in
Islamic financial products and servic-
es that can be alternatives to the
conventional ones. Islamic financial
products and services are playing
instrumental role in financing devel-
opment projects in the region and
the global markets. 

He concluded that KFH-Group is a
reference for Islamic banking and a

leader that paved the way for integrated industry
after laying the foundations of regulatory rules
and practical applications for several products and
services. This added value to the Islamic banking,
thus opened new horizons for further success and
leadership in the international markets.

He concluded “corporates and governments
across the world trust KFH-Group vast experi-
ence in sukuk issuances especially on the back
of the milestone achievements of different
offerings that contributed in providing financ-
ings to various projects in different fields.
Structures and models KFH executes in arrang-
ing Sukuk such as Ijarah or Wakalah are diversi-
fied and resilient, yet enjoy competitive advan-
tages in comparison to other conventional
financing instruments.” 

KFH-Capital acts as manager, 
arranger of sukuk for DIB, HK 
Bank looking forward to contributing in state’s debut sukuk 

Abdullah Al-Haddad

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait announced
the launch of a new unique service for the first
time in Kuwait that facilitates customers’ transac-
tions and provides them with peace of mind. The
new service allows NBK customers to retrieve
their NBK Credit Card PIN in case they forgot it
through NBK Online Banking, as well as the abili-
ty to change their credit card PIN using any of the
NBK ATMs. 

Commenting on this launch, the General
Manager- Consumer Banking Group at NBK,
Suresh Bajpai said that this exceptionally innova-
tive service offered for the first time in Kuwait, is
the newest addition to the bank’s line of digital
banking services. This service upholds the highest
security and safety standards, providing cus-
tomers with a hassle-free banking experience.
Bajpai added that forgetting the credit card PIN is
a common situation that customers might face
from time to time, leading them to contact NBK’s
Phone Banking service or visit their branch to
retrieve their secret code. However, with the
introduction of this new service, customers may
conveniently and safely retrieve their PIN with a
touch of a button by visiting NBK Online Banking.

Bajpai further explained that customers can
also change their credit card PIN using NBK ATMs
found at various locations across Kuwait. These
new features will save customers’ time and
efforts while facilitating their everyday banking
anywhere and at any time. Additionally, he
emphasized on NBK’s continuous efforts to utilize
the latest technologies to better serve its cus-
tomers, such as the recent launch of NBK Tap &
Pay Cards that enables its holders to pay for pur-

chases worth KD 10 or less by simply tapping
their card at contactless-enabled POS terminals
without the need to enter their PIN. For any pay-
ments above KD 10, customers have to use their
PIN making it essential to memorize the PIN at all
times. Going forward, customers can convenient-
ly and securely retrieve their forgotten PIN using
NBK Online Banking. It’s worth noting that NBK
always strives to extend its line of innovative
banking services and solutions that meet the

highest security standards as part of its continu-
ous pursuit towards fulfilling customers’ needs.
The bank consistently adopts the latest technolo-
gies to meet customers’ lifestyle, thus reaffirming
NBK’s leadership in launching the most innova-
tive solutions on the local and regional fronts.

NBK credit cards are widely accepted world-
wide and are the safest, most convenient and
rewarding way to pay, offering value added fea-
tures, discounts, and excellent rewards. 

KUWAIT: Mezzan Holding KSCP, one of the
largest manufacturers and distributors of food,
beverage, FMCG and pharmaceutical products in
the Gulf, held its 16th Annual General Meeting
(AGM) and an Extraordinary General Meeting
(EGM) of Shareholders yesterday.

During the AGM, the shareholders approved
the Board of Directors’ recommendation to dis-
tribute 28 fils per share for a total dividend payout
of KD8,717,100 (28 percent of capital) for the year.

An EGM was also held to approve several
proposed amendments of the statute attached
to the articles of association in compliance with
the provisions of the Kuwait Company Law
1/2016, the amended laws and their executive
regulations, in the interests of the company and
its shareholders.

Mezzan Vice Chairman, Mohammad Jassim
Mohammad Al-Wazzan said: “The Board is
pleased with the company’s record revenues and
above-peer performance in 2016, despite the
challenging macro environment in some of the
markets we operate in. Mezzan has performed
well in five of the seven markets we operate in,
with growth in Kuwait, Qatar, Jordan, and Saudi,
where we recently began food manufacturing
and distribution activities following our acquisi-
tion of 70 percent stake in Al-Safi Foods, which
has now been rebranded to Mezzan Foods. We
look forward to growing our activities and prod-
uct portfolio in the Saudi market.

“On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would
like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to
Mezzan Holding’s former Chairman of the Board,
Khalid Jassim Al-Wazzan, who passed away in
2016. The late Khalid Al-Wazzan led the success of
the company starting with his chairmanship of
the board to leading the company through the
brutal 1990 invasion and reconstruction of
Kuwait, and finally to leading the transformation
of Mezzan Holding into a publicly listed company.
He will be sadly missed by us all and we are grate-
ful for the time he has dedicated to the company
and its shareholders over the past 27 years.”

2016 Full Year Financial Performance Review:
Revenue: KD 207.4 million, an increase of 5.8

percent
Reported Net Profit attributable to Equity

holders of the Parent Company: KD 17.2 million
(flat to last year when excluding a non-recurring
gain of KD 2.2 million from net insurance pro-
ceeds recorded in Q2 2015)

2016 Balance Sheet Highlights:
Total Assets: KD 211.7 million, an increase

17.4 percent
Equity to Parent Company: KD106.4 million,

up 9.1 percent

Mezzan Holding performance
by business line

Mezzan Holding incorporates 30 subsidiaries
and is operationally structured into two primary
business lines: the Food Business Line and the
Non-Food Business Line. Below is the company’s
performance by business line:

Food Business Line: Accounted for 74.9
percent of Group Revenue, and comprises
Manufacturing and Distribution (52.6 percent of
Group Revenue), Catering (12.9 percent) and
Food Services (9.4 percent). Revenue reached
KD 155.3 million, an increase of 7.9 percent com-
pared with the same period in 2015.
Manufacturing and Distribution: Full Year
Revenue increased 8.4 percent, with broad
based growth across our key operating units.
This was largely driven by our company owned
brands in Kuwait and regionally, rather than our
partner brands.

Catering: Full Year Revenue declined by 1.3
percent due to the completion of long term con-
tracts in Kuwait, which were highlighted in our
Q3 Earnings release, and which had a negative
impact on performance in the second half of the
year. Our catering business in Qatar and UAE

performed well and we expect them to make
continued progress.

Services: Full Year Revenue increased by
20.9 percent as growth in our tender business in
Jordan and Iraq compensated for declines in
Afghanistan, which was driven by widely publi-
cized troop withdrawals in Afghanistan. As indi-
cated in previous communications, the nature of
the tender business in Jordan and Iraq will result
in quarterly fluctuations.

Non-Food Business Line: Accounted for
25.1 percent of Group Revenue and comprises
FMCG and Pharmaceuticals (22.3 percent of
Group Revenue) and Industrials (2.7 percent).
Revenue reached KD 52.0 million, a decline of
0.3 percent compared with the same period in
2015. FMCG business holding well despite soft-
ening consumer market and government
spending restrictions.

FMCG and Pharmaceuticals: Full Year
Revenue grew by 1.3 percent as our key agen-
cies performed well, and despite the loss of one
of our pharmaceutical agencies and the harmo-
nization of medicine prices across the GCC,
which acted as a drag on Revenue in the second
half of the year. 

Industrials: Industrials revenues declined by
11.8 percent with our Plastics business offset-
ting oil price-driven declines in KLOC, our oil
refining business.

Regional Business Highlights:
In Kuwait: This year’s revenue increased by

4.3 percent, driven by the growth of the food
production and distribution sector and the new
franchises. Despite the impact of the losses of
the food service sector, the company continued
to invest in its technological structure through
the implementation of SAP in new companies in
the Group, and providing sales representatives
with sophisticated devices that enable them to
update and follow up the balances and requests
of customers from anywhere.

In UAE: Full Year Revenue declined by 0.9 per-
cent in 2016 driven by discretionary portfolio,
although there was sequential improvement. The
impact of the economic situation in the United
Arab Emirates on the performance of some non-
core commodities in our investment portfolio led
to a decline in annual revenue by 0.9 percent,
while commodities showed better performance.
Beginning from the third quarter of the year, rev-
enues rose for the first time since the beginning
of the year as the economic situation in the UAE
improved. Revenues in the fourth quarter rose by
8.4 percent after recording a decline during the
first and second quarters of the year.

In Qatar: Full Year Revenue grew by 9.8 per-
cent with continued strong growth in both our
Water and Catering businesses.

In Jordan: Full year Revenue grew by 42.2
percent due to successfully tendering for new
business with UN/WFP.

In KSA: Full Year Revenue grew by 1527.5 per-
cent due to expanding through the strategic acqui-
sition of 70 percent of Al-Safi Foods Company,
which is currently undergoing a turnaround.

The company acquired 70 percent of Riyadh-
based food and beverage products manufactur-
ing and distribution company, Al-Safi Food
Company with Al-Faisaliah Group holding the
remaining 30 percent. Mezzan invested KD 7.3
million in acquiring the company, which is cur-
rently undergoing a successful turn-around to
improve the activity of Mezzan Foods - Saudi,
including the launch of a new variety of prod-
ucts in the Saudi market.

Mezzan Holding started its investment in the
Saudi market, the largest consumer market in
the GCC in the third quarter of 2016 through an
acquisition that enables it to expand in the man-
ufacturing, marketing and distribution of food
products within Saudi, in addition to having
exclusive rights to continue manufacturing,
marketing and distribution of snack products of
Al-Safi Food Company in Saudi. 

Mezzan Holding holds 16th 
annual general meeting

Shareholders approve cash 
dividend of 28 fils per share

NBK customers can retrieve their credit 
card PIN through NBK online banking

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-grow-
ing and most developed telecom oper-
ator, has successfully tested the fifth-
generation “5G” in its lab and was able
to achieve almost 35Gbps. Being the
first telecom company in Kuwait to try
the unrivalled 5G, reflects its continu-
ous commitment to its customers to
deliver up-to-date technologies that
meet their aspirations.

Abdulrazzaq Bader Al-Essa
Commented: “”The 5G is one of the lat-
est technologies in the generation of
communications, therefore VIVA is proud
to test this unique service that will
enable customers to exchange informa-
tion and communicate at high speed.” 

5G is the coming fifth-generation
wireless broadband technology in the
telecom world after the 4th generation

(LTE).  5G aims at higher capacity and
better latency than current 4G (LTE)
which will allow a higher density of
mobile broadband users, 5G will be
providing multiple gigabit speeds in
cityscape areas which will allow people
and machines to step into a new era of
information technology and help bet-
ter in implementing the internet of
things (IoT). 

VIVA the first in Kuwait to try fifth-generation ‘5G’
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KUWAIT: X-cite by Alghanim Electronics,
Kuwait ’s largest electronic retailer,
YESTERday announced the launch of TCL
(The Creative Life), the third largest manu-
facturer of televisions in the world and the
United States’ fastest growing TV brand, in all
its showrooms and xcite.com as the exclu-
sive distributor of the brand in Kuwait.

Introducing the complete range of TCL
televisions ranging from 43 to 70 inches, X-
cite continues to satisfy its large customer-
base and its various needs by providing a
wide range of quality products and electron-
ics that meet their day-to-day needs and
complement their lifestyles at home, work or

on the go with their family or friends. Rohit
Gandotra, Senior Director of Category
Management at X-cite by Alghanim
Electronics, said: “We are thrilled to partner
with one of the most innovative TV brands in
the world. 

The launch of TCL products in our show-
rooms and online shopping platform is
proof to X-cite’s commitment to providing
customers with a variety of choices from
quality offerings, always seeking to bring
innovative products that have received
worldwide recognitions. Ultimately, we’re
creating a shopping experience that allows
customers to find their needs and discover

countless products that add value to their
lives.” TCL is an innovator of high quality tele-
visions for over three decades. The brand has
gained worldwide success thanks to its abili-
ty to attract and retain top talent, as well as
deliver best-in-class products. 

TCL sold 20 million TVs worldwide in
2016, ranking it among the largest TV brands
in the world. That large volume allows TCL to
be very efficient which keeps costs low and
makes innovation affordable. TCL has 35
research centers around the world - includ-
ing one in the US in Silicon Valley and a joint
venture lab with MIT in Boston - and has
made a major commitment to innovation.

X-cite launches TCL televisions in Kuwait

DUBAI: Building on the hugely successful second
edition in 2016, the Festival of Media MENA is
returning to Dubai on Wednesday 26th April 2017
at the Waldorf Astoria on Palm Jumeirah. The third
edition of this global conference and awards pro-
gram will bring together senior level executives
from the world’s biggest brands, marketing agen-
cies and media houses to discuss the latest trends
under the theme ‘Understanding Media
Transformation.’ The conference will be followed by
a celebration of the region’s best media work dur-
ing the Festival of Media MENA Awards ceremony
at Music Hall, Zabeel Saray Hotel. 

The day-long conference will see a line-up of 35
high-caliber speakers from global media forces
including LinkedIn, Google, Nielsen, MOAT and
Unilever shedding light on the future of the sector,
and bringing attendees up to speed with the
trends and techniques that are currently shaping
the media scene. Proceedings will be kicked off
with an opening speech from Jeremy King, COO of
the Festival of Media, who is confident that the
event will deliver deep insights into the constantly
evolving media landscape and equip speakers with
insider knowledge of how to keep pace with rapid
regional and global media transformation. 

Keynote speeches will include deep dives into
the current media environment, such as ‘Is the cur-
rent agency model broken?’ from Will Swayne,
Global President for Carat, as well as insights into
the digital trends that are shaking the foundations
of the media world with ‘Investing in Digital
Success’ from Nick Graham, Global Digital
Marketing and Media Director at Huawei; ‘The
Attention Economy’ by Aniq Rahman, President of
Moat; and ‘The digital connection - right brands,
right tech’ from Mailine Swildens, Creative and
Technology team at Google and Director of Zoo
EMEA. Jason Miller, Global Content Marketing Lead
at LinkedIn, will also share thoughts on how to
build a world-class content marketing engine with
a speech on ‘Curate, engage and connect.’

Serving as a global networking opportunity for
attendees to exchange views and gain invaluable
knowledge and best practice tips from the world’s
leading industry experts, the event will also feature
thought-provoking panel discussions that serve to
bring the sector’s hot topics to life. Shula Sinclair,
Global Strategy Partner at MEC, and Glen Calvert,
Founder and CEO of Affectv, will explore the all-
important consumer perspective during ‘Walking
in the footsteps of the consumer’, with other topics
up for discussion and dynamic debate including ‘If
media is heart, data is the heartbeat’, ‘Uncovering
the secret of the region’s media hotbeds’ and ‘What
next for established media owners?’

Transformation
Alexandre Hawari, Co-CEO of Mediaquest, com-

mented: “We are extremely excited to be hosting
the third edition of the Festival of Media MENA
here in Dubai, where the sector is undergoing
exciting transformation and growth. Media is one
of the world’s fastest growing and changing indus-
tries, and the agenda for this year’s event aims to
make attendees the leaders of that change. By
understanding media transformation, we can

shape the future of this ever-evolving sector and
strengthen the MENA region’s global reputation by
celebrating its exceptional contributions to the
marketing, advertising and digital fields at the
Festival of Media MENA awards.”

In line with the entrepreneurial spirit of the
region and to encourage fresh ideas, the Festival of
Media MENA Awards rewards the region’s very best
media work across four categories: Media, Content,
Technology and Insight. 

Judged by a senior panel of agency heads and
regional brand marketers led by jury chairs Nick
Graham from Huawei Technologies and Asad
Rehman from Unilever, the awards program has
become one of the foremost marketing events in
the region, helping winning agencies and media

owners to secure new business and grow their
influence in the marketplace.

Festival of Media MENA is also proud to partner
with the emerge platform, which has been created
to provide a platform for the globe’s hottest ad
tech start-up companies to showcase their prod-
ucts and services to the world’s most senior and
biggest spending figures in the international
advertising sector.

The third edition of the Festival of Media MENA
is sponsored by Rotana Media Group, MCN (Middle
East Communications Network), and MEC Media
Company, among others. Those interested in
attending can learn more about the event and reg-
ister on the Festival of Media MENA website:
http://www.festivalofmedia.com/mena/

Festival of Media MENA to
hold 3rd edition in Dubai 

Conference to feature a line-up of 35 high-caliber speakers 

Cisco 2-Tier Channel partner winners.

DUBAI: Cisco presented awards to its top
performing Tier-2 channel partners from
the UAE, Oman, Pakistan, Afghanistan and
Yemen which form part of the Cisco Middle
East’s - East region. These awards were in
recognition for their outstanding perform-
ance in 2016 across 14 categories and were
presented at a gala awards ceremony held
at Fairmont Hotel Palm Jumeirah in Dubai.
The event was attended by more than 100
delegates from the Cisco 2-Tier channel
partner community. 

“Our theme for the partner event was
focused around digital transformation,
which we believe presents a high value
opportunity for our 2-Tier channel partners
now, and in the years ahead. Cisco channel
partners can leverage our leading technol-
ogy solutions from an expansive portfolio
to build their role as trusted advisors for
enterprises looking at transforming them-
selves to be able to truly embrace and ben-
efit from digitization,” explained Shukri Eid,
Managing Director - East Region, Cisco
Middle East, during the event.

“At Cisco, we believe that great relation-
ships produce great results and this is why
we are committed to supporting our part-
ners as they form an integral part of our
strategy and growth. We take great pride in
celebrating the channel partners who con-
tinuously innovate and outperform their
peers in meeting their business and sales
goals, as well as meeting Cisco’s perform-
ance targets,” he added.

The top performing Cisco Tier-2 Channel
Partners for 2016 are:
1. UAE Partner of the Year: Intertec Systems 
2. Oman Partner of the Year: National
Telephone Services Company
3. Pakistan Partner of the Year: Commtel
4. Vertical Partner of the Year: EMW
5. Emerging Partner of the Year: ISYX
Technologies
6. Services Partner of the Year: Bios ME
7. Public Sector Partner of the Year:
DarkMatter
8. Enterprise Partner of the Year:
Smartworld
9. Commercial Partner of the Year: Intertec
Systems
10. Small Business Partner of the Year: New
Trend Computer Networks
11. Data Centre Partner of the Year:
DarkMatter
12. Security Partner of the Year: Help AG
13. Collaboration Partner of the Year:
Genome Technology Consultants
14. Enterprise Networking Partner of the
Year: Omnix International

“Channel partners in the region are
being increasingly challenged to not just
meet technology milestones but also to
deliver to deliver on business outcomes for
their key enterprise customers as they
jointly transform themselves for the reali-
ties of tomorrow. Cisco’s annual partner
awards is a consolidation of the top 2-Tier
partners who are able to meet both the
challenges of reskilling themselves in a
short window of opportunity and deliver-
ing solutions successfully for their key cus-
tomers,” commented Frida Kleimert,
Channel Lead - East Region, Cisco Middle
East, in her address to 2-Tier partners dur-

ing the event. “We believe that in the digi-
tal era, partners will need to specialize to
stay ahead and differentiate themselves. It
is going to come down to how they identi-
fy in their marketplace, through unique
vertical and technology skills, and the spe-
cific value that they can bring to cus-
tomers. We understand that our partner’s
success is critical to our success and that is
why we at Cisco invest heavily in the pro-
grams and services that support them,”
she continued.

One of the highlights at the 2-Tier
Partner Event was the keynote delivered
by Mukta Arora,  Group CIO at  Aster
Healthcare,  who spoke on ‘Digital
Transformation and the Oppor tunity
Ahead’ and what - from a CIO’s perspec-
tive - is required by the partners to adopt
this  journey.  In  addit ion,  the event
included demonstrations by both Cisco
and Cisco distributors across platforms
which included: 
• Comstor demonstrated Cisco end-to-end
Security Solutions using dCloud demos
• Logicom demonstrated Cisco
Collaboration Solutions 
• Imagicle, an Ecosystem partner, demon-
strated Imagicle’s integration with Cisco
Collaboration
• Aptec Ingram demonstrated Cisco
Wireless and Connected Mobile
Experiences (CMX) Solutions 
• At the Cisco booth, a demonstration of
Cisco Hyperflex Solutions and an opportu-
nity to ‘Ask the Expert.’

Supported by key sponsors Aptec,
Logicom and Comstor, the Cisco East
Region 2-Tier Partner Event 2017 brought
together key channel partners from around
the region to celebrate their go to market
success and chart out future digital and
smart solution strategies. 

Through this summit, partners were
updated on the latest transformational
technologies and received a detailed road
map of Cisco’s digital and smart solution
strategy for accelerating profitable growth.
The event underscored the power of work-
ing together in the Partner Ecosystem, and
provided an opportunity for the partners to
engage with Cisco executives and network
with their peers. 

Cisco recognizes its ‘Partners 
for Success’ in 14 categories

Shukri Eid, Managing Director - East
Region, Cisco Middle East, addressing
Cisco’s Partners for Success.

DUBAI: Teradata, the leading data
and analytics company, yesterday
introduced innovative database
license flexibility across hybrid cloud
deployments, enabled through a
consistent and simplified licensing
model. Teradata’s new licensing mod-
el delivers:
* Portability for deployment flexibility 
* Subscription-based licenses
* Simplified tiers with bundled features

With portable database licenses,
Teradata customers can now have the
flexibility to choose, shift, expand, and
restructure their hybrid cloud environ-
ment by moving licenses between
deployment options as their business
needs change. 

This new software licensing model
is the first in the hybrid cloud market
to feature portability - a shift away
from cloud lock-in or siloed on-premis-
es deployments. 

Until now, hybrid cloud vendors
have offered complex, inconsistent
licensing models across deployment
options that make it difficult for cus-
tomers to select a solution that fits all
their needs. Teradata is changing the
game with licensing flexibility and
portability to ensure simplicity and
consistency in support of agile, fast-
growing businesses.     

“The Teradata Database continues
to be recognized as the leading data
management solution for analytics in
every performance parameter, and
today we can also say it comes with
the very best value proposition,” said
John Dinning, Executive Vice President
and Chief Business Officer, Teradata.
“Not only is the database license

portable across the hybrid cloud
options, but so are workloads, enabled
by a common code base in all deploy-
ments. This flexibility is a first in our
industry and means that data models,
applications, and development efforts
can be migrated or transferred

unchanged across any ecosystem. 
“For example, a company may first

develop their analytic solution on a
Teradata IntelliFlex on-premises sys-
tem and then seamlessly port the solu-
tion over to Teradata IntelliCloud.  This
will allow companies more options to
develop and deploy the Teradata
Database without having to worry
about scaling their solution as their
business and analytic needs grow.”

Teradata IntelliCloud is the next-
generation secure managed cloud

offering that provides data and analyt-
ic software as a service. It is available
with new deployment choices includ-
ing Teradata IntelliFlex, the company’s
flagship enterprise data warehouse
platform that Teradata will deploy and
manage in its own data centers, and
global public cloud infrastructure from
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and later,
from Microsoft Azure.

In order to provide simplicity and
portability across deployment options,
Teradata licensing is based on a con-
sistent metric.  

This metric is unique in that it takes
into consideration not only the num-
ber of CPU cores available, but also
how much data that is able to be fed
to the CPU. This benefits our cus-
tomers by adjusting the licensing cost
according to the performance poten-
tial of the system on which they are
running.  By using the metric calcula-
tion, Teradata can offer equivalent
license portability across the on-
premises, public, private, and Teradata
IntelliCloud configurations.

“By pairing the highest quality
hybrid cloud solutions available with
the most convenient usage model,
Teradata is creating a blend of options
for its customers that address the reali-
ties of rapidly evolving analytics capa-
bilities and the emergence of new busi-
ness requirements and models,” said
Jim Curtis, Senior Analyst, Data
Platforms and Analytics, 451 Research.
“This is truly an example of fast-forward
thinking; a win-win for Teradata as well
as for aggressive companies that thrive
and compete on business agility.”

Subscription-based licenses deliver

on customer requests for lower up-
front costs and smooth and consistent
OpEx spending; making it easier for
customers to budget and predict
spending patterns.  

These new subscription-based

licenses come in four simplified tiers
designed to meet customer require-
ments ranging from a FREE Tier for
database development to high-con-
currency mixed-workload analytical
systems, with new bundled features.  

Teradata delivers license portability designed for hybrid cloud

John Dinning, Executive Vice
President and Chief Business

Officer, Teradata
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WASHINGTON: Something new is happening in
a health care debate dominated for seven years
by the twists and turns of Barack Obama’s signa-
ture law. The focus has shifted to ideas from
President Donald Trump and GOP lawmakers in
Congress, and most people don’t like what they
see. With Republicans in command, their health
care proposals as currently formulated have gen-
erated far more concern than enthusiasm. 

Highlighting the stakes
Even among rank-and-file Republicans,

there’s opposition to changes that would let
insurers charge higher premiums to older adults,
and many disapprove of cuts to Medicaid for
low-income people, according to a recent poll
by The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public
Affairs Research. It also found more than half of
Republicans at least somewhat worried about
leaving more people uninsured, as the House
plan is projected to do. March polls by Fox News
and Quinnipiac University showed overall mar-
gins of opposition to the GOP proposal nearing
or even exceeding those of Obama’s Affordable
Care Act, or ACA, at its lowest points - such as
when the HealthCare.gov website opened for
business in 2013 and promptly crashed. 

“Republicans are taking ownership of the
health care issue, and all the pleasure and pain
of health reform,” said Drew Altman, president of
the nonpartisan Kaiser Family Foundation, a
clearinghouse for information about the health
care system. “There has been a shift in focus
from the ACA itself to the Republican plans, and
who might lose benefits as a result.” Highlighting
the stakes, the uninsured rate among US adults
rose slightly in the first three months of this year,

according to an update Monday of a major
ongoing survey. The Gallup-Healthways Well-
Being Index found that 11.3 percent of adults
were uninsured, an increase from 10.9 percent in
the last two calendar quarters of 2016.

Big jump
“Only time will tell” if the uptick means the US is

again losing ground on health insurance, said sur-
vey director Dan Witters. “A lot of uncertainty has
been introduced into the marketplace through
efforts to repeal,” he said. “Plus premiums are now
realizing a big jump for the first time in the ACA
era.” Trump came into office with big, bold health
care promises. In a Washington Post interview
shortly before his inauguration he declared his
goal was “insurance for everybody,” hand-in-hand
with affordable coverage, “lower numbers, much
lower deductibles.” Although Trump said he’d soon
release a plan, none appeared.

Instead, after weeks of laboring behind closed
doors, House Republican leaders rolled out a pro-
posal March 6 that the president enthusiastically
embraced. But all the efforts of the White House
and congressional leadership haven’t convinced
GOP lawmakers to pass it. Congress is on a two-
week break with the health bill in limbo. Frustrated,
Trump is seeing his promise slip away to quickly
repeal “Obamacare” and replace it with something
better. Instead he could get left as the caretaker of
the ACA, a law he’s repeatedly called a “disaster” on
account of rising premiums and insurer exits that
diminish consumer choice in many communities.
Trump’s personal image has taken a blow, with the
AP-NORC poll finding that he gets his worst rating
on health care. About 6 in 10 people disapprove of
how the president has handled the issue.

Crisis issue
“It is a major failure that a high priority of

President Trump and the congressional
Republican leadership leads to no bill, and the
bill as proposed becomes unpopular even
among their own voters,” said Robert Blendon, a
professor at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health, who follows opinion trends on
health care. “It’s a real leadership crisis issue.”
Amid disapproval of the House GOP plan, some
polls have shown improved ratings for the ACA.
Gallup, for example, found “Obamacare” gained
majority approval for the first time. But that does
not change the fact that Republican voters
remain overwhelmingly opposed to Obama‘s
law and want it repealed.

Nonetheless, there’s recent evidence that
Republicans differ among themselves about
what “repeal” may mean. A Quinnipiac poll last
month found that 55 percent of Republicans
said Trump and the Republican-led Congress
should repeal “parts” of Obama’s law, while 42
percent said “all” of it should go. Only 2 percent
of Republicans said the ACA should not be
repealed. Republican views compare with 50
percent of the general public who say parts of
the ACA should be repealed, 20 percent who say
all of it should be repealed, and 27 percent who
say it should remain. The divisions among rank-
and-file Republicans appear to mirror what’s
going on in the House, where disagreements
among hardliners and moderates are keeping
Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wis, from putting together
enough votes to take the bill to the floor. Tim
Malloy, assistant director of the Quinnipiac poll,
said, “You have to figure a lot of people who vot-
ed for Trump are on Obamacare.” —AP

KHAZER, Iraq: Six-year-old Mustafa suffers
nightmares, cries at the sound of airplanes and
occasionally wets himself, symptoms that
worsened last year when an explosion in Mosul
killed his cousin and wounded his father
before his eyes. He was a young witness to
more than two years of Islamic State rule and
months of heavy fighting aimed at driving the
extremists from Iraq’s largest city. Like count-
less Iraqis, he shows symptoms of post-trau-
matic stress disorder, or PTSD, an epidemic
borne of years of war that is overwhelming the
country’s limited mental health services. “He
wants me to always stay with him. He is afraid,
he is scared of loud noises. Even when the chil-
dren speak loudly he becomes scared,” Intisar

Jadan Sultan, Mustafa’s mother, said at the
Khazer camp for displaced people.

“Even when we arrived at the camp, he
thought the fighting was still going on. He
didn’t understand that everything was over. He
doesn’t sleep well, he cannot relax, he screams
and cries until I take him in my arms.” Intisar said
Mustafa’s problems started when the family
had to flee Zumar, their hometown, three years
ago, but worsened considerably when the
fighting started in Mosul last November. Mental
health professionals say many displaced Mosul
residents experience nightmares, anxiety,
depression, aggression and irritability, all signs
of PTSD, a condition that may develop as a
result of exposure to serious violence.

“The rate of the population in Mosul that has
been affected during this war, it must be double
than in other wars,” said Dr. Karzan Jalal Shah,
director of the Irbil Psychiatric Hospital. “As a
result of living under IS rule for two years, not
only the war, but the killings, beheadings, cut-
ting off of hands in front of people, everyone
will have some kind of psychological symp-
toms.” The hospital receives about five patients
from Mosul every day, and there is little it can do
beyond referring them to private organizations.
The hospital has only seven psychiatrists, who
receive only a quarter of their salary, and little
medication because of the severe financial crisis
affecting the Kurdish regional government.

As a result, waiting lists are long and they

can dedicate only a few minutes to each
patient, many of whom never turn up again
because they cannot afford to regularly travel
between the camps and Irbil, an hour’s drive
away. “People come until they feel better, but it
takes time to treat these cases,” Shah said. Aid
organizations provide some care in the camps.
Doctors Without Borders has a psychiatrist in
Khazer camp four times a week and a psy-
chosocial counselor every day, while the
International Organization for Migration runs a
reintegration and socialization program for chil-
dren. Mustafa sees the psychiatrist regularly,
and attending kindergarten has helped. He
plays with the other kids and is visibly happy in
their company. His mother says he is steadily

improving, but she still needs to stay with him
all morning to calm him.

Because of the sensitivity of the subject, num-
bers are difficult to come by. Dr Omed Qadir,
senior psychiatrist in the Irbil hospital, said he
alone treated over 450 cases in the camps in the
last two years, including full-blown PTSD and
milder cases of depression, sleeping disorders
and substance abuse. Nearly 400,000 people
have been displaced from Mosul and surround-
ing areas since last October, according to the
United Nations. “This kind of stress has a nega-
tive impact on future mental health,” Shah said.
“There is no adequate mental health support in
Iraq. We expect to see higher rates of suicide and
self-harm, especially among children.”—AP

MOSUL, Iraq: In this file  photo, Intisar Jadan Sultan, left, sits with her family in a
tent at the Khazer refugee camp, in east Mosul, Iraq.—AP photos

MOSUL, Iraq: A 6-year-old, Mustafa, left, draws on a piece of paper next to another
child in a tent, at the Khazer refugee camp in east Mosul, Iraq.

MOSUL, Iraq: Intisar Jadan Sultan sits in a tent with her son
Mustafa at the Khazer refugee camp in east Mosul, Iraq.

Iraqis haunted by war overwhelm mental health facilities

Move over ‘Obamacare,’ Trump
plan is now the focus

‘A lot of people who voted for Trump are on Obamacare’

GENEVA: Swiss researchers said yesterday
they have developed a wireless camera sys-
tem to monitor vital signs in premature
babies, a move that could replace uncom-
fortable and highly inaccurate skin sensors.
The skin sensors currently used to monitor
vital signs in babies born prematurely gen-
erate false alarms in up to 90 percent of
cases, mainly set off by the baby’s move-
ment. “This is a source of discomfort for the
babies, because we have to check on them
every time,” Jean-Claude Fauchere, a doctor
at University Hospital Zurich’s neonatal
clinic, explained in a statement. “It’s also a
significant stress factor for nurses and a
poor use of their time-it distracts them
from managing real emergencies and can
affect quality of care,” he added.

His hospital is preparing to begin tests
of a new, contactless system created by
researchers at the EPFL polytechnical uni-
versity in Lausanne and at the Swiss Center
for Electronics and Microtechnology, CSEM,
in Neuchatel, the two schools said in a
statement. Researchers elsewhere have
also shown an interest in camera-based
baby monitoring, including a British com-
pany, Oxehealth, which has run tests on
newborns at a hospital in Oxford, England.
The system devised in Switzerland should
allow premature babies kept warm in
neonatal incubators to be medically moni-

tored using highly sensitive cameras that
detect the newborn’s pulse by detecting
and analyzing its skin color, which changes
ever so slightly every time its heart beats. 

“Breathing is monitored by measuring
movements of its thorax and shoulders. At
night, infrared cameras take over, which
means that monitoring can be carried out
non-stop,” the statement said.

The optical system was designed by
CSEM researchers, who chose cameras sen-
sitive enough to detect minute changes in
skin color, while the EPFL researchers
designed algorithms to process the data in
real time, it said. “We ran an initial study on
a group of adults, where we looked at a
defined patch of skin on their foreheads,”
EPFL doctoral student Sibylle Fallet said in
the statement.

“With our algorithms we can track this
area when the person moves, isolate the
skin pixels and use minor changes in their
color to determine the pulse,” she said,
adding that “the tests showed that the
cameras produced practically the same
results as conventional sensors.” Once the
system has been extensively tested on pre-
mature babies, it could one day replace
skin sensors altogether, the schools said. “In
addition to cutting down on false alarms, it
would also be more comfortable for the
babies,” the statement said. —AFP

GENEVA: This handout picture shows two scientists in a laboratory speaking to each
other as they check on an incubator with a system that should allow premature
babies to be medically monitored using highly sensitive cameras that track down the
newborn’ s pulse by detecting and analyzing its skin color.—AFP photos

Swiss test wireless cameras
to monitor newborns’ vital signs

HAMMAM AL-ALIL, Iraq: Hammam Al-Alil’s sul-
phur springs and reopened spa have become a
spot where the soldiers fighting in Mosul and the
civilians fleeing it meet for a rare moment of relax-
ation. “We fight on the front line and we come
here when we get leave,” said Sahad Mohammed
Jaber, a 32-year-old member of a federal police
artillery unit. “We relax, take a bath and go back to
battle,” said the young fighter, walking around the
dilapidated spa in his dripping wet white socks
and a police cap tightly fitted to the brow.
Hammam Al-Alil lies a half-hour drive south of the

front line in west Mosul, where thousands of Iraqi
forces are attempting to root out diehard Islamic
State group jihadists defending their last major
bastion in Iraq. The town on the west bank of the
Tigris river was retaken in the early stages of an
offensive, Iraq’s largest military operation in years,

that began almost six months ago. Hammam Al-
Alil, which means “The bath of the sick” in Arabic,
is well known across Iraq and, even though the
spa’s white tiles are peeling off the walls, it pro-
vides a much needed space for leisure. One soldier
does a backflip into one of the round pools of
warm sulphur water while others have their backs
rubbed down with soap. The spa is also open to
the tens of thousands of civilian men who contin-
ue to flee Mosul every week as Iraqi forces
advance through the city’s western half.

Some of them live in tents in a large and over-

crowded displacement camp just a few minutes
south of Hammam Al-Alil where everything from
drinking water to food and latrines are in short
supply. More than 200,000 people have already
fled west Mosul since a renewed offensive there
was launched in mid-February and after crossing

paths on the front line, soldiers and civilians meet
again at the spa. “I fled from the Yarmuk neighbor-
hood but Daesh caught me,” said Mohammed
Aziz, who walked from the camp for the displaced
with his son, brother and cousin.

‘These people were dirty’ 
“They took my ID, hit me on the head and

searched me before killing people who were flee-
ing in front me,” he recounted as he came out of
the shower.  “Many people, families... 19 people in
total. They assassinated children the age of my
son,” he said, squeezing Omar, his five-year-old
boy. “I made it out alive by saying I had a sponsor”
in the Islamic State group, he said, water dripping
from his hair. After spending close to three years of
his life trapped in the “caliphate” that IS pro-
claimed, Aziz said he was delighted to dip in the
same pool as the people the jihadists see as
heretics deserving death.

“There are people from Basra, Diwaniya,
Karbala, Baghdad... the people of the south are my
brothers,” he said with a broad smile. Iraq’s south is
mostly Shiite while Mosul is overwhelmingly Sunni.
While the regular forces are not recruited along
sectarian lines, their make-up reflects the country’s
demography and the majority of the fighters
involved in the six-month-old operation against IS
are Shiite. The staff at the Hammam Al-Ali spa are
also happy to see the place crowded again.

“Under Daesh, people had no money so very
few people came,” said Hussein Abdallah, one of
the spa’s employees. “Thank God, now salaries are
being paid again and the security forces also
come here.” There were some regular visitors
under the caliphate, Abdallah recalled. “Daesh
fighters would always come here. They would go
to fight and then come here after the battle,” he
said, listing some of their nationalities: “Iraqis,
Europeans, Chechens, Chinese...” “When we retook
this area, we changed the water,” said Laith Ali
Farhan, a government fighter. “Because you know,
these people were very dirty.”—AFP

GENEVA: Two cameras of a system that should allow premature babies kept warm in
neonatal incubators to be medically monitored using highly sensitive cameras.

Near Mosul, soldiers and
displaced meet at the spa

HAMMAM AL-ALI, Iraq: Iraqis bathe in a sulphur pond in Hamam Al-Alil, about 14 kilometers
(almost nine miles) from the southern outskirts of Mosul.—AFP photos
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SYDNEY: Coral bleached for two consecutive
years at Australia’s Great Barrier Reef has “zero
prospect” of recovery, scientists warned yester-
day, as they confirmed the site has again been
hit by warming sea temperatures. Researchers
said last month they were detecting another
round of mass bleaching this year after a severe
event in 2016, and their fears were confirmed
after aerial surveys of the entire 2,300-kilometre
(1,400-mile) long bio-diverse reef. Last year, the
northern areas of the World Heritage-listed area
were hardest hit, with the middle-third now
experiencing the worst effects.

“Bleached corals are not necessarily dead
corals, but in the severe central region we antici-
pate high levels of coral loss,” said James Kerry, a
marine biologist at James Cook University who
led the aerial surveys. “It takes at least a decade
for a full recovery of even the fastest growing
corals, so mass bleaching events 12 months
apart offer zero prospect of recovery for reefs
that were damaged in 2016.” It is the fourth time
coral bleaching-where stressed corals expel the
algae that live in their tissue and provide them
with food-has hit the reef after previous events
in 1998 and 2002.

Record temperatures 
“The combined impact of this back-to-back

bleaching stretches for 1,500 kilometers, leaving
only the southern third unscathed,” said Terry
Hughes, head of the Centre of Excellence for
Coral Reef Studies, also at James Cook
University. “The bleaching is caused by record-
breaking temperatures driven by global warm-
ing. “This year, 2017, we are seeing mass bleach-
ing, even without the assistance of El Nino con-
ditions,” he added, referring to the natural cli-
mate cycle in the Pacific Ocean.

The Barrier Reef is already under pressure
from farming run-off, development and the
crown-of-thorns starfish. It was also recently
hammered by category four Cyclone Debbie,
which barrelled through the region last month,
mostly affecting southern parts around the
Whitsunday islands which largely escaped the
bleaching. The extent of the destruction
wrought by Debbie is not yet known, although
scientists have said damage could range from
minor to severe. Queensland Parks and Wildlife
Service and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority began a study last week to determine
how extensive it might be and have already
found extensive pulverized coral at popular
snorkeling spots.

“The feedback that’s coming back is the more

sheltered areas have come out a bit better, but
they all seem to have suffered some form of
damage,” Association of Marine Park Tourism
Operators’ Brendon Robinson told the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation. The Whitsundays is
one of the reef ’s tourist hotspots, attracting
more than 40 percent of total visitors to the
iconic marine ecosystem.

Multiple impacts 
Hughes warned rising temperatures could

see more bleaching events. “Clearly the reef is
struggling with multiple impacts. Without a
doubt the most pressing of these is global warm-

ing,” he said.  “As temperatures continue to rise
the corals will experience more and more of
these events. One degree Celsius of warming so
far has already caused four events in the past 19
years. “Ultimately, we need to cut carbon emis-
sions, and the window to do so is rapidly closing.”

The world’s nations agreed in Paris in 2015 to
limit average warming to two degrees Celsius
(3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) over pre-industrial lev-
els, by curbing fossil fuel burning. Canberra in
2015 narrowly avoided UNESCO putting the reef
on its endangered list, and has committed more
than Aus$2.0 billion (US$1.5 billion) to protect it
over the next decade.—AFP

SEPANG, Malaysia: Enforcement officials in
Malaysia have seized 18 rhinoceros horns
imported from Mozambique, weighing 51.4
kg and worth 13.7 million ringgit ($3.1 mil-
lion), a senior customs official said yester-
day. Airport customs director Hamzah
Sundang said officials acting on a tip-off
discovered the horns in a wooden crate at
the Kuala Lumpur International Airport car-
go terminal last Friday. The haul is the latest
indication that Malaysia has become an
Asian transit hub for the illicit ivory and rhi-
no horn trade. The crate, listed as contain-
ing art objects, was imported from
Mozambique on board a Qatar Airways
flight which transited in Doha before arriv-
ing in Malaysia, Hamzah said in a statement. 

Hamzah said the destination was listed
as being in the town of Nilai in Malaysia’s
southern state of Negri Sembilan but it was
a false address. Rhino horn has been used
in traditional Chinese medicine for thou-
sands of years and is also carved into highly

prized libation cups. Under Malaysian law,
it is an offence to import rhino horns with-
out a license. In April last year Malaysia
destroyed 9.5 tons of elephant ivory that it
had seized over the years, in a move
intended to deter smugglers who have
long used the country as a trans-shipment
point. Malaysia has previously announced
in parliament that 4,624 ivory tusks were
confiscated between 2011 and 2014.

Ivory from African elephants is typically
smuggled to Asia where it is carved into
ornaments. Hamzah also said 2.12 kg of
ketamine worth 94.4 million ringgit was
confiscated at the airport’s budget terminal
from a foreigner who arrived last
Wednesday from Chennai in India. “During
an X-ray of the man’s bag, we found white
crystals which we believe was ketamine,” he
said.  Hamzah said the case was being
investigated under the Dangerous Drugs
Act 1952 which carries a mandatory death
penalty upon conviction.—AFP

‘Zero recovery’ for corals in 

back-to-back Australia bleaching

TEPIC, Mexico: Melting glaciers, intense
storms and other climate-related shocks
are expected to ramp up pressure on Latin
America’s infrastructure, which needs to be
stronger to stand the test, the World Bank
said.  Better infrastructure could also help
reduce inequality, lift people out of poverty
and promote development, it said in a new
report.  Reliance on hydropower makes the
region’s clean energy supplies vulnerable,
while drought could menace water-
stressed cities, it added. “It’s becoming
increasingly visible that it’s necessary to
make infrastructure more resilient,” said
report co-author Marianne Fay, chief econ-
omist with the World Bank’s sustainable
development division.

“We need to figure out what future you
have to prepare for,” she told journalists.
“We also suggest to take approaches that
have no regrets - that make sense whatever
happens.” Latin America and the Caribbean
spent 2.8 percent of gross domestic prod-
uct last year on infrastructure, compared
with around 4 to 8 percent in other regions,
the report said.  The challenge is how to
make that investment more efficient and
better targeted in the region that often has
poor or non-existent services outside major
cities, said the bank.

To limit disruptions, transport, water
and sewage systems must be bolstered to
withstand growing pressure from climate
change, the report said.  Electricity demand

will likely rise due to increased heat waves,
while extreme weather patterns will necessi-
tate flood-prevention measures, it added. A
mix of engineered infrastructure, ecosystem
services and mapping of risks and vulnera-
bilities could help combat problems, it said.

Retrofitting slums
Fay highlighted Latin America’s poor

sanitation and high dependency on solid
cooking fuels as major public health chal-
lenges in the middle-income region, where
countries face tight budget constraints.
Water-supply coverage is relatively high,
but its quality is inadequate and less than
30 percent of wastewater is treated.  More
than 20 million people, mainly in rural
areas, still lack access to improved drinking
water, noted the report. 

Overall electricity access is high, it said,
but 22 million do not have power - mainly
in Haiti, Peru and Guatemala.  Meanwhile,
87 million have no access to non-solid fuels,
with Mexico and Brazil among those most
affected. “Low quality of life, severe health
problems, poor education and medical care,
and limited opportunities for raising
incomes and living standards are associated
with a lack of electricity and non-solid fuels,”
said the report. The “last mile” challenge to
get water and electricity to the region’s
poorest is compounded by their remote-
ness, and demands innovative technology,
delivery and funding, it said. — Reuters

GREAT BARRIER REEF, QUEENSLAND, Australia: These file photos taken on September 22, 2014
show fish swimming through the coral on Australia’s Great Barrier Reef.—AFP photos

Latin America needs 

to climate proof 

infrastructure - World Bank

Malaysia seizes big shipment 

of rhino horns at airport

SEPANG, Malaysia: Malaysian Airports Customs Director Hamzah Sundang (center)
displays seized Rhino horns during a press conference at the Customs Complex in
Sepang yesterday.—AFP
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Located in the heart of the city
with close proximity to key
business districts, Palazzo

Versace Dubai is the perfect base for
corporate travelers in the city. The
newly introduced Business Traveler
Package provides an array of exclu-
sive comforts, ensuring a trip that
combines both business and leisure.
Located along the shores of the his-
toric Dubai creek, business travelers
are just aten-minute drive from
Dubai International Airport (DXB),
the World Trade Centre and Dubai
International Financial Centre (DIFC).

As the regional hub for business
and commerce, Dubai serves as an
attractive destination for companies
and investors from around the world,
as well as those visiting on business.
Conveniently located close to the

airport, Palazzo Versace Dubai offer
the new Business Traveler package
that caters to short 24-hour stops as
well as longer corporate stays. Ever
since it’s opening in November 2015,
Palazzo Versace Dubai has emerged
as a hotel synonymous with high-
quality service and one-of-a-kind
hospitality in the region. 

The Business Traveler Package
includes a host of conveniences
including complimentary high-
speed Wi-Fi access, a suit and shirt
pressing service and transfers from
Dubai International Airport and
meeting drop off (if booked for a
minimum of three nights) as well as
a 20% discount on food, beverages
and spa treatments and double
iPrefer reward points. Business trav-
elers can also avail of a complimen-

tary shuttle service to Dubai Mall
and Dubai Festival City Mall

Palazzo Versace Dubai’s world-
renowned restaurants headed by
leading international chefs, magnifi-
cent swimming pools and extrava-
gant dÈcor ensure a one-of-kind, lux-
urious experience for guests and
business travelers alike. This makes it
the preferred destination for clien-
tele worldwide in search of are
remarkable lifestyle experience.
Acclaimed for its exceptional service
and hospitality, Palazzo Versace
Dubai’s opulent rooms feature mosa-
ic-tiled bathrooms, and balconies
overlooking either the Dubai Creek
or Culture Village. Suites feature liv-
ing rooms, 24-hour butler service,
and access to a stylish private
lounge.

New Check-in Service for Business 
Travelers at Palazzo Versace Dubai

South African Tshwane group performs 

The music performance of visiting South African Tshwane group won the heart of both Kuwaitis and expatriates with their wonderful performances. The event was organized in celebration of Kuwait as the Islamic capital for youth with the part-
nership of national council for culture, arts and letters at al Dasma theater over the weekend.

Vigor Events launches
Knowledge Club 2017 

After a very successful year in 2016, the country’s
leading knowledge transfer platform - The
Knowledge Club(tm) will launch its 5th edition

in April 2017 with a one day seminar - ‘Leading across
Cultures’ - with Erin Meyer, who is a professor at
INSEAD Business School and one of the world’s top HR
influencers in 2016. 

The highly practical seminar will shed light on one
of today’s most pressing business issues: how do dif-
ferent cultures influence the way to do business
when working globally. Drawing examples from her
book - “The Culture Map - breaking through the
Invisible Boundaries of Global Business” Erin will pro-
vide attendees with vital insights for working effec-
tively with one’s counterparts in the new global mar-
ketplace, building a more cohesive and successful
team: one that will work together to bridge gaps,
transform differences into assets, and ultimately
grow your business. 

The seminar is a must attend for global leaders
who manage the collaboration of their team mem-
bers across the world, sales and marketing experts
who negotiate and make deals with clients in other
countries, senior managers currently (about to be)
posted abroad and anyone whose business success
relies on their ability to work with internationally
based clients, colleagues or employees. 

Erin has worked in Africa, Europe, and the United
States to study the communication patterns and busi-
ness systems of different parts of the world. She has
also won the 2015 Thinkers50 “On the Radar” award
as an up-and-coming thinker most likely to shape the
future of business and business thinking and publish-
es in Harvard business review, New York Times and
forbes.com. She has also been interviewed on CNN,
Bloomberg TV, the BBC and NPR.

Based on thorough market research of the region’s
business world and feedback received from last year’s
attendees, this year’s Knowledge Club will focus on
the top needed business competencies of leadership,
communication, teamwork, HR management, strate-
gy & planning and public speaking. 

The Leading across cultures seminar will be taking
place on the 18th of April 2017 at Hilton Resort,
Mangaf from 9am to 4pm and is organized by Vigor
Events& Co-Organized by ALGAS Events Company.
Members of the Knowledge Club(tm) this year
includes Hadi Clinic as Gold Member, Warba Bank as
Silver Member, Kuwait Oil Company as Corporate
member and media support from the International
Advertising Association (Kuwait Chapter).

Marriott Hotels in Kuwait are offer-
ing their guests exclusive deals
and benefits on rooms and

restaurants. The exciting array of promo-
tions include the perfect weekend escape
which offers GCC nationals and residents
discounts of up to 30% on rooms and
suites at JW Marriott Kuwait City,
Courtyard by Marriott Kuwait and
Residence Inn by Marriott Kuwait City. In
addition, the package also includes com-
plimentary buffet breakfast, free WIFI, and

free meals for children under 6 years old.
To add to the exclusive benefits, guests
can enjoy free access to the swimming
pool and health club. Free valet parking
and shared airport transfers will also be
available along with early check-in and
late check-out, subject to availability. It is
also worthy to note that JW Marriott Hotel
Kuwait and Courtyard by Marriott Kuwait
have a direct exclusive entrance to “Salhia”
and “Arraya” Shopping Malls, where guests
can shop between an array of world-class

retail brands. A superb dining experience
can be enjoyed at the “Terrace Grill”
Restaurant at JW Marriott Kuwait. The
restaurant offers certified US Angus beef
and dishes like filet mignon, rib-eye steak
and other premium cuts. In addition,
guests can also enjoy a wide range of
seafood dishes such as grilled gulf
shrimps, fresh salmon and a lot more.

Furthermore, guests can celebrate
Easter in style with a relaxed Sunday Easter
feast, with a menu of traditional treats and

mouth-watering oriental and international
favorites, at “Crossroads” Restaurant at JW
Marriott Kuwait and “Atrium” Restaurant at
Courtyard Kuwait. The Easter Sunday
Lunch is on April 16th, from 12.30pm to
4.00pm. George Aoun, Cluster General
Manager at Kuwait Marriott Hotels said,
“With everything from the finest dining to
value-oriented hotels and ultimate shop-
ping experiences, our goal is to offer great
value for money deals and the highest lev-
el of customer service to our guests.”

Marriott Hotels launches new offers
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National Real Estate Company (NREC)
hosted “Dasman Art Jam” which was
held on Wednesday April 5 2017 at

Dasman Complex, one of NREC’s projects in
Sharq, Kuwait City. The Art Jam attended by a
large number of art lovers and critics, was
held under the theme “Away From the Usual”
in collaboration with Red Bull Kuwait, DJ
Kaid, and DJ Liilii. 

The event started with a word from the

organizers to familiarize participants with the
Art Jam concept, and the distribution of art
supplies. All participants gathered in the
Dasman Complex courtyard to unleash their
creative talent and artistic vision on canvas,
accompanied with live music.  “It is my pleas-
ure to participate in this Art Jam and to be a
part of this event tonight which is really
extraordinary. We were given the chance to
portray our emotions and talents and prove

our skills in a live show in front of audience
and art enthusiasts” commented one of the
participating artists. 

He then added,” I’d like to thank the organ-
izers for this forward looking event and I do
hope that such an event will be repeated and
will become one of the several key Kuwaiti
art events that are frequently witnessed dur-
ing the year.”

The Art Jam concluded by selecting the

top three paintings that captured the audi-
ence’s imagination. With the aid of judges
Sarah Chouari, owner of Art Space and
Mohammad Abou Hakmeh, also known as
“Monstariam”, the winner of the first place
was awarded KD 300, while the second
place won a Photoshop training at New
Horizons Institute, while the third winner
received a set of art and drawing supplies
from Al-Metlaa Al-Akhdar, a tenant in

Dasman Complex. The paintings of all par-
ticipants will be displayed for a week at the
ground floor of Dasman Complex in Sharq,
for those interested in art to have a chance
to view the portraits that were presented
at the event.  This Art Jam proves the ele-
vated artistic astuteness of the Kuwaiti
community and that art is a universal lan-
guage that unites people and brings
places to life.

Dasman Art Jam ‘Away from the Usual’

Jordanian community holds special meet 

Aspecial dinner was held during the meeting of Jordanian community representatives. At the event, Dr Abdallah Al-Aqeeli launched an initiative to reward outstanding performances in the academic field.
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00:00   Never Back Down: No Surrender   
02:00   Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No!   
04:00   I Am Number Four   
06:00   Fury   
08:15   Black Rose   
09:45   I Am Number Four   
11:45   Metro   
13:30   Fury   
15:45   Navy Seals: The Battle For New
Orleans   
17:30   Blown Away   
19:45   King Arthur   
22:00   Die Hard       

00:45   Swamp Brothers   
01:10   Vet On The Loose   
01:40   Swamp Brothers   
02:05   Vet On The Loose   
02:35   Swamp Brothers   
03:00   In Too Deep   
03:25   Swamp Brothers      
05:27   Vet On The Loose   
05:49   Gator Boys   
06:36   Gorilla School   
07:00   Swamp Brothers   
07:25   Lone Star Law   
08:15   Treetop Cat Rescue   
08:40   Treetop Cat Rescue   
09:10   Life At Vet University   
10:05   Rugged Justice   
11:00   Wildest India   
11:55   Bondi Vet   
12:50   Pandamonium   
13:45   Pandamonium   
14:40   Pandamonium   
18:20   Predators Up Close With Joel
Lambert   
19:15   Rugged Justice   
20:10   Pit Bulls & Parolees   
21:05   Lone Star Law   
22:00   Predators Up Close With Joel
Lambert   
22:55   Gator Boys   
23:50   Gator Boys   

00:55   Eastenders   
01:30   Poldark   
02:30   Line Of Duty   
03:25   Eastenders   

04:00   The Musketeers   
05:00   The Musketeers   
06:00   Doctors   
06:30   Eastenders   
07:00   Holby City   
07:55   Father Brown   
08:45   Doctor Who   
09:35   Doctor Who   
10:30   Doctors   
11:00   Eastenders   
11:30   Father Brown   
12:15   Doctor Who   
13:10   Doctor Who   
14:10   Doctors   
14:45   Eastenders   
15:15   Father Brown   
16:00   Doctor Who   
17:00   Doctor Who   
18:00   Doctors   
18:30   Eastenders   
19:05   Father Brown   
20:00   Scott & Bailey   
21:00   The Level   
21:55   The Level   
22:50   Class   
23:40   Doctors     

00:00   Escaping Evil: My Life In A Cult   
01:00   Britain's Darkest Taboos   
02:00   They Took Our Child, We Got Her
Back   
03:00   Leah Remini: Scientology And The
Aftermath   
04:00   Escaping Evil: My Life In A Cult   
05:00   Britain's Darkest Taboos   
06:00   The First 48   
07:00   The First 48   
08:00   Britain's Biggest Heists   
09:00   I Killed My BFF   
10:00   I Killed My BFF   
11:00   Evil Up Close   
12:00   Evil Up Close   
13:00   Evil Up Close   
14:00   It Takes A Killer   
14:30   It Takes A Killer   
15:00   It Takes A Killer   
15:30   It Takes A Killer   
16:00   Homicide Hunter   
17:00   Homicide Hunter   
18:00   Crime Stories   
19:00   Crime Stories   
20:00   The First 48   
21:00   Homicide Hunter   
22:00   Crimes That Shook Australia   
23:00   Evil Up Close      

00:05   John Oliver's New York Stand Up
Show   
00:55   Kroll Show   
01:20   The Alternative Comedy
Experience   
01:45   Inside Amy Schumer   
02:10   Chappelle's Show   
02:35   Ugly Americans   
03:00   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah   
03:25   Disorderly Conduct: Video On

Patrol   
04:15   Lip Sync Battle   
04:40   Ridiculousness   
05:05   Disaster Date   
05:30   Framework   
06:20   Hungry Investors   
07:10   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
08:00   Disaster Date   
08:25   Disaster Date   
08:50   Ridiculousness   
09:15   Key And Peele   
09:40   Disaster Date   
10:05   Ridiculousness   
10:30   Impractical Jokers UK   
10:55   Framework   
11:45   Impractical Jokers   
12:10   Lip Sync Battle   
12:35   Impractical Jokers UK   
13:00   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
13:50   Ridiculousness   
14:15   Framework   
15:05   The Jim Gaffigan Show   
15:30   Disaster Date   
15:55   Disaster Date   
16:20   Impractical Jokers UK   
16:45   Lip Sync Battle   
17:10   Key And Peele   
17:35   Catch A Contractor   
18:00   Catch A Contractor   
18:25   Ridiculousness   
18:50   Disaster Date   
19:15   Lip Sync Battle   
19:40   Lip Sync Battle   
20:05   Key And Peele   
20:30   Comedy Central Presents Comedy
3alwagef   
21:00   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah   
21:30   Ridiculousness Arabia   
22:00   The Half Hour   
22:25   John Oliver's New York Stand Up
Show   
23:15   The Alternative Comedy
Experience   
23:40   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah    

00:05   Kids Do The Craziest Things   
00:30   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
01:20   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
02:10   Dirty Jobs   
03:00   Dirty Jobs   
03:50   Ultimate Survival   
04:40   Ultimate Survival   
05:30   Ultimate Survival   
06:20   How It's Made   
06:40   How It's Made   
07:00   Doki   
07:25   Doki   

07:50   Bear Grylls Survival School   
08:15   Bear Grylls Survival School   
08:40   How It's Made   
09:05   How It's Made   
09:30   How It's Made   
09:55   How It's Made   
10:20   How It's Made   
10:45   How It's Made   
11:10   How It's Made   
11:35   How It's Made   
12:00   How It's Made   
12:25   How It's Made   
12:50   Ultimate Survival   
13:40   Ultimate Survival   
14:30   Ultimate Survival   
15:20   Ultimate Survival   
16:10   Ultimate Survival   
17:00   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
17:50   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
18:40   Deception With Keith Barry   
19:30   Zoltan The Wolfman   
20:20   Raging Nature   
21:10   Bionic Builders   
22:00   Destroyed In Seconds   
22:25   Destroyed In Seconds   
22:50   Destroyed In Seconds   
23:15   Destroyed In Seconds   
23:40   Destroyed In Seconds   

00:10   Hank Zipzer   
00:35   Binny And The Ghost   
01:00   Binny And The Ghost   
01:25   Hank Zipzer   
01:45   The Hive   
01:50   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
02:15   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
02:40   Hank Zipzer   
03:05   Binny And The Ghost   
03:30   Binny And The Ghost   
03:55   Hank Zipzer   
04:15   The Hive   
04:20   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
04:45   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
05:10   Hank Zipzer   
05:35   Binny And The Ghost   
06:00   Binny And The Ghost   
06:25   Hank Zipzer   
06:45   The Hive   
06:50   The 7D   
07:00   Jessie   
07:25   Jessie   
07:50   Tsum Tsum Shorts   
07:55   The Zhuzhus   
08:20   Elena Of Avalor   
08:45   Bizaardvark   
09:10   Bizaardvark   
09:35   Stuck In The Middle   
10:00   Stuck In The Middle   
10:25   Disney The Lodge   
10:50   Bunk'd   
11:15   Bunk'd   
11:40   The Incredibles   
13:40   Disney Mickey Mouse   
13:45   Bizaardvark   
14:10   Bizaardvark   

14:35   Bizaardvark   
15:00   Bizaardvark   
15:25   Jessie   
15:50   Jessie   
16:15   Disney Cookabout   
16:40   Austin & Ally   
17:05   Eco Club   
17:10   Elena Of Avalor   
17:35   Liv And Maddie   
18:00   Disney The Lodge   
18:25   The Little Mermaid   
19:55   Welcome To The Ronks   
20:05   Stuck In The Middle   
20:30   Bizaardvark   
20:55   Bunk'd   
21:20   Best Friends Whenever   
21:45   Disney The Lodge   
22:10   Girl Meets World   
22:35   That's So Raven   
23:00   Good Luck Charlie   
23:25   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
23:50   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch     

00:00   Henry Hugglemonster   
00:15   Calimero   
00:30   Art Attack   
00:55   Zou   
01:05   Loopdidoo   
01:20   Henry Hugglemonster   
01:35   Calimero   
01:50   Zou   
02:05   Art Attack   
02:30   The Hive   
02:40   Loopdidoo   
02:55   Henry Hugglemonster   
03:10   Art Attack   
03:35   Loopdidoo   
03:50   Calimero   
04:05   Art Attack   
04:30   Henry Hugglemonster   
04:45   Zou   
05:00   Art Attack   
05:30   Henry Hugglemonster   
05:45   Loopdidoo   
06:00   Zou   
06:15   Calimero   
06:30   Loopdidoo   
06:45   Henry Hugglemonster   
07:00   My Friends Tigger & Pooh   
07:25   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
07:50   Goldie & Bear   
08:15   Miles From Tomorrow   
08:40   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
09:10   Sofia The First   
09:35   Doc McStuffins   
10:00   The Lion Guard   

10:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
10:55   Sofia The First   
11:25   Goldie & Bear   
11:50   Goldie & Bear   
12:00   The Wizard Of Dizz   
12:55   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
13:20   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
13:45   Minnie's Bow-Toons   
13:50   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
14:15   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
14:40   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
15:05   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
15:40   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
16:05   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
16:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
17:00   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
17:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
17:55   A Goofy Fairy Tale   
18:45   PJ Masks   
19:00   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
19:25   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
19:50   PJ Masks   
20:05   Goldie & Bear   
20:35   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
21:00   Sheriff Callie's Wild West   
21:30   Miles From Tomorrow   
22:00   Miles From Tomorrow   
22:25   Miles From Tomorrow   
22:55   PJ Masks   
23:20   Henry Hugglemonster   
23:35   The Hive   
23:45   Loopdidoo      

00:20   Wheels That Fail   
00:45   Alaskan Bush People   
01:35   Alaskan Bush People   
02:25   Alaskan Bush People   
03:15   Alaskan Bush People   
04:05   Alaskan Bush People   
05:00   Alaskan Bush People   
06:00   Outback Truckers   
06:50   Street Outlaws   
07:40   Fast N' Loud   
08:30   The Island With Bear Grylls   
09:20   Storage Hunters   
09:45   How Do They Do It?   
10:10   How Do They Do It?   
10:35   What On Earth?   
11:25   Treasure Quest: Snake Island   
12:15   The Wheel: Survival Games   
13:05   How Do They Do It?   
13:30   Storage Hunters   
13:55   Storage Hunters   
14:20   Gold Rush   
15:10   The Island With Bear Grylls   
16:00   Outback Truckers   
16:50   Fast N' Loud   
17:40   Street Outlaws   
18:30   How Do They Do It?   
18:55   How Do They Do It?   
19:20   The Island With Bear Grylls   
20:10   Storage Hunters   
20:35   Storage Hunters   
21:00   Supertruckers   
21:50   Toucan Nation   
22:40   Running Wild With Bear Grylls   
23:30   Fast N' Loud    

06:00   Guardians Of The Galaxy   
06:25   Marvel Ultimate Spider-Man vs
The Sinister 6   
06:50   Atomic Puppet   
07:15   Gravity Falls   
07:40   Supa Strikas   
08:05   Two More Eggs   
08:10   K.C. Undercover   
08:35   Milo Murphy's Law   
09:00   Walk The Prank   
09:25   Right Now Kapow   
09:50   Lab Rats   
10:15   Two More Eggs   
10:20   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
10:45   Mighty Med   
11:10   K.C. Undercover   
11:35   Lab Rats: Bionic Island   
12:00   Tarzan 2   
13:20   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
13:45   Gamer's Guide To Pretty Much
Everything   
14:10   Disney Mickey Mouse   
14:15   Milo Murphy's Law   
14:40   K.C. Undercover   
15:05   Walk The Prank   
15:30   Atomic Puppet   
15:55   Lab Rats   
16:25   Right Now Kapow   
16:50   K.C. Undercover   
17:15   Future-Worm!   
17:40   Star Wars Freemaker Adventures   
18:05   Disney Mickey Mouse   
18:10   Star Wars Rebels   
18:35   Tarzan 2   
19:55   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
20:20   Kickin' It   
20:45   Mighty Med   
21:10   Star Wars Rebels   
21:40   Disney Mickey Mouse   
21:45   Marvel's Avengers Assemble   
22:10   Marvel Ultimate Spider-Man vs
The Sinister 6   
22:35   Boyster   
23:00   Programmes Start At 6:00am KSA     

00:00   WAGs Miami   
00:55   WAGs Miami   
01:50   E! News   
02:50   Celebrity Style Story   
03:20   Celebrity Style Story   
03:50   Just Jillian   
04:40   Just Jillian   
05:30   Celebrity Style Story   
06:00   Hollywood Medium With Tyler
Henry   
06:50   E! News   
07:20   EJ NYC   
08:10   E! News   
09:05   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
09:55   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
10:45   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
11:35   So Cosmo   
12:25   So Cosmo   
13:20   So Cosmo   
14:15   Botched   
15:10   Botched   
16:05   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
17:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
18:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
19:00   E! News   
20:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
21:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
22:00   Rob & Chyna   
23:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   

00:00   Man Fire Food   
00:30   Man Fire Food   
01:00   Restaurant: Impossible   
02:00   Mystery Diners   
02:30   Mystery Diners   
03:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
03:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
04:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
04:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
05:00   Guy's Grocery Games   
06:00   Roadtrip With G. Garvin   
06:30   Roadtrip With G. Garvin   
07:00   Chopped   
08:00   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
08:30   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
09:00   The Pioneer Woman   
09:30   The Pioneer Woman   
10:00   Siba's Table   
10:30   Siba's Table   
11:00   Anna Olson: Bake   
11:30   Anna Olson: Bake   
12:00   Man Fire Food   
12:30   Man Fire Food   
13:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
13:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
14:00   Chopped   
15:00   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
15:30   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
16:00   The Pioneer Woman   
16:30   The Pioneer Woman   
17:00   Siba's Table   
17:30   Siba's Table   

18:00   Anna Olson: Bake   
18:30   Anna Olson: Bake   
19:00   Man Fire Food   
19:30   Man Fire Food   
20:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
20:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
21:00   Tia Mowry At Home   
21:30   Tia Mowry At Home   
22:00   Dinner At Tiffani's   
22:30   Dinner At Tiffani's   
23:00   Chopped   

00:15   Coronation Street   
00:35   Coronation Street   
01:00   Paul O'Grady's Animal Orphans   
02:00   Coronation Street   
02:25   Coronation Street   
02:45   Coronation Street   
03:10   Coronation Street   
03:30   Coronation Street   
03:55   The Chase   
04:45   Come Date With Me Australia   
05:35   Come Date With Me Australia   
06:00   Come Date With Me Australia   
06:25   Ant & Dec's Saturday Night
Takeaway   
07:35   Surprise Surprise   
08:35   Guess This House   
09:30   Murdoch Mysteries   
10:25   Vera   
11:55   Broadchurch   
12:50   Broadchurch   
13:45   Ant & Dec's Saturday Night
Takeaway   
15:00   It's Not Rocket Science   
15:55   Paul O'Grady's Animal Orphans   
16:50   Surprise Surprise   
17:50   Brief Encounters   
18:45   Ant & Dec's Saturday Night
Takeaway   
20:00   Vera   
21:30   Murdoch Mysteries   
22:20   Paul O'Grady's Animal Orphans   
23:15   Brief Encounters   

00:00   The Universe   
01:00   The Universe   
02:00   The Universe   
02:50   The Universe   
03:40   The Universe   
04:30   The Universe   
05:20   The Universe   
06:10   The Universe   
07:00   The Universe   
08:00   The Universe   
09:00   The Universe   
10:00   The Universe   
11:00   The Universe   
12:00   The Universe   
13:00   The Universe   
14:00   The Universe   
15:00   The Universe   
16:00   The Universe   
17:00   The Universe   
18:00   Bible Secrets Revealed   
19:00   Ancient Top 10   
20:00   Million Dollar Genius   
21:00   Ancient Aliens   
22:00   Engineering Disasters   
23:00   Smartest Guy In The Room   
23:30   Smartest Guy In The Room    

00:20   Ice Road Truckers   
01:10   Hunting Hitler   
02:00   Counting Cars   
02:25   Car Hunters   
02:50   Ultimate Wheels   
03:40   Fifth Gear   
04:30   Storage Wars Texas   
05:00   Hoard Hunters   
06:00   Leepu And Pitbull   
06:50   Ice Road Truckers   
07:40   Counting Cars   
08:30   Pawn Stars   
08:55   Pawn Stars   
09:20   Storage Wars   
09:45   Storage Wars   
10:10   American Pickers   
11:00   The Curse Of Oak Island   
11:50   Battle 360   
12:40   Swamp People   
13:30   Ax Men   
14:20   Mountain Men   
15:10   Ice Road Truckers   
16:00   Leepu And Pitbull   
16:50   Pawn Stars   
17:15   Pawn Stars   
17:40   Gold Hunters: Legend Of The
Superstition...   
18:30   Search For The Lost Giants   
19:20   Mountain Men   
20:10   American Pickers   
21:00   Pawn Stars   
21:25   Pawn Stars Best Of   
21:50   Storage Wars: Barry's Best Buys   
22:40   Counting Cars   
23:05   Car Hunters   
23:30   American Pickers   

00:40   Chasing The Sun   
01:05   Mega Food   
01:55   Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia   
02:20   Hotel India   
03:10   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Med   
04:00   Restoration Man   
04:50   Raw Travel   
05:20   Raw Travel   
05:45   Valentine Warner Eats Scandinavia   
06:15   Confucius Was A Foodie   
07:10   The Game Chef   
07:35   The Game Chef   
08:05   Carnival Eats   
08:30   Carnival Eats   
09:00   Route Awakening   
09:25   My Dubai   
09:55   Lucky Chow   
10:20   Chasing The Sun   
10:50   Chasing The Sun   
11:15   World's Best Beaches   
12:10   Croatia's Finest   
12:40   Bondi Rescue Outback Adventure   
13:35   Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia   
14:00   Hotel India   
14:55   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Med   
15:50   Restoration Man   
16:45   Raw Travel   
17:15   Route Awakening   
17:40   My Dubai   
18:10   Cruise Ship Diaries   
19:05   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Med   
20:00   Restoration Man   
20:55   Raw Travel   
21:20   Route Awakening   
21:45   My Dubai   
22:10   Cruise Ship Diaries   
23:00   Bondi Rescue Outback Adventure   
23:50   Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia   

00:10   Mega Factories   
01:00   Origins: The Journey Of
Humankind   
02:00   Monster Fish   
03:00   Wicked Tuna   
04:00   Mine Kings   
05:00   Forbidden Tomb Of Genghis Khan   
06:00   Lawless Island   
07:00   Uncensored With Michael Ware   
08:00   Scam City   
09:00   Locked Up Abroad   
10:00   Origins: The Journey Of
Humankind   
11:00   Parched   
12:00   Filthy Riches   
13:00   Dog Whisperer   
14:00   Dog Whisperer   
15:00   Monster Fish   
16:00   Wicked Tuna   
17:00   Titanic: Case Closed   
19:00   Monster Fish   
20:00   Wicked Tuna   
20:50   Titanic: Case Closed   
22:30   Monster Fish   
23:20   Forbidden Tomb Of Genghis Khan       

00:20   World's Deadliest Killers   
01:10   Killer Dragons   
02:00   Jobs That Bite!   
02:50   Africa's Creative Killers   
03:45   Animals Gone Wild   
04:40   Wild Indochina   
05:35   Africa's Hunters   
06:30   Monster Fish   
07:25   Monster Fish   
08:20   World's Deadliest Animals   
09:15   Survive The Wild   
10:10   Animals Gone Wild Compilations   
11:05   Wild Case Files   
12:00   Dangerous Encounters   
12:55   Jobs That Bite!   
13:50   Africa's Creative Killers   
14:45   Animals Gone Wild   
15:40   The Desert Sea   
16:35   Wild Indochina   
17:30   Dr Oakley: Yukon Vet   
18:25   Hunter Hunted   
19:20   Animals Gone Wild   
20:10   The Desert Sea   
21:00   Wild Indochina   
21:50   Dr Oakley: Yukon Vet   
22:40   Hunter Hunted   
23:30   Dangerous Encounters    

01:00   The Amazing Wizard Of Paws   
03:00   White Fang 2: Myth Of The White
Wolf   
05:00   Wall-E   
07:00   Tinker Bell And The Lost Treasure   
09:00   Alice In Wonderland   
11:00   Wall-E   

13:00   Meet The Robinsons   
15:00   Atlantis: The Lost Empire   
17:00   Atlantis: Milo's Return   
19:00   Max Keeble's Big Move   
21:00   I'll Be Home For Christmas   
23:00   Atlantis: The Lost Empire   

00:00   Belles Familles   
02:00   The End Of The Tour   
04:00   Fast Girls   
06:00   Batkid Begins   
08:00   Young Ones   
10:00   Boychoir   
12:00   The End Of The Tour   
14:00   Love & Mercy   
16:00   The Better Angels   
18:00   Brooklyn   
20:00   Lost River   
22:00   Jayne Mansfield's Car   

00:45   The Wild Thornberrys Movie   
02:30   The Adventures Of Rocky And
Bullwinkle   
04:15   Rugrats In Paris: The Movie   
06:00   Pet Pals In Windland   
07:30   Cher Ami   
09:15   The Nutcracker Sweet   
10:45   The Wild Thornberrys Movie   
12:30   The Adventures Of Rocky And
Bullwinkle   
14:15   The Heart Of The Oak   
16:00   The Nutcracker Sweet   
18:00   Daddy I'm A Zombie   
20:00   Big Baby   
21:45   The Heart Of The Oak   
23:15   Cher Ami     

00:45   Dr. No   
02:45   Enemy Of The State   
05:00   Man Of The House   
07:00   The Lovely Bones   
09:15   Con Air   
11:15   Enemy Of The State   
13:30   The Ladykillers   
15:30   Reign Over Me   
17:45   Independence Day   
20:15   127 Hours   
22:00   Fifty Shades Of Grey     

00:30   The Big Brain Theory   
01:20   The Big Brain Theory   
02:10   Prototype This   
03:00   Prototype This   
03:48   How Do They Do It?   
04:12   How Do They Do It?   
04:36   How Do They Do It?   
05:00   Food Factory      
07:00   How Do They Do It?   
07:26   The Big Brain Theory   
08:14   The Big Brain Theory   
09:02   The Big Brain Theory   
09:50   Prototype This   
10:38   Prototype This   
11:26   Mythbusters   
12:14   Mythbusters    
17:26   How Do They Do It?   
19:30   Sci-Fi Science   
22:00   Ways To Save The Planet   
22:50   Ways To Save The Planet   
23:40   Ways To Save The Planet   

00:20   I Know What You Weighed Last
Summer   
01:10   An Hour To Save Your Life   
02:00   Toddlers & Tiaras: Coach Wars   
03:35   Sister Wives   
04:20   Toddlers & Tiaras   
05:10   Toddlers & Tiaras   
06:00   Super Soul Sunday   
06:50   Toddlers & Tiaras: Coach Wars   
08:30   Little People, Big World   
08:55   Little People, Big World   
09:20   Little People, Big World   
10:10   Love At First Swipe   
10:35   Cake Boss   
11:00   My Big Fat Fabulous Life   
11:25   Say Yes To The Dress:
Bridesmaids   
11:50   Super Soul Sunday   
12:40   Iyanla: Fix My Life   
13:30   Randy To The Rescue   
14:20   Outdaughtered: Busby Quints   
15:10   Toddlers & Tiaras   
16:00   Little People, Big World   
16:25   Little People, Big World   
16:50   Little People, Big World   
17:40   Love At First Swipe   
18:05   Cake Boss   
18:30   Save My Style   
18:55   Save My Style   
19:20   My Big Fat Fabulous Life   
19:45   Say Yes To The Dress:
Bridesmaids   YOUNG ONES ON OSN MOVIES FESTIVAL

127 HOURS ON OSN MOVIES HD

FURY ON OSN MOVIES ACTION
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KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY (06/04/2017 TO 12/04/2017)

SHARQIA-1
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      2:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         4:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      6:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         8:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         12:05 AM

SHARQIA-2
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:30 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      5:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:30 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   11:30 PM

SHARQIA-3
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              8:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              10:45 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:45 AM

MUHALAB-1
AFTERMATH                                                                      11:45 AM
AFTERMATH                                                                      1:45 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   3:45 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      6:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      8:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:30 AM

MUHALAB-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              1:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              3:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              5:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              7:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              9:00 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   11:00 PM

MUHALAB-3
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      12:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      2:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      4:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      6:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      8:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      10:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:05 AM

FANAR-1
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   1:15 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  1:30 PM
GET OUT                                                                              3:45 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   5:45 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  8:15 PM
GET OUT                                                                              10:30 PM

AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  12:30 AM

FANAR-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 AM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              1:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              3:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              5:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              7:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              9:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 PM

FANAR-3
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      2:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      4:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         6:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      8:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         10:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         12:05 AM

FANAR-4
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      12:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      2:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      4:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      6:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      8:15 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:15 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:15 AM

FANAR-5
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      1:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      3:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      5:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             7:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             9:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             11:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         1:00 AM

MARINA-1
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      2:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      4:00 PM
MAHBAS (SOLITAIRE)                                                    6:00 PM
MAHBAS (SOLITAIRE)                                                    8:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:05 AM

MARINA-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              8:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              10:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:15 AM

MARINA-3
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:45 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:45 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:45 PM

SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      5:45 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:45 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:45 PM
GET OUT                                                                              11:45 PM

AVENUES-1
COLLIDE                                                                              11:30 AM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  1:30 PM
COLLIDE                                                                              3:45 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  5:45 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  8:00 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  10:15 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  12:30 AM

AVENUES-2
KONG: SKULL ISLAND -3D-4DX                               11:45 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  2:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  4:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  6:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  8:15 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND -3D-4DX                               10:15 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND -3D-4DX                               12:45 AM

AVENUES-3
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             12:15 PM
GET OUT                                                                              2:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             4:45 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             7:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             9:15 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             11:30 PM

AVENUES-4
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 AM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              1:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:15 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             8:30 PM
Special Show “SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE”     8:30 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   10:45 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      1:15 AM

360 º- 1
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:30 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              5:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              7:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              9:30 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 PM

360º- 2
SALT AND FIRE                                                                 1:30 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         3:30 PM
SALT AND FIRE                                                                 5:45 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         8:00 PM
SALT AND FIRE                                                                 10:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         12:15 AM

360º- 3
GET OUT                                                                              11:45 AM
GET OUT                                                                              2:15 PM

GET OUT                                                                              4:30 PM
GET OUT                                                                              6:45 PM
GET OUT                                                                              9:00 PM
GET OUT                                                                              11:15 PM

AL-KOUT.1
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:30 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      5:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      11:30 PM

AL-KOUT.2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              8:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              10:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.3
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      12:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      2:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             4:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             6:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             8:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             10:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             12:30 AM

AL-KOUT.4
AFTERMATH                                                                      1:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         3:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      5:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         7:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      9:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         11:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         1:00 AM

BAIRAQ-1
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      5:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:00 PM

BAIRAQ-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:45 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   4:45 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             7:15 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  9:15 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             11:30 PM

Arrival Flights on Tuesday 11/4/2017
Airlines Flt Route Time

THY 772 Istanbul 00:10
SVA 502 Jeddah 00:20
SVA 514 Riyadh 00:25
KAC 786 Jeddah 00:30
MSC 411 Asyut 00:30
JZR 267 Beirut 00:35
RJA 642 Amman 00:45
KAC 102 London 00:55
DLH 635 Doha 01:00
JZR 539 Cairo 01:25
UAE 853 Dubai 01:40
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:50
KKK 6506 Istanbul 01:55
QTR 8201 Amsterdam 02:00
AXB 395 Kozhikode 02:00
KAC 332 Trivandrum 04:45
KAC 358 Kochi 04:50
KAC 784 Jeddah 05:00
FEG 935 Asyut 05:00
THY 6376 Istanbul 05:05
THY 770 Istanbul 05:05
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
KAC 414 Bangkok 05:20
BAW 157 London 06:05
KAC 284 Dhaka 06:35
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:40
KAC 302 Mumbai 06:55
KAC 354 Bangalore 07:50
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 384 Delhi 08:00
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 08:55
AAG 145 FJR 09:00
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:00
QTR 1070 Doha 09:20
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
IRA 675 Lar 09:40
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
PAL 668 Manila 11:00
SYR 341 Damascus 11:00
JZR 561 Sohag 11:10
KAC 614 Bahrain 11:15
MSC 403 Asyut 11:15
KAC 742 Dammam 11:45
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
QTR 8511 Doha 12:45
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
FEG 933 Sohag 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:10
KAC 672 Dubai 13:55
KAC 791 Madinah 13:55
KAC 692 Muscat 13:55
QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
KAC 364 Colombo 14:15
KAC 618 Doha 14:20
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20

GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:45
KAC 788 Jeddah 14:55
KNE 529 Jeddah 14:55
JAD 301 Amman 15:00
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:05
KAC 562 Amman 15:10
OMA 645 Muscat 15:10
KAC 502 Beirut 15:25
KAC 412 Bangkok 15:30
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
KAC 118 New York 15:40
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
RJA 640 Amman 16:00
JZR 325 Al Najaf 16:15
FDB 051 Dubai 16:15
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
JZR 125 Bahrain 16:25
NIA 361 Alexandria 16:50
KAC 542 Cairo 17:05
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:35
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
QTR 1080 Doha 18:05
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
KAC 776 Riyadh 19:05
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20
KAC 154 Istanbul 19:30
KAC 616 Bahrain 19:40
KAC 674 Dubai 19:40
FDB 057 Dubai 19:50
KAC 620 Doha 19:50
OMA 647 Muscat 20:05
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:15
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
KAC 164 Rome 20:55
KAC 564 Amman 21:00
KAC 168 Paris 21:05
KAC 172 Frankfurt 21:05
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:10
KLM 445 Amsterdam 21:15
ALK 229 Colombo 21:15
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:50
QTR 1082 Doha 22:00
NIA 0161 Cairo 22:10
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
AIC 987 Chennai/Hyderabad 22:25
PIA 239 Sialkot 22:35
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
JZR 241 Amman 22:55
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:00
THY 764 Istanbul 23:05
MSC 405 Sohag 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
ICV 675 Luxembourg 23:35

Departure Flights on Tuesday 11/4/2017
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
BBC 144 Dhaka 00:10
ETD 920 Abu Dhabi 00:10
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:30
MSC 406 Sohag 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
SVA 503 Jeddah 01:20
SVA 515 Riyadh 01:25
MSC 412 Asyut 01:30
THY 773 Istanbul 01:40
KAC 363 Colombo 01:55
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:00
THY 765 Istanbul 02:50
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:50
KKK 6505 Istanbul 02:55
AXB 396 Kozhikode 02:55
PGT 831 Istanbul 03:10
UAE 854 Dubai 03:30
KLM 446 Amsterdam 03:30
QTR 8202 Doha 04:00
MSR 607 Luxor 04:05
OMA 644 Muscat 04:05
QTR 1087 Doha 04:10
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
KAC 417 Manila 04:20
JZR 560 Sohag 04:45
LMU 5511 Cairo 05:00
QTR 1077 Doha 05:35
FEG 938 Sohag 05:55
UAE 874 Dubai 06:15
RJA 643 Amman 06:25
THY 771 Istanbul 06:25
THY 6376 Dubai/Ataturk 06:35
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
KAC 167 Paris 07:15
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
KAC 171 Frankfurt 07:50
KAC 501 Beirut 07:50
KAC 613 Bahrain 07:55
BAW 156 London 08:20
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
KAC 741 Dammam 08:30
KAC 691 Muscat 08:30
KAC 792 Madinah 08:35
KAC 117 New York 09:00
KAC 671 Dubai 09:15
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:15
KAC 163 Rome 09:20
KAC 561 Amman 09:30
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:40
KAC 101 London 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:00
KAC 541 Cairo 10:00
KAC 617 Doha 10:15
KAC 153 Istanbul 10:30
QTR 1071 Doha 10:35
FDB 056 Dubai 10:35
IRA 674 Lar 10:40
SVA 513 Riyadh 11:00
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
SYR 342 Damascus 12:00
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:00
MSC 404 Asyut 12:15

JZR 324 Al Najaf 12:50
PAL 669 Manila 13:10
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
JZR 124 Bahrain 13:30
FEG 934 Asyut 13:55
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
AAG 145 IQA 14:00
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
QTR 8512 Doha 14:15
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
FDB 060 Dubai 15:05
QTR 1079 Doha 15:15
KAC 775 Riyadh 15:30
JAD 302 Amman 15:40
KAC 563 Amman 15:40
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 619 Doha 16:00
OMA 646 Muscat 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 615 Bahrain 16:30
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
KAC 331 Trivandrum 17:00
FDB 052 Dubai 17:05
JZR 266 Beirut 17:15
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
JZR 240 Amman 17:30
KAC 361 Colombo 17:35
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
KAC 357 Kochi 17:40
NIA 362 Alexandria 17:50
KAC 343 Chennai 18:00
KAC 283 Dhaka 18:00
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
JZR 538 Cairo 18:35
KAC 785 Jeddah 18:45
QTR 1081 Doha 19:15
KAC 345 Ahmedabad 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00
FDB 058 Dubai 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
DLH 634 Doha 21:00
KAC 543 Cairo 21:00
OMA 648 Muscat 21:05
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
KAC 301 Mumbai 21:40
QTR 1089 Doha 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
KAC 205 Islamabad 21:55
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:00
KAC 155 Istanbul 22:15
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KLM 445 Bahrain 22:25
UAE 860 Dubai 22:35
KAC 383 Delhi 22:35
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:50
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:00
NIA 0162 Cairo 23:10
KAC 783 Jeddah 23:10
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20
PIA 240 Sialkot 23:35
KAC 411 Bangkok 23:35

PRAYER TIMINGS

Fajr: 04:05
Shorook: 05:26
Duhr: 11:49
Asr: 15:23
Maghrib: 18:12
Isha: 19:31

CHANGE OF NAME

I, Khalilulla Nabujan Sayyed
s/o Nawabjan Shaikh, holder
of Indian Passport No.
L3465768 and Civil ID No.
276070402459 has changed
my name to Khalilullah
Nawabjan Shaikh, hereinafter
in all my dealings and docu-
ments.

(C 5294)

I, Maddipatla Nagaraja s/o
Narayana Naidu, holder of
Indian Passport No.
H8473093 and Civil ID No.
279060501967 has changed
my name to Rallapalli
Nagaraja Naidu, hereinafter
in all my dealings and docu-
ments. (C 5293)
11-4-2017



TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 2017

Your horoscope today is one that lends itself to hard studies and work.
You, however, have been working hard and studying all month and will

find today much easier than many others find their day. Today you can show your
charisma as well as your knowledge. You are upbeat and positive in all things. Perhaps
this is what you are all about today: the light at the end of the tunnel, so to speak. It is
a joy to have you as a friend, family member, co-worker or in any other relationship.
You may teach this attitude or be a mentor to others as you move throughout your
day; it will help you to survive and succeed. Your birth time and year is the strength
you pull from and the cosmic word for you is "positive." cheers!

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

A review of the finances may give you insight into extra funds for using
now. This can be on the personal level as well as in the work field. Meetings and con-
ferences go well today. This is a time of enthusiasm and new beginnings. Snap deci-
sions could be present if you are not observant. This concerns issues in group rap ses-
sions as well as your own personal energy. Today is full of hard work and responsibili-
ty, both in salvaging some endeavors that appear to be failing and in branching out in
new directions. There is a possibility for material or monetary gain today, though you
could be reckless through gambling or speculation in handling newfound finances.
The evening could bring about a spiritual time; a sense of rebirth is evident-love life!

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

People are more changeable than usual today and you may find your-
self with a frown on your face most of the day. Take what others say with a grain of
salt and keep to the matter at hand. Save the career or vocational decisions and prac-
tical advice to others for another time. Family, home, relatives and real estate play a
big part in your life. A cycle of nostalgia and domesticity begins now, emphasizing a
need for security and roots. Take time this afternoon to catch up on letter writing and
phone calls and remember that keeping too much to yourself can have an alienating
effect. Invite your loved one to join you in an activity that will make you laugh.
Perhaps a comedy video would be fun or a new comedy movie or skating in the park.

It may be difficult to understand the instructions of higher-ups today and
you may find yourself puzzling over a job project. Do not be afraid to ask questions-you
are probably not the only one that needs a better explanation. It could be that a supervi-
sor does not fully understand the process of getting particular work completed. You may
be creating your own path, but make sure you find out what is expected. Everything
points to your taking the initiative for now. You could feel great support from those
around you, or circumstances could dictate that you follow. You are feeling healthy and
unaffected today and this is good because stress will more than likely not build up ten-
sion. There is a chance to have a special time with someone you love this evening.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

This could be a very superficial day. It may not be possible for you to pen-
etrate to anything remotely meaningful. Perhaps there is a sense of the artificial, the
repetitive or the senseless. Some sort of temporary obstacle may appear. You may feel
that you just are not able to get beneath the surface. This will not bother you for much
longer as there is no such thing as the word no to you. You find yourself discovering the
answers you need. Some good solid gossip will keep you busy with neighbors later this
afternoon. You could be a stand-up comedian with your rapid tongue-in-cheek deliver-
ies. After you have taken care of those excruciatingly boring chores and listed items you
will be able to enjoy a little relaxation this evening; put your feet up.

You have a strong control over your own life whether you like the
direction it is taking or not. Making changes with your life path could be considered.
You could change the direction with a little bit of finesse or at least make moves or
plans in a direction that is more positive for you. Professional requirements are diffi-
cult at this time but you are able to match the request. A clear-minded insight into
your own plans is possible and available. This is a very good time to communicate
your goals and put them into words. Sympathy and understanding are emotional
qualities that take on greater importance now. General good feeling and a sense of
support and harmony makes this a most successful and important time.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

A lot of things are accomplished today, particularly in the work environ-
ment. Work, relationships and life in general seem to fit together rather nicely. Your
personality and mode of living will be changeable soon. You are adaptable to others,
but you should be careful of bending over backwards just to help or please someone.
You may eventually feel yourself being used-no resentments please. If you think
about it, you can be realistic in your abilities and expectations. Your comprehension
of issues is broadened and your inner peace makes you tolerant of dissenting views.
Your judgment is good and leads to success. You may be able to enjoy and value your
own life situation today. You may find the door of progress is open wide.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

It is a great time to be with others and to work together. A conference
call or meeting this morning becomes absorbing. Going deeper into a discussion
about curious subjects is just where you want to be at this time. Your analytical abili-
ties are good. You take your work very seriously, and it shows. Concentrate for the
next few weeks on eliminating some of the waste and accumulation from your life.
This may mean clearing off your desk at home or work, filing the important things
and throwing away other things. Consider a spring-cleaning before the hot days set
in. A lot of energy may go into getting things scheduled and organized. There is a say-
ing; "the nail that sticks up is better secured." music brings a tone of harmony tonight.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You have loads of self-confidence and your usual shyness fades as you
promote your professional goals as well as your personal goals. This is a

time when you would enjoy learning a musical instrument-or some new hobby. If
you are already familiar with a particular instrument, try another one, just for the fun
of it. Try one of the cassette tape tutors with a simple instrument. You might surprise
yourself. A co-worker is fascinated and may join you in this endeavor of learning. You
may feel that you are in touch and in harmony with others; the lines of communica-
tion are open. You may sense that your physical energy and psychological frame of
mind runs smoothly now. You will soon be working in a worthwhile volunteer group.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

The placement of the moon is interesting to you and may be the topic of
conversation in the coffee room this morning. Pictures of the moon give birth to all
sorts of imaginative conversations. There may be fun contemplations of life on places
other than earth. Science holds your interest and you may work in a place where oth-
ers have similar interests. Working with the formation of the earth, rocks, minerals,
etc., may be where you enjoy putting your energies at this time. If this is not part of
your profession, it may become a hobby. Check out a class on meditation. It would
help you in times of indecision and give you tools for relaxation. Meditation classes

will also help you have an inner comfort that comes with being nurtured..

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

It is time to spend some effort in report writing. Some situation arises
that calls for some sort of summary about a product or the writing of a

proposal, or even a point of view. Your success arrives in an educational, legal or publish-
ing venture. Later today you may be asked to help with a project, perhaps for your kids
or a family member's kids. Your creative abilities are in full gear and you could come up
with some creative ideas to help you with these young children. There is a second
chance today to make a dream come true. You could be most persuasive with others
this evening. A good conversation with those you love is possible and productive. You
may get your wish with future travel; it is certainly a good time to bring up the subject.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You look forward to a busy workday, today. You connect with people that
have your same interest and fun conversations can ensue. Do not ask for a loan or a
raise today. This afternoon you may give some thought as to how many people you
know that have changed residence recently. You have noticed that your own living sur-
roundings are getting a bit crowded. This just may be the perfect time to have a talk
with your loved one about investing in a home. This is a very lucky day for making
plans and finding your way through any problem you may discover. If you are not mar-
ried, you are likely to find that special love soon. If you are married, you may find that
this is a time of a more meaningful understanding between you and your mate.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1575

ACROSS
1. The portion of the vertebrate nervous sys-

tem consisting of the brain and spinal
cord.

4. The quantity broken.
12. A metric unit of volume or capacity equal

to 10 liters.
15. A tool with a flat blade attached at right

angles to a long handle.
16. An alkalating agent (trade name Leukeran)

used to treat some kinds of cancer.
17. Any of various coarse shrubby plants of the

genus Iva with small greenish flowers.
18. Evergreen Indian shrub with vivid yellow

flowers whose bark is used in tanning.
20. Lower in esteem.
21. The most common computer memory

which can be used by programs to per-
form necessary tasks while the computer
is on.

22. Polish labor leader and statesman (born in
1943).

23. Tag the base runner to get him out.
24. United States artist whose work reflected

social and political themes (1898-1969).
26. Of or relating to near the ear.
29. A city in central Italy on the Arno River.
32. A pass between mountain peaks.
33. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
34. A doctor's degree in dental surgery.
35. A person who is deemed to be despicable

or contemptible.
38. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of Lamaism.
42. More or less flat-topped cluster of flowers

in which the central or terminal flower
opens first.

44. Dye with a color.
45. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
46. A mountainous region in central Italy.
49. A white metallic element that burns with a

brilliant light.
50. A member of the Semitic speaking people

of northern Ethiopia.
52. A boy or man.
53. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
54. Offering fun and gaiety.
56. A weapon that discharges a missile at high

velocity (especially from a metal tube or
barrel).

57. An associate degree in nursing.
59. Glazed yeast-raised doughnut-shaped roll

with hard crust.
61. Swelling from excessive accumulation of

serous fluid in tissue.
65. English aristocrat who was the first wife of

Prince Charles.
67. A surgical instrument that stops bleeding

by clamping the blood vessel.
70. A motley assortment of things.
74. A ballistic missile that is capable of travel-

ing from one continent to another.
75. A state in the Rocky Mountains.
78. Indigo bush.
79. Clarified butter used in Indian cookery.
80. The opening of a subject to public discus-

sion and debate.
82. Any of a group of antidepressant drugs

that inhibit the action of monoamine oxi-
dase in the brain and so allow
monoamines to accumulate.

83. A blind god.
84. A portable computer small enough to use

in your lap.
85. An inactive volcano in Sicily.

DOWN
1. A wad of something chewable as tobacco.
2. A star that ejects some of its material in the

form of a cloud and become more lumi-
nous in the process.

3. Fastener consisting of a resinous composi-
tion that is plastic when warm.

4. Made uninhabitable.
5. Any object that is left unused or still extant.
6. A bivalent and trivalent metallic element of

the rare earth group.
7. A Kwa language spoken in Ghana and the

Ivory Coast.
8. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a

skewer usually with vegetables.
9. An Arabic speaking person who lives in

Arabia or North Africa.
10. The state of matter distinguished from the

solid and liquid states by.
11. Romanian violinist and composer (1881-

1955).
12. English theoretical physicist who applied

relativity theory to quantum mechanics
and predicted the existence of antimatter
and the positron (1902-1984).

13. A genus of Indriidae.
14. A genus of Lamnidae.
19. Assign a new order to.
25. (Jewish cookery) A loaf of white bread con-

taining eggs and leavened with yeast.
27. Being ten more than one hundred ninety.
28. Any organic compound formed by adding

alcohol molecules to aldehyde molecules.
30. Someone who is not a clergyman or a pro-

fessional person.
31. Surpassing the ordinary especially in size

or scale.
36. Not subjected to an aging process.
37. One thousand periods per second.
39. A condensed but memorable saying

embodying some important fact of expe-
rience that is taken as true by many peo-
ple.

40. Mediterranean germander having small
hairy leaves and reddish purple flowers.

41. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan
River.

43. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized
by behavioral and learning disorders.

47. A state in midwestern United States.
48. Of or having to do with or belonging to an

abbey or abbot, or abbess.
51. An unnaturally frenzied or distraught

woman.
55. American prizefighter who won the world

heavyweight championship three times
(born in 1942).

58. A compound that exists in forms having
different arrangements of atoms but the
same molecular weight.

60. The French-speaking part of the Canadian
Maritime Provinces.

62. Source of a tough elastic wood.
63. To fix or set securely or deeply.
64. A very poisonous metallic element that has

three allotropic forms.
66. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
68. The persistence of a sound after its source

has stopped.
69. Waterproofed canvas.
71. Cry plaintively.
72. (in Gnosticism) A divine power or nature

emanating from the Supreme Being and
playing various roles in the operation of
the universe.

73. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the earth
and mother of Cronus and the Titans in
ancient mythology.

76. A successful stroke in an athletic contest
(especially in baseball).

77. United States musician (born in Japan)
who married John Lennon and collaborat-
ed with him on recordings (born in 1933).

81. A physician who is not a specialist but
treats all illnesses.
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Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Leo (July 23-August 22)
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tome 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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(From left) Photo shows Norton de Andrade Mello Rapesta, Ambassador of Brazil to
Kuwait, musicians  Olivia and Francis Hime posing yesterday in Kuwait. 

— Photo by Joseph Shagra

By Ben Garcia 

The Embassy of Brazil, in cooperation with
Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, organized
'Waves of Brazil', a bossa nova concert orig-

inally developed and popularized in Brazil in the
1950s and 1960s. The event was held at Yarmouk
Cultural Center. The performers - famous couple
Olivia and Francis Hime - have been in the music
industry since childhood.  

Bossa nova style started in the 1950s on the
beaches of Rio de Janeiro. The genre can be
traced back to inventors Antonio Carlos Jobim
( Tom Jobim), a gifted composer, and Joao
Gilberto, guitarist and singer, both from Rio. It
was discovered by a musician from America who
traveled to Brazil and jammed with these two
gentlemen. It then quickly spread throughout
America, especially during the era of jazz music,
around the 1960s. 

Although it originated from Brazil, bossa nova
spread throughout the world because of its
unique style, and you'll definitely be captivated
by the gentleness of sound, softness of beat and
beautiful style it offers to listeners.  "The style is
cool, different from other musical genres.  But
you will really appreciate the music if you listen
to it. Music is a universal language, and this way,
we can spread our culture and understand each
other through music. I thank our ambassador for

coming up with this project to introduce
Brazilian music in Kuwait," said Olivia. 

Olivia and Francis have been married for
years, and got to know each other during child-
hood. Most of their lives were spent and evolved
performing on stage with their passion and love
for music.  "Music is what binds me and my wife.
We share our talents with everyone. This is our
life - we are connected to people through our
music. We are working and learning every day,"
said Francis, who is a well-known composer in
Brazil with 26 popular albums and counting.
"We go around the world to promote Brazilian
music," he added. 

According to Olivia, she is in love with Kuwait
and how people can be easily dealt with. "Right
after the concert, I talked to people here, espe-
cially the younger ones. I also spoke with older
Kuwaitis and they really appreciate our music.
But I also have to appreciate their fantastic
music. So it's worth sharing music with people,"
she enthused.    

Speaking to Kuwait Times, Norton de
Andrade Mello Rapesta, Ambassador of Brazil to
Kuwait, said Brazil is more than a football coun-
try. "Brazil is more than Neymar and Ronaldo - it
is way more than the carnival, samba and parade
of beautiful people, more than street parties and
dance; more than Sadia chicken - we have lots
more to offer. It is for the very reason why we

organized this cultural concert to promote our
country and our people," he said. 

According to Rapesta, Brazil and Kuwait will
celebrate 50 years of fruitful bilateral coopera-
tion next year, and one of the ways of reintro-
ducing Brazil in Kuwait is through music. "We are
planning more presentations in the coming
months as we prepare to celebrate 50 years of
bilateral cooperation. This concert is just the
beginning," he told this reporter.  

Francis Hime's career spans for more than 50
years. He is known to represent the best of the
second generation of bossa nova. Highly
respected by all musicians, he has great hits with
Chico Buarque and Vinicius de Moraes, among
many others. Some of his songs were recorded
by Ellis Regina, Maria Bethania, Tony Bennet, Bill
Evans and other top singers. Graduated in classi-
cal piano, harmony, composition and a passion
for popular music since his early years make him
a very special composer able to navigate in a
symphony as well as samba.

Olivia Hime studied music theory, flute and
piano, besides graduating in drama. She has
released 14 albums and 4 DVDs, and is also artis-
tic director and co-founder of Brazilian record
label Biscoito Fino. A lyricist, she works mainly
with Francis, her partner in life and music.

Brazilian ‘Bossa Nova’ couple performs in Kuwait 

Havana named as
host city for 2017

International Jazz Day

Herbie Hancock has twice before visited
Havana to perform intimate solo-duet con-
certs with his Cuban counterpart Chucho

Valdes, but at the end of April the two renowned
jazz pianists will be collaborating on a grander
scale. Hancock and Valdes will be serving as artistic
directors for the 6th International Jazz Day. 

Yesterday, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization announced
that Havana will be the global host city for the
event, culminating with an all-star concert on April
30 at the recently renovated 19th-century Gran
Teatro de La Habana. The concert will be broadcast
live on Cuban television and live streamed by
UNESCO. Last year, Washington was the host city
with President Barack Obama and first lady
Michelle Obama hosting the global concert at the
White House. — AP

Leading electronic music festival Ultra
announced an expansion yesterday to
China and India, sensing a bright future

for the booming genre in the world's two
most populous countries. Ultra Music Festival,
launched in 1999 in Miami when electronic
dance music was beginning to find mass audi-
ences in the West, also plans to head to
Australia which will bring the party to six con-
tinents. The September 9-10 edition in
Shanghai marks the first entry of an interna-
tional music festival into mainland China,
which has a number of homegrown events
that have drawn global talent.

Russell Faibisch, Ultra's president, CEO and
executive producer, said he has been spend-
ing time in China since 2012 and sensed a
strong appetite for electronic dance music.
"There is no other genre like electronic music
now, or ever, in the history of music," Faibisch
told AFP. "It's the one genre that brings every-
one together no matter what country you're
in, what language you speak," he said. Ultra
will come to India in September in New Delhi
with a second edition set for February 2018 in
Mumbai. The Indian events for now will be
"Road to Ultra" shows which have single
rather than multiple stages.

Another major electronic festival, Las
Vegas-based Electric Daisy Carnival, came to
New Delhi in November, while the western
beach state of Goa is already home to the pop-
ular Sunburn festival. Electronic music revelers,
often decked out in extravagant outfits for
hours of sweaty dancing, have increasingly
crossed borders. Ultra's flagship event in Miami
last month drew 165,000 people from more
than 60 countries, according to organizers.

Faibisch, who said Ultra tailored each event
to local musical preferences, explained that he

witnessed the potential for growth in Asia by
seeing so many fans travel within the region.
Elsewhere in Asia, Ultra has editions in Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand.
"I think the artists really love going and play-
ing there because the fans are so enthusiastic
about it," Faibisch said of Asia. "Their energy is
very high, maybe because it's something
that's newer in that region."

Ibiza residency planned 
Just a couple of decades ago, China and

India were relative backwaters for many
Western concert promoters despite their bil-
lion-plus populations. Along with rising
incomes, China and especially India have seen
musical tastes shaped by the streaming revo-
lution with fans instantly enjoying access to
DJs who once seemed remote. Electronic
dance music has also kept rising in the West,
outpacing other genres in streaming and per-
formance revenue expansion. "I just see this
continuing to grow and become even more
popular in all corners of the world," Faibisch
said of dance music.

Ultra also announced that Resistance, its
stage for more underground electronic music,
will have a six-week residency from July 25 on
the Spanish island of Ibiza at Privilege, billed
as the world's largest club. Faibisch, calling the
island crucial for the Ultra brand, promised "a
production that has never been seen in Ibiza
before" led by British DJ pair Sasha and John
Digweed. The Road to Ultra will come to
Melbourne in February 2018 with a full-
fledged festival planned in both Melbourne
and Sydney in 2019. — AFP

Leading electronic fest 
Ultra expands to China, India

Family, friends and fans paid their final
respects to the rock 'n' roll legend Chuck
Berry on Sunday, celebrating the life and

career of a man who inspired countless guitarists
and bands. The celebration began with a public
viewing at The Pageant, a music club in Berry's
hometown of St Louis where he often played.
Hundreds of fans filed past Berry, whose beloved
cherry-red Gibson guitar was bolted to the inside
of his coffin's lid. "I am here because Chuck Berry
meant a lot to anybody who grew up on rock n'
roll," said Wendy Mason, who drove in from
Kansas City, Kansas, for the visitation. "The music
will live on forever."

Another fan, Nick Hair, brought his guitar with
him from Nashville, Tennessee, so he could play
Berry's "Johnny B. Goode" while waiting in line
outside. After the public viewing, family and
friends packed the club for a private funeral serv-
ice and celebration of Berry, who inspired genera-
tions of musicians, from humble garage bands up
to The Beatles and The Rolling Stones. The service
was expected to include live music, and the Rev.

Alex I. Peterson told the gathering they would be
celebrating Berry's life in rock 'n roll style.

Former President Bill Clinton sent a letter that
was read at the funeral by US Rep Lacy Clay
because Berry played at both of Clinton's presiden-
tial inaugurations. The St Louis Post-Dispatch
reports that Clinton called Berry "one of America's
greatest rock and roll pioneers." "He captivated
audiences around the world," Bill Clinton wrote. "His
music spoke to the hopes and dreams we all had in
common. Me and Hillary grew up listening to him."

Gene Simmons of the rock band Kiss wasn't
scheduled to speak but someone urged him to
take the podium. Simmons said Berry had a
tremendous influence on him as a musician, and
he worked to break down racial barriers through
his music. Paul McCartney and Little Richard both
sent notes of condolences. At the end of the funer-
al, a brass band played "St Louis Blues" while
Berry's casket was carried out. When Rolling Stones
guitarist Keith Richards spoke about Berry at the
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame's 1986 induction ceremo-
ny - Berry was the first person inducted from that

inaugural class - he said Berry was the one who
started it all.

That sentiment was echoed Sunday by David
Letterman's former band leader, Paul Shaffer, who
spoke to the St Louis Post-Dispatch outside the club.
"Anyone who plays rock 'n' roll was inspired by him,"
Shaffer said. Berry's standard repertoire included
about three-dozen songs, including "Johnny B
Goode," "Sweet Little Sixteen" and "Roll Over
Beethoven." His songs have been covered by country,
pop and rock artists such as AC/DC and Buck Owens,
and his riffs live on in countless songs. The head of the
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, Greg Harris, said "anybody
who's picked up a guitar has been influenced by him."
Well before the rise of Bob Dylan, Berry wedded social
commentary to the beat and rush of popular music.
"He was singing good lyrics, and intelligent lyrics, in
the '50s when people were singing, "Oh, baby, I love
you so,'" John Lennon once observed. "Everything I
wrote about wasn't about me, but about the people
listening," Berry once said. — AP

Music legend Chuck Berry 
remembered in rock 'n' roll style

The casket of rock 'n' roll legend Chuck Berry is carried out of his memorial
service.

Fans stand in line for a chance to pay their respects to the rock 'n' roll leg-
end Chuck Berry during a public viewing ahead of his celebration of life
and private burial.

This file photo shows actress Ruta Lee attending the 2017
TCM Classic Film Festival opening night after party in Los
Angeles, California. — AFP 

Family and friends slowly walk past the casket of rock 'n' roll legend Chuck
Berry at the start of his celebration of life Sunday in St Louis.

Fans pay their respects to the rock 'n' roll legend Chuck Berry during a
public viewing Sunday in St Louis. — AP photos

Veteran actress Ruta Lee paid tribute to screen icon
Debbie Reynolds on Sunday, praising her lifelong
friend for a showing a brave face to the world

despite her private anguish. The "Singin' in the Rain" star-
who died in December, a day after her daughter, "Star
Wars" legend Carrie Fisher-endured a rocky private life
which included three disastrous marriages that cost her
millions of dollars and brought public humiliation. "She
never showed the world the difficulty she was in," said Lee,
81, at a tribute to the star on the final day of the TCM
Classic Film Festival in Hollywood.

"There were times... when Debbie and the children slept
in the car. And I was so close to her, but was not aware, to
be able to say, 'come, I have room in my house, bring the
kids, we're fine.'" Reynolds is best remembered as sweet
but shy voice artist Kathy Selden in "Singin' in the Rain"
(1952) and holding her own despite being cast opposite
tap-dancing superstar Gene Kelly, who was more than
twice her age.

Off-screen, she was known as the wronged party in one
of Hollywood's most notorious scandals, when her hus-
band, singer Eddie Fisher, left her for her friend and fellow
screen icon Elizabeth Taylor. In another turn of misfortune,
Reynolds's second husband, shoe magnate Harry Karl,
gambled away most of her savings. Her third marriage to
real estate developer Richard Hamlett in 1985 wasn't much
more successful, ending in divorce in 1996.

To support the family, Reynolds performed at her casino
in Las Vegas, where she housed a Hollywood memorabilia
collection until it shut in 1997.  "She never let you see the
down side of anything and lord knows there were lots of
down sides, and Debbie was the first one to say she had
lousy taste in men, but good taste in girlfriends," said Lee.
"The girlfriends she kept for life. She tapdanced her way
out of a $6 million debt when she was left by the shoe
magnate."

The documentary "Bright Lights: Starring Carrie Fisher
and Debbie Reynolds," which aired on HBO in March,
chronicled Reynolds's at-times rocky relationship with her
daughter. The pair-who were 84 and 60 when they died-
were reconciled years ago, however, and were so close that
they were even living as next door neighbors in the same
Beverly Hills compound. "They entertained so many mil-
lions of people that were deeply moved and touched by
them and the ultimate gift that they gave us was that love
between them," Reynolds's son and Fisher's brother, Todd
Fisher, told the audience at Hollywood's TCL Chinese
Theatre.  "I think when they were together there was a
message that went beyond the art, a life message to us all
that said to us make sure you take that moment to be able
to hug, to say that goodbye." — AFP

Debbie Reynolds' brave face masked private pain: Ruta Lee
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Influential British DJ Paul Oakenfold
has reached Mount Everest's base
camp where he plans to host the

"highest party on earth", performing a
set at 5,380 meters (17,600 feet). As
climbing season in Nepal kicks into gear,
few of the mountaineers heading to the
world's highest peak were likely expect-
ing to be joined by the three-time
Grammy nominated artist and his dance
beats. Oakenfold-whose three-decade
long career has included collaborations
with Madonna and U2 -- is due to per-
form a set at base camp today moring.
"We are here now doing sound checks.
We are really looking forward to the
show tomorrow. Everyone is really excit-
ed here," Oakenfold told AFP by phone
from base camp yesterday.

The 53-year-old artist said he had no
trekking experience before he set out
on the 10-day walk to Everest with a
team of yaks and porters hauling the
audio equipment needed for the event.
Oakenfold trained for four months
before arriving in Nepal in between a
hectic schedule of late night gigs, he
said. "I'm not going to pretend it was
easy to get here... but it has been a won-

derful trek. If you could see the view I'm
looking at, it is very inspiring," he said.
The world's highest peak will provide a
very different kind of high to
Oakenfold's usual shows, which often
draw thousands of revelers.

"The audience will probably be sit-
ting mostly. The air is so thin here, you
will run out of breath quite quickly," said
Ranzen Jha, a Nepali DJ accompanying
Oakenfold.  The gig is the first in the
record producer's SoundTrek series,
aimed at drawing attention to the
effects of global warming and raising
money for charities. Oakenfold is also
raising funds to help survivors of Nepal's
devastating 2015 earthquake, which
killed nearly 9,000 people and left thou-
sands homeless, many of whom are still
living in temporary shelters.  "I want to
support in the rebuilding and to shed
light on the environment... I would like
to do my bit," he said.  But not everyone
is keen on the idea, with some com-
plaining that the renowned DJ is dis-
turbing the peace and tranquility of the
Himalayas. — AFP

Music, dance, celebrity, religion-the explosive combina-
tion infused Madonna's "Blond Ambition" tour with a
revolutionary feel in 1990. "Blond Ambition" was a

tour like none other with a fast-paced mix of choreography,
fashion and controversy that set a new bar for pop music
tours. Provocatively incorporating Christian imagery, the tour
was denounced by the Vatican as sinful.  

Almost 30 years later, a documentary traces the trajectories
of the seven dancers of the tour-one of whom described their
lives as chapters before, during and after Madonna. Of the
dancers, six of them were gay at a time when homosexuality
was much more taboo and associated by many straight peo-
ple with illness. Building on pop music trends in the 1980s,
dancers took on roles nearly as central as the main performer.
"Blond Ambition" which traveled across North America,
Europe and Japan and in 1991 became the basis for a docu-
mentary, "Truth or Dare," which was even more controversial.

In that film, the dancers showed the two sides of
Madonna-the "sex g***ss" with her racy music and dancing,
and the maternal figure who dispensed intimate advice to her
"babies." "Who wouldn't let Madonna call you 'baby?'" asked
Luis Camacho, one of the young dancers catapulted into the
spotlight by the diva. "She was really a mentor," the now 48-
year-old told AFP. "I really looked to her for not only guidance,
but how to act in different situations, and I really matured,
became a man."

The hidden lives of dancers 
"Truth or Dare" was far more than a film about a singer. In

an unusual scene for a widely distributed film of the era, it
showed two men kissing on the mouth joyfully. But much was
also hidden. Three of the dancers-Salim Gauwloos, Carlton
Wilborn and Gabriel Trupin-were HIV positive and kept it
secret at a time that the virus leading to AIDS was causing a
public panic. "Strike a Pose," a Belgian-Dutch production by
Ester Gould and Reijer Zwaan, catches up with the dancers
and, in often heartbreaking passages, sees how their lives
have changed.

The film, which premiered last year and recently came to
the LGBT-oriented cable channel Logo, finds that some of
them have struggled. Camacho, born in New York to Puerto
Rican parents, wrestled with addiction to drugs and alcohol
linked to fame. Dominican American dancer Jose Gutierrez
tries to keep a smile as his mother reproaches him, all but call-
ing his life a failure. Camacho said he last saw Madonna 10 or
15 years ago, but he is sure she would still recognize him. "I'm
sure she'd be pleasant, say hi," he said.

'There is life after Madonna' 
After the success of the 57-date "Blond Ambition" tour,

Camacho worked with Madonna for another two years
before launching a side career that ended without success.
"There's life after Madonna," he said with his contagious

smile. When Camacho and Gutierrez recorded an album
together, Madonna contributed backing vocals-a gesture he
called generous. But it was at that time that his life spiraled
out of control with partying, drugs and alcohol-and the
dancers' relationships with Madonna cooled. Trupin, who
was involved in the kiss on "Truth or Dare," sued Madonna
for revealing his homosexuality. "He wasn't ready," the moth-
er of the dancer, who died in 1995 after a secret battle with
AIDS, said in "Strike a Pose."

Two other dancers, Oliver Crumes and Kevin Stea, sued to
seek additional compensation for "Truth or Dare." All of the
dancers' disputes were settled out of court. The living dancers
are now largely anonymous. Most of them teach dance cours-
es including Camacho, who said he also had a "9-to-5 job" that
he did not want to reveal. Camacho has been to more recent
Madonna concerts-as a spectator. Madonna, 58, has main-
tained a grueling schedule with her latest "Rebel Heart" tour
involving a whirling sequence of costumes and edgy choreog-
raphy. Camacho said he can still remember the moves from
the "Blond Ambition" tour. But he added with a laugh: "Don't
ask me to do them." — AFP

This file photo taken shows Madonna performing on stage at the 57th Annual Grammy Awards in Los
Angeles, California.

This file photo shows from left  Carine Roitfeld, Tyga, Kylie Jenner, Madonna and Steven Klein attend the Front Row for the Philipp Plein
Fall/Winter 2017/2018 Women’s And Men’s Fashion Show at The New York Public Library in New York City. — AFP photos

US singer-songwriter Madonna poses arriving on the car-
pet to attend a special screening of the film "The Beatles
Eight Days A Week: The Touring Years" in London.

Dancers remember Madonna's tour that shook pop world

Kuwaiti folk music.. a collection 
of traditional percussions

Kuwaiti traditional music has its own instruments to perform different arts such as Al-
Samri, Al-Khammari, Al-Ardah and Liwa. Among these traditional percussions are the
mirwas, tar, twaisat, metal mortar, sea drums and others, used by different generations in

national celebrations to preserve the traditions and beauty of old Kuwaiti music. — KUNA

British DJ to perform
world's highest gig on Everest

British artist in Khumjung as he hikes to Mount Everest's base camp ahead of a
concert billed as the "highest party on earth".

Musicians are seen playing the Kuwaiti traditional music
on different traditional percussions such as the mirwas,
tar, twaisat, metal mortar, sea drums and others.

—Photos by Ali Al-Roumi

British artist in Khumjung as he hikes to Mount Everest's base camp ahead of a
concert billed as the "highest party on earth".
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Museums, apps and real estate:
New Yorkers are taking a
breather from the city's con-

stant drive for renewal by delving into
the past, searching for comfort and
authenticity in fast-changing times. The
Museum of the City of New York, the
New York Historical Society and the
Brooklyn Historical Society have all
recorded record numbers of visitors in
recent months despite fierce competi-
tion in a city packed with activity.

America's cultural and financial capi-
tal-and most populous city-remains syn-
onymous with perpetual construction,
with skyscrapers stretching from
Manhattan to now Queens and
Brooklyn. Springing up on the banks of
the Hudson River on the West side is the
largest private real estate development
in US history: A new neighborhood
called Hudson Yards being built from
the ground up. New York remains more
than ever a city that innovates-sponta-
neous queues can wrap around the
block to buy the latest on-trend multi-
colored bagel. More than 100 new
restaurants open each year, though 80
percent of them are destined to close
within five years.

But New Yorkers are now also intent
on rediscovering the past. "Over the
last decade, we have become a very

different city,  much more sharply
focused on preservation," says Louise
Mirrer, president and CEO of the New
York Historical Society. "Many people
started to say: that's enough, we need
to freeze our history and preserve it so
future generations will know what hap-
pened in this neighborhood or on that
block," she adds.

Looking for answers 
In 2015 the New York Public Library

launched an app, "oldNYC," that has
been popular in allowing people to
access old photographs of almost every
street in Manhattan and compare them
with the current reality. New Yorkers'
desire to soak up the past is also trans-
lating into real estate, said Jonathan
Miller of the appraisal firm Miller
Samuel. The appetite for new has not
dimmed, but more and more projects
are integrating in their concept architec-
tural elements from the past, he said.
"New constructions have more ornate
details, bigger windows, higher ceiling
heights," he said — all elements inspired
by the "pre-war" look that New York
defines as builds before World War II.

"Consumers are comfortable with
the past," he said. "It's not as foreign to
their life and they connect with it." The
quickening pace of society-stimulated

by the internet in general and social
networks in particular-and the emphasis
on the here-and-now is motivating
many to take a longer view of time. "We
certainly have noticed that people are
very much focused on history these
days, more and more," said Mirrer. "They
are looking to history for explanations
and answers of a world that seems con-
fusing and very uncertain."

Connect past and future 
Sarah Henry, deputy director of the

Museum of the City of New York, says
the past has been used in different ways
at different times. "Interest changes par-
ticularly when there are moment of
stress or crises," she said. Recently there
have been lots of them-the September
11, 2001 attacks, the 2008 financial crisis
and now the election of New York real
estate tycoon Donald Trump as one of
the most unpopular presidents in histo-
ry. "There isn' t a fixed relationship
between New York and its past. That's
something that's always been redevel-
oped, reconsidered, reinvented. That's
one of the things that shaped this city
and this museum," said Henry.

The Trump administration has alien-
ated many in the Democratic-heavy city:
his travel ban orders, plans to roll back
women's healthcare and review envi-
ronmental reforms have appalled liberal
New Yorkers. "At a time of great national
dialogue and controversies, being able
to look to the facts or our history and to
ground our specific conversation in data
and information is very thoughtful," said
Henry. "It provides a longer view of the
city and the country that enables us to
be more informed about where we're
going an where we've been. Our mis-
sion is to connect the past and the
future," she said.

Deborah Schwartz, president of the
Brooklyn Historical Society, told AFP this
is a positive trend being adopted by
museums in general.  Museums are
more than ever seeking to tie the past
to contemporary issues and "make his-
tory relevant" in ways "that make peo-
ple excited," she said. — AFP

New York harnesses future 
with passion for the past

New Yorkers are showing a renewed interest in their history despite the city's
constant drive for renewal. — AFP

Gu Chen has slept and worked in the same one-
room apartment in Beijing's ancient "hutong"
neighborhood of Beixinqiao all his life.  Most morn-

ings, he rises from a twin bed that he shares with his wife
and walks a few feet to pull aside drapes covering the win-
dows on the doors facing the street.  Then, the 58-year-old
settles onto the concrete stoop fronting his shop and gets
to work repairing electronic appliances for his neighbors. 

Rent has increased fivefold in the past decade, but Gu
still charges customers as little as $6 for each repair.  "It is
still affordable here compared to the modern apartments,
and the one-story level means ... I don't have to pay addi-
tional rent for a separate shop," Gu told AFP.  Gu's home is
located on the outer edge of a courtyard dwelling with
curved tiled rooftops, hundreds of which form networks
of "hutong" alleyways in the heart of China's capital city.
The narrow streets come alive each morning with resi-
dents selling breakfast snacks from small stalls-crisp-fried
egg crepes, steamed dumplings and warming bowls of
millet porridge. 

Fruit vendors, butchers and convenience shop owners
start their days by setting stools out on the street so they
can easily converse with passersby. They greet each other
and gush over children as if they are all family members.
Hundreds of years ago, stately red doors lining the alleys
led to spacious courtyards decorated with carved roof
beams and painted pillars. Even commoners' homes fea-
tured open spaces in the middle. But since the mid-twen-
tieth century, especially during the tumultuous Cultural
Revolution, many hutong homes were taken from their
original owners and eventually bulldozed.

Nowadays, with space scarce in the city of 21.5 million,
most hutong courtyards are filled with makeshift wood-
panel shacks or higher-quality concrete rooms-allowing
each courtyard to accommodate multiple households.

The people who live in each nook may not be kin, but
they are very close. "There is no privacy here, everyone
sees your comings and goings and overhears your conver-
sations," said Luo Pu, a young man living in an alley near
the Drum Tower, a historic landmark that was used to
keep time during the Qing Dynasty. 

"My son, his wife and my grandson live a few court-
yards down from ours. We see them every day," said Wu
Xiaoming, a man in his late fifties, who sells homemade
cornbread to neighbors in the Beixinqiao hutongs near
the neon-drenched "Ghost Street" entertainment district.
In the evening, after fixing a washing machine, Gu loads it
onto his small car-really a metal shed on three wheels-to

deliver to a neighbor.   Bicycles and motorbikes are the
best ways to get around the disorienting alleyways, which
can resemble mazes. Although many of the refined old
homes are now rundown, gentrification has begun to
transform some of the neighborhoods into havens for
hipsters-with numerous craft breweries and art galleries
cropping up.

The changes have made residents optimistic about
their neighborhoods' future: many surviving hutong have
recently been targeted for historic preservation work.
"China changes quickly, but it is often for the better," Gu
said.  "If I keep working hard, we will be fine." — AFP

Damien Hirst is back, and the art world does not know
what to make of the latest grandiose exhibition from
the crown prince of contemporary art. Open to the

public from Sunday, "Treasures from the Wreck of the
Unbelievable," plunges visitors into a fantasy universe raised
from the depths of the Indian Ocean that has been ten years
in the making. And as ever with the 51-year-old Briton, famed
for his stuffed sharks and the huge fortune he has amassed as
the most commercially successful member of the Young
British Artist (YBA) movement of the 1990s, it is nothing if not
controversial.

Depending on which critic you listen to, the vast exhibition
spread across the Palazzo Grassi and the Punta della Dogana
halls of Venice's old customs house, the monumental new col-
lection is either a spellbinding return to form, or a career-end-
ing artistic shipwreck. In the former camp is the Guardian's
Jonathan Jones, who wrote that with the ensemble of more
than 200 new pieces, "the arrogant, exciting, hilarious, mind-
boggling imagination that made (Hirst) such a thrilling artist
in the 1990s is audaciously and beautifully reborn."

Others were equivocal. "A fantasy too far?" asked Jan
Dalley in The Financial Times, predicting that visitors would
find Hirst's watery fantasy "either fascinating and enriching or
pointless and annoying." And some were damning. The
London Times's Rachel Campbell-Johnston, a self-described
Hirst aficionado, wrote: "This show is, quite frankly, absurd. It
should be dumped at the bottom of the sea."

Fake news 
The two-site exhibition asks visitors to buy into a back sto-

ry about Hirst being alerted to a shipwreck discovered off
eastern Africa in 2008 and organizing the recovery of the
treasures it contained. It is these precious coral- and seaweed-
encrusted artefacts from the hold of the "Apistos"
(Unbelievable), that make up the exhibition. The ship suppos-
edly belonged to a former slave who amassed a fortune and
spent it collecting artefacts across the ancient world: Egyptian
sphinxes, Greek statues, and jewel-studded sculptures includ-
ing a massive 18-metre-tall (60-foot) monster, along with
many other gems.

As visitors make their way through the collection they can

watch videos of divers carrying out the supposed salvage
operation. But there are many surprises along the way which
will unsettle anyone who goes along with the shipwreck story.
From an Egyptian goddess who looks uncannily like Kate
Moss to coral-encrusted fossils of Disney characters, it's all
about the real and the false-Or as many reviewers saw it,
Hirst's take on the very contemporary issue of fake news.

Riches 
"The visitor does not really know if the works she sees have

spent 2,000 years at the bottom of the sea or if they are the
work of the artist," said Martin Bethenod, director of the two
venues, both of which are owned by the Foundation Pinault,
owned by French fashion tycoon Francois Pinault, a noted col-
lector of Hirst's work. "There is this ambiguity which leaves
space for dreams," Bethenod told AFPTV. "There are different
levels of interpretation that overlap, which give the project its
richness and complexity."

Hirst rose to fame as the leader of the YBA gang that domi-
nated the British art scene in the 1990s. He won the Turner
Prize in 1995 and attracted a huge following that went well
beyond the rarified confines of conceptual art. His 2012 show
at Tate Modern in London attracted a record 463,000 visitors
at the time to see works including a diamond-encrusted
human skull called "For The Love Of God". He figures regularly
on lists of Britain's wealthiest people, thanks partly to a 2008
auction at Sotheby's which saw him cut out the gallery mid-
dlemen to sell 223 new pieces for 111 million pounds (130
million euros or $138 million at current exchange rates).

That sale coincided with the start of the financial crisis
which hit the contemporary art sector hard, and the value of
Hirst's work has waned since. That has led to much debate
about whether collectors will show much enthusiasm for his
latest collection. All the pieces, some of which exist in three
different forms, are to be sold after the exhibition ends on
December 3. The art world is already busy speculating how
much money Hirst will have left after he has covered the huge
costs of creating the works over the past decade and trans-
porting them to Venice. — AFP

Comeback king or washed-up? 
Damien Hirst's new show divides

A man looks at a silver sculture titled "Skull of a Cyclops"
by British artist Damien Hirst during the press presenta-
tion of his exhibition "Treasures from the Wreck of the
Unbelievable" at the Pinault Collection in Punta della
Dogana and Palazzo Grassi in Venice. — AFP photos

A man looks at a silver sculpture titled "Hydra and Kali" by
British artist Damien Hirst.

A vendor selling hot buns in a hutong in Beijing. — AFP photos

People playing mahjong in their home in a hutong in Beijing.

A dormitory where 60 workers live in a hutong in Beijing.

The entrance to a house in a hutong in Beijing.

Beijing hutongs: Village life in city

Men sleeping in a dormitory, where 60 workers live, in a hutong in Beijing.
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In Cuba, it sometimes seems time
stopped in the 1960s. Despite a succes-
sion of sweeping changes in recent

years-rapprochement  with the US, Fidel
Castro's death-the rhythm of life on the
island remains as languid as ever. In Old
Havana, locals still watch life go by from
the balconies of their dilapidated colonial
buildings, as classic American cars putter
down cobblestone streets and seemingly
endless games of dominoes play out on
sidewalk tables.

Tourists love the island's timelessness,
which gives it the aura of a living postcard
immune to change. For Cubans, who have
made standing in line an art form and
bureaucracy a way of life, this vestige of
communism is less charming. "We live in
slow motion-because we're an island,
because it's the Caribbean and because of
the whole legacy of socialism," said the
writer Wendy Guerra, a rising star of Cuban
literature. "Time isn't money here. Very few
people produce anything for themselves.
The country stopped producing a long
time ago. People act like they're working,
and the state acts like it pays them," the 46-
year-old novelist and poet told AFP.

"There's no schedule. No one ever has to
be somewhere urgently. There's no traffic,
and public transportation problems have
made us all officially unpunctual." In her
novel "Everyone Leaves," Guerra's heroine
ends up frozen on Havana's famous seaside
boulevard, the Malecon, "stuck in the
immobility of Cuba." Cuban artist Alejandro
Campins also addresses the island's lethar-
gy in his work. "Every Cuban's subcon-
scious is a waiting room," he said. Standing
in line "is in our DNA," said port agent
Daniel Rios, 36, whose job involves a lot of
queuing.

Speeding up 
Many artists have found inspiration in

Cuban time. "Coming to Cuba is like travel-
ing back to the past. Time doesn't move
here," said the artist Dagoberto Rodriguez.
He and a collaborator made waves in 2012
with a piece where a troupe danced back-
ward up a Havana avenue, symbolizing
Cubans' peculiar relationship with time. But
things have been evolving since President
Raul Castro came to power in 2008. Since
he replaced his big brother Fidel, tourism
has boomed, WiFi hotspots have flourished,
and private restaurants and hotels have
gone from banned to blossoming.

Besides the long-unthinkable rap-
prochement with Washington, Raul Castro
has sought to modernize Cuba's Soviet-
style economy by allowing small private
businesses, the sale of cars and homes, and
international travel. "Time has accelerated
in Cuba as a result of the economic
reforms," said Arturo Lopez-Levy, a profes-

sor at the University of Texas-Rio Grande
Valley.

Not so fast 
Still, the country is not exactly jumping

to light speed. "Time may be moving quick-
ly by Cuban standards, but not by the stan-
dards of the rest of the world," said Michael
Shifter, president of the Inter-American
Dialogue research institute. "For most
Cubans, life remains unchanged even to
this day." Nearly six decades after the
Cuban Revolution, a Castro is still in power,
dissent is muzzled, the US embargo
remains in place and the island's economy
is 80 percent controlled by the state.

Foreign investment is l imited, and
requires navigating a labyrinthine bureau-
cracy. "Foreign corporations have a hard
time understanding why things take so
much longer here. A contract that would
take three or four months somewhere else
takes a year or two," said cell phone maker
Nokia's Cuba representative, Charles Ferrer.
Cuba is stuck in "a different dimension of
time," said Cuban economist Pavel Vidal,
who teaches in Colombia. Raul Castro's
economic reforms, he said, could have
been "faster and broader." The president
has said he will implement his reforms
"without hurry, but without pausing." But
with the 85-year-old leader preparing to
hand over power in February 2018, he may
now be the one who finds time running
short. — AFP

A Cuban rests next to a graffiti depicting Argentine-Cuban revolutionary Ernesto "Che" Guevara.A man sleeps on the seawall in Havana’s Malecon.

An old American car is seen in a street of Havana. — AFP photos

Living in Cuban time

A tourist talks to locals next to an old American car in Havana. A Cuban looks on, as he sits in the trunk of an old American car. A Cuban rests in his three-wheeled cart in a street of Havana.

Cubans queue to buy newspapers at a newsstand in Havana.

A Cuban yawns as he leans on a monument in a street of
Havana.

A Cuban man in a wheelchair remains in the street next to Los Parados cafeteria in
Havana.

A man reads a newspaper atop a truck in Havana.

A boy with a
bike stands at a

doorstep in
Havana.
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Living in Cuban time

Hamed Sinno (center), the lead singer of Lebanese band Mashrou Leila, perform on stage at the Dubai International Marine Club during a music festival in the United Arab Emirates. — AFP

Cadbury to make giant
Creme egg for Easter? 

Cadbury Creme Egg like the idea of turning their popular
treats into a giant Easter egg for their loyal fans, but claim
the process could be "very difficult". The chocolate brand
insisted they would love to please their fans ahead of
Easter and make the popular treat even bigger, but would
find it hard to keep the "lovely filling inside". A spokesper-
son told The Daily Record: "It's a very difficult structure to
put together, and would be difficult to keep the chocolate
intact with all that lovely filling inside." But despite the
process looking to be a difficult one, the company insisted
they weren't ruling out the idea completely. They added:
"Never say never. I know if we did do it there would be a
massive demand."

Sinking in a Japan trench
dubbed most favorable way to die 

Sinking to the bottom of the 36,000 feet Mariana Trench in
Japan, has been dubbed the most popular way to die.
Californian scientist Paul Doherty and writer Cody Casey
investigated ways in which people would prefer to die as
part of research for their book 'And Then You're Dead' and
they were bombarded with bizarre requests to the ways
people wanted to end their lives. Responding to the weird
request, the pair wrote:  "Fortunately you're mostly water,
and water is incompressible, so you would retain your basic
human shape ... "The air pockets inside you, namely in your
nasal cavity, throat and chest, would be a problem. Those
would collapse inward, which would fatal' (sic)". Others vot-
ed being stuck in a falling elevator, getting too close to a
neutron star, being hit by a particle accelerator and jump-
ing into a hole in the earth as their favorable ways to die. 

500 gallons of fake tan sold 
for Grand National Ladies Day 

Almost 500 gallons of fake tan have been sold amid the run
up to the Grand National's Aintree Ladies Day. St John's
Shopping Centre in Liverpool noticed the increase in their
sales of St Moriz tan from glamorous girls who are prepar-
ing to walk the catwalk in front of the world's media in six
weeks at the popular event. The girls have played a signifi-
cant part in the high-demand with the likes of stiletto and
coffin-shaped nails, fluttering fake eyelashes, curly blow-
dry bookings, body-con dresses and champagne-coloured
frocks, all dubbed to be important parts of their forthcom-
ing event. Rob Bradley, center manager for St John's, said:
"We know how glamorous the girls are in Liverpool and
how much pride they take in their appearance," said Rob,
"they set trends all around the country and we are proud
that our retailers can help them feel like the 'finest fillies' for
Ladies Day!"

A man sends ex the same 
text each day for three years 

A man has sent his ex-girlfriend the same message for
three years.  A bitter ex-beau, who is only known as
Picasso, has reportedly been posting a string of messages
reading "I hate you" to his previous partner at the exact
same time every day for the past 36 months. Picasso post-
ed a picture on his Twitter account of a text where he
repeatedly bombarded his former flame with the three
words.  The male also shared a screenshot of his alarms for
the day, with one listed as "Tell Your Ex you Hate Her. She
Ain't S**t (sic)" alongside the 7:45 am time slot, to remind
him to send the message at the specific hour every day.
He captioned the social media upload: "I've been texting
my ex every day at 7:45 am for 3 years straight to remind
her that I hate her. pic.twitter.com/4ZbaGZ9mvr (sic)."
However, the unnamed ex-girlfriend can't believe the
male is not over her and their relationship and is desperate
for Picasso to stop.  An image of their conversation
showed her reply, which read: "Can you not send this
every day. It's been three years.(sic)." — Bang Showbiz

Bizarre News 

Laughter rings out and there is an atmosphere of excite-
ment and joyful chaos. Children are perched on stilts,
others spin plates or happily perform aerial dances. This

is not a big top circus in a major city but a house in southeast-
ern Turkey, where Syrian refugee children learn circus tricks in
an innovative program to help integrate into their foreign
host country.  The Her Yerde Sanat association (Turkish for 'Art
Anywhere') works with 120 young people aged three to 20.
Just north of the Syrian border, at the house in Mardin
province, there is a beautiful view over the Mesopotamian
plain to Syria, which 80 of the youngsters once called home.
The other children are Turkish.

On the ground floor, some 15 children alternate between
aerial dancing from ribbons suspended from the ceiling, jug-
gling and the trapeze, while younger ones in a second room
play percussion instruments with an impressive intensity.
Upstairs, Turkish is being taught to Syrian children so they can
integrate into school. Some learn the circus arts every day
because they are unable to go to school; for others it is a
weekend activity. Some become good enough to perform
publicly in shows or regional festivals.

'Break down language barriers' 
Fifteen-year-old Eyad Haj Mahmoud, originally from

Aleppo in northern Syria, believes the classes are helpful. "I
learned things here that have allowed me to become a bet-
ter person," he told AFP. It is a chance for the children to tem-
porarily forget their past-adult instructors, most of whom
have a professional or amateur circus background, are told

never to ask about their origins. Surrounded by the sound of
laughter and raucous activity, Pinar Demiral told AFP the
children "are just here to create circus art". One of the co-
founders of the association, established in 2012, Demiral
said: "We use the circus as a tool to break down all the lan-
guage barriers." In the daylong workshops, trainers switch
from one language to another, helped by their students who
also do music and hip-hop classes.

The adults are mostly volunteers from outside of Turkey,
who come for an average of three months; some speak
Turkish and Arabic while all know English. Syria's conflict
has killed more than 310,000 people, forced over five mil-
lion people to flee the country and left much of it in ruins
since it erupted six years ago. Turkey is home to over 2.9
million Syrian refugees, according to figures released by
the Turkish interior ministry last month.  Some 300,000 of
those are in camps, while others live with the local popula-
tion. And this is where the association comes in, helping
with integration through circus arts in a project partly
funded by NGO International Medical Corps, together with
the Swiss government.

'Respectful space' 
Activity coordinator Muhammed Kheir Kassim came to

Turkey from Damascus four years ago and said he discov-
ered the association through his son. Having been a school
headmaster in Syria, he soon got involved himself. "I sent
my son (to Her Yerde Sanat) to prevent him from hanging
around on the streets, especially because he is a refugee

and risks having problems in society." He described his privi-
leged relationship with the children, saying he was like "a
father" and "a friend" to them. "We get angry, we reconcile,
we fight but at the end of the day, we have the same heart
and the same goal," he said.

Teenagers are trained so they can mentor younger ones
when volunteers are in short supply or need help. It is a role
they take very seriously. "They learn things from each other,
they help each other," Demiral said, whose aim is to give chil-
dren "a space, in which they are respected and taught skills so
that they can find their own balance".

'Gained confidence' 
Turkish children benefit from the experience too. Nursena,

a girl from Mardin, has been taking part for a year, her mother
told AFP. Tuba Akburak said Nursena had "gained confidence
after coming, she makes friends more easily".  But, working
with children who have seen war and been through trauma
and experiences far removed from those of their Turkish
friends, is not always easy. "There are sometimes conflicts
between Turkish and Syrian children, they might fight,"
Demiral said. "But from day one, when they enter, we just tell
them that the only rule is 'we cannot fight'." While mindful that
they are working with children with a "background of war",
she added that she wanted to stop the cycle of violence. "At
first, they want to fight and show their power, but playing in
the same space, being equal, it decreases the tensions
between the groups." — AFP

Circus arts help Syrian 
children make new life

Syrian children perform during a circus class on the roof
top of a building.

Syrian children and boys perform during a circus class. Syrian boys juggle on a roof top of a house in Mardin. — AFP photos

Syrian children play as they attend a circus class. Syrian boys juggle on a roof top of a building.
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